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Abstract 
Surrounding the Hindukush mountain chain is a stretch of land where as many as 50 distinct languages varieties 
of several language meet, in the present study referred to as “The Greater Hindukush” (GHK). In this area a large 
number of languages of at least six genera are spoken in a multi-linguistic setting. As the region is in part 
characterised by both contact between languages as well as isolation, it constitutes an interesting field of study of 
similarities and diversity, contact phenomena and possible genealogical connections. The present study takes in 
the region as a whole and attempts to characterise the morphology of the many languages spoken in it, by 
studying three parameters: phonological fusion, exponence, and flexivity in view of grammatical markers for 
Tense-Mood-Aspect, person marking, case marking, and plural marking on verbs and nouns. The study was 
performed with the perspective of areal typology, employed grammatical descriptions, and was in part inspired 
by three studies presented in the World Atlas of Language Structures (WALS). It was found that the region is 
one of high linguistic diversity, even if there are common traits, especially between languages of closer contact, 
such as the Iranian and the Indo-Aryan languages along the Pakistani-Afghan border where purely concatenative 
formatives are more common. Polyexponential formatives seem more common in the western parts of the GHK 
as compared to the eastern. High flexivity is a trait common to the more central languages in the area. As the 
results show larger variation than the WALS studies, the question was raised of whether large-scale typological 
studies can be performed on a sample as limited as single grammatical markers. The importance of the region as 
a melting-pot between several linguistic families was also put forward. 
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Fonologisk sammansmältning, 
exponensialitet, och böjning i 
Hindukushspråk 

En areal-typologisk undersökning 

Hanna Rönnqvist 

Sammanfattning 
Runt om bergssystemet Hindukush ligger ett område där upp till ett femtiotal språkvarieteter av flera olika 
språkfamiljer möts, i denna studie refererat till som ”Det större Hindukush” (GHK). I detta område talas ett stort 
antal språk från åtminstone sex olika genus, i en oftast flerspråkig miljö. Eftersom detta område karaktäriseras 
både av språkkontakt och till viss del -isolering utgör det ett intressant studieområde vad gäller likheter och 
skillnader, språkkontakt och möjliga språkgenetiska kopplingar. Den nuvarande studien försöker ringa in hela 
denna region, och karaktärisera de många olika språkens respektive morfologiska struktur. Detta görs genom att 
studera tre morfologiska parametrar: fonologisk sammansmältning, exponentialitet, och böjning, inom 
grammatiska markörer för tempus-modus-aspekt, personmarkering, kasus, och pluralmarkering. Studien 
utfördes med ett arealtypologisk perspektiv, baserades på grammatiska beskrivningar av språken, och var delvis 
inspirerad av tre studier från World Atlas of Language Structures (WALS). Man fann att regionen kännetecknas 
av hög språklig diversitet även om det finns gemensamma drag, i synnerhet mellan språk som varit i nära 
kontakt, så som de iranska och de indo-ariska språken längs den pakistansk-afghanska gränsen där rent 
konkatenativa markörer är vanligare. Polyexponentiella markörer tycks vanligare i de västra delarna av GHK, 
jämfört med de östra. Böjningar efter ordklass verkar vara ett gemensamt drag för de mer centralt placerade 
språken jämfört med de perifera. Eftersom resultaten visade på en större variation än i WALS-studierna 
ifrågasattes det om storskaliga typologiska studier kan genomföras på ett så litet urval som enstaka grammatiska 
markörer. Vikten av regionen som en smältdegel av olika språkliga genera framhölls också. 

Nyckelord 

Hindukushområdet, språkkontakt, arealtypologi, morfologisk typologi, indo-ariska, iranska, nuristanska, 
turkspråk, tibeto-Burmanska, burushaski 

 

 
 



List of abbreviations 
1, 2, 3 1st, 2nd, 3rd 
1SG 1st person singular 
2SG 2nd person singular 
3SG 3rd person singular 
1PL 1st person plural 
2PL 2nd person plural 
3PL 3rd person plural 
A Actual (past and perfect) 
ABSP Ablative-Suppressive 
ADD Additive 
AOR Aorist 
AG.I Imperfective Agent 
AG.P Perfective Agent 
ART Article 
AUX Auxiliary 
COMP Comparative 
CONT Continuous 
DAT Dative 
DIR Direct 
DIST Distal 
ERG Ergative 
EQ Equative copula 
F Feminine 
FCT Factual 
FUT Future 
GHK the Greater Hindukush 
HKIA Hindukush Indo-Aryan 
HUM Human 
I Inferential 
IA Indo-Aryan 
IMP Imperfect 
INT Intransitive 
INERG Instrumental/ergative 
IPFV Imperfective 
LOC Locative 
M Masculine 
MPL Masculine plural 
NEG Negation 
NOM Nominative 
NPST Non-past 
NR Nominaliser 
OBL Oblique 
PFV Perfective 
POSS Possessive 
PL Plural 
PRES Present 
PST Past tense 
SG Singular 
SOC Sociative 
STR Strong 
TAM Tense-Aspect-Mood 
TR Transitive 
Q Question
 
 

 
 



Notes on transcription systems 
Transcription systems in the study  

In the present study the transcription systems employed by the respective authors of the grammatical descriptions 
have been used. These vary among the different authors, and no attempt to conform them to a standard has been 
made. 

For a majority of the examples in the study this means a “Standard Orientalist” or “Indological” transcription 
system, which is very common within the field of Indology and South Asian linguistics. Other authors have their 
own transcription systems or follow other traditions. As the focus of the study is the construction of morphemes 
and grammatical markers rather than comparison between specific phonemes, this has not been seen as a 
problem. For more details on the transcription system used in a specific example, please see the grammatical 
description from which it is taken, cited as in the following example: 

 

(2) Pashto (David 2014:200) 

za wrustá lə tā nənəwat- əl- əm 

1SG.STR.DIR after from 2SG.STR.OBL AOR.enter-PST-1SG 

’I entered after you’ 
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1. Introduction 
The Hindukush is a vast mountain chain in the north-western parts of the Indian Subcontinent, which stretches 
between central Afghanistan and northern Pakistan. The mountain chain and its surroundings is a multilingual 
region where approximately 50 languages of several families and sub-families are spoken: Indo-Aryan, Iranian, 
Nuristani, Tibeto-Burman, Turkic and the language isolate Burushaski. The languages in the area are studied to a 
varying extent with some of them being rather understudied due to, among other factors, the unstable political 
situation in the area. For the region as a whole, very little areal-linguistic research has been done (for the 
exceptions, see e.g. Baart 2003; Bashir 1988, 2003; Edelman 1983; Tikkanen 1999, 2008). Phonology is rather 
well-studied, e.g. in the works by Tikkanen (1999, 2008), while morphology is one of the areas where rather 
little has been written on this interesting region’s languages, even though a number of grammatical descriptions 
are available. 

No studies have previously strived to characterise the region based on fundamental morphological aspects of the 
languages, such as how grammatical formatives1 are expressed, how they are constructed, and whether they 
come in sets of variants. The present study aimed to fill this gap by describing the morphological make-up of the 
region with a starting point in a few basic but important morphological parameters, namely flexivity, exponence 
and fusion (for definitions, see below). The study was inspired by Bickel & Nichols’ treatment of these 
parameters in their typological studies for the World Atlas of Language Structures (WALS), and the starting 
point for the investigation was the following features (Dryer et al. 2015):  

Phonological fusion (WALS feature 20): i.e. defining to what extent the grammatical markers are phonologically 
connected to the stem of a word.  

Formative exponence: (WALS feature 21): monoexponential vs. polyexponential, i.e. the number of grammatical 
categories that can be expressed by a single grammatical marker (e.g. case and number being marked through a 
single polyexponential grammatical marker). 

Flexivity (one aspect of flexivity exemplified in WALS feature 59): the degree of allomorphy within e.g. 
declination systems, i.e. whether the grammatical markers come in sets of variants (allomorphs). One such 
example is how case allomorphs may vary depending on a noun’s declension class.  

The aim of the study was to describe the languages of the area on the basis of the three above parameters. The 
research questions were the following: 

• Can any significant areal patterns be discerned in the region in view of the above parameters? Do the 
possible patterns go along with the division into families and sub-families, or do the traits rather follow 
a geographical pattern? 

• How does the area place itself within the larger perspective of linguistic typology for these parameters? 
Are the possible identified patterns typologically common or not? 

• Can a sampling of the type represented in the WALS features 20 and 21 be representative of such a 
diverse region as the Greater Hindukush? 

1 The term formative is here to be understood as what is generally referred to as “grammatical marker”, 
i.e. a bound or free morpheme which fills a grammatical function of the marked word, phrase or 
sentence. The term is used in the same way as Bickel & Nichols (2013a, b, and c) employ the term, as 
this work in part is inspired by theirs. 
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The study does not try to conclude anything on possible contact phenomena. This is partly due to the fact that not 
all of these morphological characteristics are easily transferred through contact, and partly due to the lack of 
data, especially diachronic data. The description of the morphology of this area will thus be a synchronic 
description, and places itself within the area of areal typology.  

Data collected from grammatical descriptions was employed in order to discern any areally significant patterns 
in the morphology of the languages spoken in the region. The languages were studied by means of a 
representative sample consisting of 18 out of the approximately 50 languages spoken in the area. The choice of 
languages was mainly guided by representativeness; all language families are represented to a proportional 
extent, as well as the different subgroups within the larger families. Availability has also played a role in the 
choice of languages, where languages with proper descriptions were preferred to lesser-described languages. The 
data consisted mainly of published language descriptions. 

The study focused on formatives pertaining to the verbal and the nominal paradigms. Within the verbal paradigm 
TAM markers, person markers, and plural markers were studied. In the nominal paradigm case markers and 
plural markers were studied. Descriptions of such markers were extracted to the extent such markers were 
described in the grammar along with a number of examples containing such grammatical markers. In some cases 
whole paradigms were extracted. An analysis was then performed on the data in order to judge how the language 
positions itself in view of the three parameters fusion, exponence, and flexivity. For a more thorough 
methodological description, see Section 3.  

The resulting values were plotted onto maps that, to the extent possible, were compared to the samples used in 
the respective WALS features. The results were discussed in view of the region’s position relative to the 
languages of the world, but also strived to develop the description of the area compared to the one or two 
Hindukush languages from the region employed in Bickel & Nichols’ studies. The latter was done in order to see 
whether such a sampling method at all can be representative for a multilingual region such as the Hindukush. 

2. Background 

2.1 Morphological classification - history 
In this section a brief history of morphological classification and its development is introduced, followed by an 
introduction of the different morphological parameters used in this study to investigate the morphology of the 
Hindukush languages. 

 

Morphological typology was one of the first areas where languages were classified according to structure rather 
than genetic affiliation. The basic descriptions of language types were developed during the 19th century, and 
became increasingly popular and very prominent within linguistics during the 20th century. During the 19th 
century, morphological typology was to a large extent focused on categorizing languages into different types 
ranging along a scale from isolating > agglutinating > fusional > introflexive. Albeit the system was not perfect, 
the view has been “an extremely useful typology for many generations of linguists” (Bybee 1997:25). 

The original formulation was made already in 1808 by Schlegel, who divided languages into two different types 
depending on whether they were affixal or flectional. It is not perfectly clear how he defined the types, but it is 
likely that the difference was between that of simple agglutination of morphemes, and the phonological 
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alternations of morphemes in combination. Schlegel’s brother August later added a third type, based on the 
example of Classical Chinese, which he named languages with “no structure”. Later, in 1825, Humboldt added 
what he called “incorporating” languages to designate languages that incorporate the object into the verb – 
mainly based on some North American languages (Croft 2002:45). 

The today classical formulation of different morphological types was made by Schleicher, who distinguished 
three types of languages: isolating (corresponding to Schlegel’s “no structure”), agglutinative (“affixal” in 
Schlegel’s terms), and inflectional (“flectional”). In this classic formulation, isolating languages do not use any 
inflection at all; agglutinative languages use affixes that are monoexponential, i.e. only denote a single 
grammatical category; and inflectional languages use affixes which denote more than one category at once into a 
single morpheme (i.e. polyexponential markers). (Croft 2002:45-46). 

Chinese is still the model example used for isolating languages where each grammatical marker seems invariable 
and has a 1:1 relationship between form and meaning. Turkish, where a word can attach several markers each 
denoting tense, person, voice etc. respectively, is the common model example of an agglutinative language. 
Finally, languages such as Latin and Greek are usually the model of inflectional languages, as they have their 
different markers for tense, voice and person fused into a single marker which attach to the word stem (Matthews 
1991:3-4). 

The structuralist movement within linguistics during the beginning of the 20th century altered the view of 
languages belonging to set types, and made it possible to examine parts of a language’s structure in isolation. 
Edward Sapir revised the morphological typology by studying morphological properties as two individual 
parameters: the number of morphemes per word, and the degree of phonological alternation of morphemes in 
combinations. In terms of the prior category he identified three different types: analytic languages, where there is 
only one morpheme per word; synthetic languages with a small amount of morphemes per word; and 
polysynthetic languages where a large number of morphemes per word are identified – in particular several roots. 
For the latter parameter – phonological alternation – he proposed four categories, of which three were the types 
used in the classical notion: isolating languages with no affixation; agglutinative with “simple affixation” and no 
or little morphophonemic alternations; fusional languages with considerable morphophonemic alternations; and 
a fourth type, symbolic languages, in which the grammatical markers are suppletive rather than going through 
morphophonemic alternations (Croft 2002:46). 

Even if the different categories into which languages are divided have varied, been refined and developed over 
the years, they are still widely used today (Croft 2002:45). 

2.1.1 Criticism 

The above described morphological types have long been criticized for being impractical, simply wrong, and 
rendering morphological typology a waste of time, if not completely impossible (Plank 1999: 279-80). Firstly the 
fact that few, if any, languages represent the ‘ideal’ type of each category makes it hard to judge where to draw 
the line along the continuums. Comrie (1981) has for example suggested that a fully fusional language would be 
completely suppletive. Garland (2006) has pointed out that in languages such as Sinhala, neither agglutinative 
(into which its affixes, clitics, and postpositions would normally be classified) nor fusional (into which it is 
usually classified due to its nominal morphology) is an entirely satisfying categorization.  

Recent research has also shown that this kind of typology “conflates many different typological variables and 
incorrectly assumes that these parameters covary universally” (Bickel & Nichols 2013a). For a development on 
this reasoning, see e.g. Plank 1999, Bickel and Nichols 2007. 

Already Greenberg (1954) did take morphological classification to a different level, as he noticed that there were 
no clear boundaries between the analytic, synthetic and polysynthetic language types. Instead he proposed a 
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quantitative index where languages could be ranked relative to each other based on one of several structural 
parameters (Croft 2002: 47). 

Following this approach, several researchers have today turned their attention to individual morphological 
parameters and how these perhaps covary. The present study will be inspired by the approach taken by Bickel & 
Nichols (2013a, b, c, and d) in WALS, by picking three parameters, namely phonological fusion, formative 
exponence, and flexivity. As the results to the extent possible will be compared to those of the three chosen 
WALS features (especially number 20 and 21), the different features merit from a closer introduction. 

2.1.2 Fusion in current typological studies 

The variable phonological fusion describes to what extent a grammatical marker (or formative, as we will call it 
along with Bickel & Nichols 2007, 2013a, b, c) is connected to the word stem. There are three basic values – 
isolating, concatenative and nonlinear.  

Isolating formatives are formatives that function as individual phonological words. They are added, not to a 
word stem but adjacent to it, and are already segmented from the word they modify. In Bickel & Nichols 2013a 
this is exemplified by Boumaa Fijian’s past tense article aa, which does not attach to the verb but is a free word: 

(1) Boumaa Fijian (as cited in Bickel & Nichols 2013a) 

Au aa soli-a a=niu vei ira 

1SG PST give-TR ART=coconut to 3PL 

’I gave a coconut to them’ 

 
The second basic type is the concatenative. These formatives are phonologically bound formatives that need to 
attach to a word stem, together with which they form a single phonological word. These formatives are generally 
unstressed, and go together with their host word, often through phonological alternation that assimilates the 
formative to the stem and makes it a whole. The phonological alternations taken aside, the words can easily be 
segmented into morphemes, i.e. word stem and formative(s), see e.g. the formation of the Past Imperfect stem in 
Gawri (where some phonological alternations occur): 

(2) Gawri (Baart 1999:188) 

ṣā~š 

ṣā- -a~ -š 

put IMP PST 

’(he) was putting’ 

 
In other cases, no apparent phonological changes are made, and the formative is easily segmentable, e.g. the past 
formative from Pashto /-əl/: 

(3) Pashto (David 2014:200) 

za wrustá lə tā nənəwat- əl- əm 

1SG.STR.DIR after from 2SG.STR.OBL AOR.enter-PST-1SG 

’I entered after you’ 

 
The third basic type of formatives is the nonlinear. Nonlinear formatives are not segmentable the way 
concatenative formatives are, as they in one way or another modify the word stem they attach to in a direct way, 
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for example through ablaut or tonal changes. In Bickel & Nichols 2013a ablaut is exemplified by the stem 
change in Modern Hebrew between example 4a and 4b: 

(4) Modern Hebrew (as cited in Bickel & Nichols 2013a) 

(a) šamar-ti (b) ʔe-šmor 

 guard.PST-1SG.PST  1SG.FUT-guard.FUT 

 ’I guarded’  ’I will guard’ 

Ablaut is commonly defined as a regular alternation of vowels in the root of a word which reflects a grammatical 
function. In Bickel & Nichols 2013a also other alternations, such as stem changes, are analysed as ablaut. To 
make our results as comparable as possible with that of the WALS sample, we will use the same definition and 
also regard other stem changes as ablaut morphology. Another type of nonlinear formatives is tonal change. 
Bickel & Nichols (2013a) exemplify this by the difference between the Present Habitual and the Past Perfect in 
Kisi (Atlantic, Guinea):  

(5) Kisi (as cited in Bickel & Nichols 2013a) 

(a) Ò cìmbù (b) Ò cìmbú 

 3SG leave.PRES.HAB  3SG leave.PST.PFV 

 ’She (usually) leaves’  ’She left’ 

 

The WALS feature number 20 (Bickel & Nichols 2013a) focuses on fusion, and measures this variable by 
studying the tense-aspect-mood (TAM) and case formatives in a sample of 165 languages from all over the 
world. In their sample the three basic values (with the non-linear types ablaut and tonal studied separately) were 
found to combine into seven different types. Apart from exclusively Concatenative, exclusively Isolating and 
exclusively Tonal languages, they also found languages where the TAM and the case formatives were of 
different types. These combinations were Tonal/Isolating, Tonal/Concatenative, Ablaut/Concatenative and 
Isolating/Concatenative. There were also a few examples of languages in which conflicting evidence was found 
for at least one of the formatives; these were also labelled as combinations between two types of formatives 
(Bickel & Nichols 2013a). 

Bickel & Nichols found that a vast majority of the world’s languages (75%) had concatenative formatives for 
both TAM and case. They also found that geographically, languages with fully or partially isolating formatives 
were mostly found in West Africa, Southeast Asia and the Pacific. They found that ablaut morphology always 
occurred together with concatenative morphology and this trait was more or less confined to Africa; as were the 
few instances of tonal morphology (see Table 1). 

 

Value Representation 
Exclusively concatenative 125 
Exclusively isolating 16 
Exclusively tonal 3 
Tonal/isolating 1 
Tonal/concatenative 2 
Ablaut/concatenative 5 
Isolating/concatenative 13 
 Total 165 

 
Table 1. The results from WALS feature 20, representation of languages according to fusion types found. (Bickels & 
Nichols 2013a) 
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2.1.3 Exponence in current typological studies 

Exponence is a term describing the number of grammatical categories that is collectively expressed by one and 
the same formative in a language. The most common type is the monoexponential type, in which a formative 
codes only one grammatical category. The less common type is the polyexponential, where a formative 
cumulates more than one category at the same time. These types are sometimes also called separative and 
cumulative formatives. Exponence type can combine with any of the fusion types we have seen presented in 
Section 2.1.2, as it is independent of the phonological relationship between the word stem and the formative 
(Bickel & Nichols 2013b). 

The WALS feature number 21 (Bickel & Nichols 2013b) focuses on exponence within the categories of TAM 
and case. For each of the categories one formative is sampled, following a hierarchy. For case this was 
grammatical case before any other type of case marking, and within grammatical case they prioritised 
accusative/ergative > nominative/absolutive (if none of these categories existed, they assumed the language not 
to have case). For TAM they prioritised past tense > future tense > present tense > closest aspect equivalent to 
past tense > mood/status/evidentiality marker used for past tense narration. For a more extensive description of 
how this procedure worked, see Bickel & Nichols 2013d, or, for their hierarchy of sampling formatives, see 
Section 3.2. Following the above hierarchy, it can be assumed that for most languages, the “TAM” marker is a 
tense marker, usually expressing past tense. 

Their study found that polyexponential formatives were rare for both case and TAM markers, but that the 
distribution of the feature differed between the two types. They found 5 different types in the category of case: 
monoexponential case; case combined with number; case combined with referentiality (case markers that in 
some way specify the word they are attached to as topics, or some other specific or definite reference); case and 
TAM; and the languages with no case (Bickel & Nichols 2013b).  

43% of the languages had monoexponential case, and 46% lacked case formatives altogether. The remaining 
10% were divided almost evenly between Case + number and Case + referentiality, while a polyexponential 
Case + TAM formative was very rare, only occurring in 2 languages out of the 162 in the sample (see Table 2 
below): 

Value Representation 
Monoexponential case 71 
Case + number 8 
Case + referentiality 6 
Case + TAM (tense-aspect-mood) 2 
No case 75 
Total 162 

 
Table 2. The results from WALS feature 21, representation of languages according to exponence types found. 
(Bickels & Nichols 2013b) 
 
 

Tense-aspect-mood formatives showed 6 different ewxponence types in the sample; the single most common 
type was Monoexponential TAM with almost 80% of the languages having this formative type. Note that aspect 
and mood markers only were sampled in lack of tense markers, and “TAM-marker” should here preferably be 
understood as a “tense, aspect or mood marker”. Very few languages lacked TAM markers altogether (2,5% in 
the sample), and the single most common polyexponential TAM type was TAM + agreement, which was found 
in 12% of the languages. Also combinations of TAM + agreement + diathesis (e.g. active vs. passive); TAM + 
agreement + construct (the marking of a dependent on the head); and TAM + polarity (where the expression of 
negation was impossible to divide into a separate morpheme) were found, with a few occurrences of each (see 
Table 3). 
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Value Representation 
Monoexponential TAM 127 
TAM + agreement 19 
TAM + agreement + diathesis 4 
TAM + agreement + construct 1 
TAM + polarity 5 
No TAM 4 
Total 160 

 
Table 3. The results from WALS feature 21, representation of languages according to exponence types found. 
(Bickels & Nichols 2013b) 

 

In all, Bickel & Nichols found that monoexponence indeed is the norm. All instances of polyexponence appear 
to be “singularities”, and are limited to single languages or language families. There are no clear geographical 
patterns of polyexponence and it seems resistant to areal spread. It was suggested that polyexponence is a trait of 
great genealogical stability, as some instances were found where polyexponence is well-attested in several 
branches of a family (Bickel & Nichols 2013b). 

 

2.1.4 Flexivity in current typological studies 

Flexivity is a term describing the degree of allomorphy within a certain type of formatives, i.e. whether the 
grammatical markers come in sets of variants (allomorphs). One common example of this is case markers, that 
can vary depending on a noun’s declension class, a system found in e.g. Latin and other Indo-European 
languages. Another example of flexivity is presented in Bickel & Nichols’ (2013c) study on possessive classes, 
where they used a sample of 243 languages to study whether the languages of the world have variants in their 
system of possessive classification, which Bickel & Nichols regard as flexivity. Some languages have different 
strategies for expressing possessive classification, where there is an opposition between two or more forms of 
possessive markers that is triggered lexically by the possessed noun. A common opposition is that between 
alienable and inalienable nouns, but other oppositions exist (Bickel & Nichols 2013c). 

In Bickel & Nichols’ study (2013c) this distinction is exemplified by Mesa Grande Diegueño, where possession 
can be marked in two different ways depending on whether the possessed noun is alienable or inalienable, see 
example 6a and b: 

(6) Mesa Grande Diegueño (as cited in Bickel & Nichols 2013c): 

(a) ʔ-ətalʸ (b) ʔə-nʸ-ewaː 

 1SG-mother  1SG-ALIENABLE-house 

 ’My mother’ ’My house’ 

 

The different kinds of possession may be expressed through the same type of morphological markers (e.g. both 
are expressed by prefixes). However, sometimes the strategies differ and one type may be marked through 
prefixation while the other is marked through e.g. juxtaposition. Bickel & Nichols (2013c) found that the single 
most common type was to have no formal type of possessive classification at all (51% of the sample). In the 
languages with possessive classification, they found that binary classification was rather common (39%) in more 
or less every geographical area except Eurasia. Languages with three to five classes were less common (8%), and 
spread over the world with a cumulation around the Pacific Rim and some mountain enclaves (the Himalayas 
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and Caucasus). The very few languages with more than five classes (<2%) were only found around the Pacific 
Rim (Bickel & Nichols 2013c). The results from Bickel & Nichols’ study can be seen in Table 4. 

Value Representation 
No possessive classification 125 
Two classes 94 
Three to five classes 20 
More than five classes 4 
 Total 243 

 
Table 4. The results from WALS feature 59, representation of languages according to possession types found. 
(Bickels & Nichols 2013c) 

2.2 Areal-typological studies 
Areal typology is a rapidly growing field within linguistics, where the interests of areal linguistics and linguistic 
typology overlap. Areal linguistics has traditionally been concerned with similarities between geographically 
close languages within a certain area, especially when they are not closely related, and has often attempted to 
identify Sprachbünde, or linguistic areas of similar languages. Typology, on the other hand, has long been 
interested in classifying languages into taxonomies based on grammatical and/or phonological features. As 
features within typology tend not to be evenly distributed over the world but are known to cluster in one way or 
another, Dahl (2001:1456) identifies a certain overlap in interests of the two fields, where the field of areal 
typology comes in. The foci of the two prior are different: areal linguistics studies primarily the linguistic area, 
while typology has its focus set on the features it studies. The primary objective of areal typology on the other 
hand is the geographical distribution of such features. To areal typology, diversity is just as important as 
similarities, and areal patterns are of interest for the field whether or not they can be described in the classical 
notion of “linguistic area”. 

Dahl (2001:1456) further describes the field of areal linguistics as both descriptive and explanatory, in the sense 
that it does not only identify patterns, but strives to explain the processes that have given rise to them. In this 
sense one might say that areal typology has a both synchronic and diachronic interest. 

Koptjevskaja-Tamm (2010:582-584) proposes an ideal construction of areal typological studies that 
encompasses two important perspectives: the micro-perspective, consisting of a detailed description of specific 
domains across languages, much in the spirit of dialectology and traditional areal linguistics; and the macro-
perspective, where these findings are evaluated against a background of general typological findings. The two 
perspectives complement each other, in that the prior allows for a more fine-grained perspective (whereas 
classical large-scale typology often happens to lump categories, and turns out too broad to identify a specific 
contact phenomenon. 

The micro-perspective also allows for a larger number of sampling points than is common within large-scale 
typology, and may encompass border varieties where language contact often is the most intensive 
(Koptjevskaja-Tamm 2010:587). At the same time, the latter perspective (the macro-perspective) allows for the 
separation between usual traits that are shared by the area of study (which are less interesting if these traits are 
globally common), and unusual traits shared by the area (which could be true areal features setting the area apart 
from its surroundings, and an indication that a trait that may or may not have spread through close contact). The 
combination of these two perspectives should thus readily be applied in areal linguistics, as it seems clear that 
frequencies in the use of certain patterns can be a powerful indication of areal relationships (Koptjevskaja-Tamm 
2010:588-589). 
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The present study will not conclude anything on possible contact phenomena due to lack of data, but will explore 
possible indications that may be developed in further studies. 

2.3 The Greater Hindukush and its languages 
In this section the region of study is briefly introduced, followed by a short presentation of the different language 
families and language groups spoken in the region. 

 

The Hindukush is an approximately 800 km long mountain chain in the north-western parts of the Indian 
Subcontinent, that stretches between central Afghanistan and northern Pakistan, and one of the great watersheds 
of Central Asia. Running from northeast to southwest it divides the valley of Amu Darya and the Indus River 
valley to the south. Forage, timber, and water are the greatest resources in the Hindu Kush, and human 
settlements occur where land can be irrigated. Animal husbandry is another common occupation, with large 
seasonal migrations of livestock, driven by herders, moving to the pasturelands of remote mountain areas in the 
summer (Allan 2015). The Hindukush mountain chain and its surroundings form a vast geographical area where 
South and Central Asia historically have met. Many languages of different families are spoken in this quite 
diverse area where the modern nations of Pakistan, Afghanistan, Tajikistan, China and India all meet. Although a 
borderland of large super powers as well as an area of territorial dispute, it has historically never been a centre of 
power; and instead, a multi-ethnic and multilingual area has formed (Liljegren 2014: 134). 

The Greater Hindukush (GHK) is not en established term. It will be used in the present study as used by 
Liljegren (2014:134) to denote this multilingual area extending around the Hindukush mountain chain (see 
Figure 1), where at least four major language families meet up: the area is the most eastern extension of the 
Iranian languages, the north-westernmost extension of the Indo-Aryan languages, the furthest western stretch of 
the Sino-Tibetan languages, and just south of the Turkic language area (Liljegren 2014 134-135).  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Map over the Hindukush area and surroundings, that in the present study is denominated “The Greater Hindukush”  

A long and tumultuous history in the region, paired with fragmented topography due to the mountains, has led to 
a mosaic of peoples in the region, which can also be seen in the linguistic situation. The GHK is a multilingual 
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region with approximately 50 languages of several genetic branches: Indo-Aryan, Iranian, Tibeto-Burman, 
Turkic, Nuristani, and the language isolate Burushaski. 

For the region as a whole in an areal or areal typological perspective, very little research has been done (for the 
exceptions, see e.g. Baart 2003; Bashir 1988, 2003; Edelman 1983; Masica 1991, 2001; Tikkanen 2008). As was 
briefly mentioned above, rather little has been written on the morphology of the GHK’s languages. 

2.3.1 The Indo-Aryan languages  

The GHK is the north-westernmost extension of the Indo-Aryan languages, the dominant language family of the 
Indian Subcontinent. The family also makes up the greatest part of the languages in the GHK; approximately 
60% of the languages are Indo-Aryan (Liljegren, p.c.). 

The Indo-Aryan (IA) family is also one of the language families with the largest number of speakers; roughly 
one fifth of the world’s population speak an IA language (Masica 1991:1). The number of languages included in 
the group is hard to judge, but Lewis et al. classifies 225 languages as Indo-Aryan (2015i). A sub-branch of the 
Indo-European languages, they are spoken mainly in India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and the Maldive 
Islands. Even if they do co-exist with languages of other families, the IA languages are in all cases the dominant 
languages of the countries where they are spoken. Historically, the languages’ dominant area was even larger 
than it is today, extending into eastern Afghanistan where their influence can still be noted (Masica 1991:8). 

Among the Indo-Aryan languages of the region, the most dominant group is the Hindukush Indo Aryan (HKIA) 
languages, consisting of around 20(+) languages spoken in a nearly contiguous area ranging from the mountain 
region of northern Afghanistan, along the Kunar River through the mountainous parts of northern Pakistan, and 
finishing in the Kashmir Valley (Liljegren 2014:135). These languages were previously denoted “Dardic”, a 
geographical cover term for this group of languages that because of their isolation in the mountains have 
preserved some ancient characteristics, and at the same time developed new traits that make them different from 
the IA languages of the Indo-Gangetic plain. The HKIA languages have a lot of similarities, some due to shared 
genealogy, and some that exist due to contact (Bashir 2003:821-22). The term “Dardic” is slightly controversial 
due to an on-going dispute on whether it has any linguistic validity. The collecting term Hindukush Indo-Aryan 
will thus be employed in this work, in the same way as it is used by Henrik Liljegren (2008:30).  

The Hindukush Indo-Aryan languages can be divided into six subgroups (here presented from west to east): 
Pashai, Kunar, Chitral, Kohistani, Shina, and Kashmiri. A majority of the HKIA languages are spoken in north-
western Pakistan, with the exception of two subgroups; Pashai and Kashmiri, which are mainly spoken in 
Afghanistan and India respectively. 

Apart from the dominant HKIA languages, there are a few other IA languages spoken in the more central parts 
of the region. As most of them are spoken in more easily accessed areas outside the mountains, they have had 
different development possibilities than the HKIA languages. Due to the classical grouping of HKIA or “Dardic” 
languages, as well as their known similarities, the study profits from classifying them as a separate group. The 
rest of the Indo-Aryan languages spoken in the region will simply be described as Indo-Aryan (“non-HKIA”). 

2.3.2 The Iranian languages 

The GHK area is part of the eastern-most extension of the Iranian languages, which range from Central Turkey, 
Syria and Iraq to the western area of Xanjiang Uygyr Autonomous Region of China in the East. It is the eastern 
branch of the Indo-Iranian languages, with an estimated number of native speakers somewhere between 150 and 
200 million (Windfuhr 2009:1). There are a multitude of modern Iranian languages; Lewis et al (2015j) estimates 
them to 86. The over-all grouping of these has been quite well established, but the internal dialectal division of 
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the larger groups is only recently becoming clear (Windfuhr 2009: 9). The languages that extend into the GHK 
area belong to the East Iranian group. 

Bilingualism and multilingualism is the norm in many regions where the Iranian languages are spoken. Windfuhr 
(2009:15) claims that identity is determined by “complex intersecting layered patterns of cultural, ethnic, and 
linguistic affiliations”. Especially Arabic and Turkic have both historically covered the whole of the Iranian 
speaking area, where especially Arabic has left a major impact on Persian, and through Persian on more or less 
all Iranian languages. Today, Arabic has much less impact on the region with the exception of a few pockets in 
eastern Iran, Afghanistan and Central Asia. The more recent Turkic overlay has also had a distinct impact on 
Iranian languages, both in lexicon and grammar; especially in the border provinces (Windfuhr 2009:17). 

In the east (brushing into the Greater Hindukush region), the Iranian languages have been in continuous contact 
with the neighbouring Indo-Aryan languages. All such languages show distinct features of Indo-Aryan on all 
linguistic levels. Especially “Dardic” (Hindukush Indo-Aryan) and Nuristani languages have been in close 
contact with the Pamir group among the Iranian languages. Also Dravidian languages may, especially 
historically, have exercised some influence on the nearest Iranian languages (Windfuhr 2009: 17). 

2.3.3 The Nuristani languages 

The Nuristani languages, or Kafir languages as they were formerly called, are spoken almost solely in an area of 
north-eastern Afghanistan that is known as Nuristan. They have historically been confounded with the 
Hindukush Indo-Aryan languages, but are today seen as a separate group. Also, while the HKIA group is always 
classified as Indo-Aryan languages, there is a vivid debate on the exact classification of the Nuristani languages. 
The group’s nearest relatives seems to be Iranian languages (where especially Persian and Pashto have 
influenced the languages) and the Indian languages (Degener 2002:103). 

Some researchers group the Nuristani languages as a sub-group of the Iranian family, while others prefer to 
consider them part of the Indo-Aryan branch. Yet another view is to see them as the third sister on the Indo-
Iranian family branch, together with Indo-Aryan, and Iranian languages, but a clearly separate group (Degener 
2002:104). 

There are five main languages and their dialects making up the Nuristani groups, namely (1) Kati, (2) Wasi-weri 
or Prasun, (3) Waigali or Kalaṣ-alā, (4)Tregāmī, and (5) Aṣkun (Degener 2002:104). In total, the five languages 
are spoken by approximately 130 000 people (Strand 2015).   

2.3.4 The Turkic languages 

The Turkic family is a subfamily of the proposed Altaic language family. It consists of a group of closely related 
languages distributed over a large area, stretching from Eastern Europe to the Central and North Asia, from the 
Balkans to the Great Wall of China, and finally from Iran to the Arctic ocean. The many states in which Turkic 
languages are spoken include Turkey, Russia, Azerbaijan, Cyprus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Turkmenistan, 
Uzbekistan, China, Iran, Afghanistan, Iraq, Bulgaria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Greece, Romania, and Lithuania. 
The Turkic languages can be classified into three major groups; the south-western, the north-western, and the 
south-eastern groups (Johansson 2015). The group is estimated to include roughly 40 languages (Lewis et al. 
2015k). 

The Turkic languages have had wide and varying influences from many different languages. Old Turkic has 
borrowings from both Indo-Iranian and Chinese languages; Arabic and Persian influences are present in all 
Islamic languages, and Mongolian loan words are present from the 13th century. In Central Asia, Turkic and 
Iranian languages have interacted for a long time, which has led to strong Iranian impact on e.g. Uzbek, as well 
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as an even stronger Uzbek impact on the Iranian Tajik dialects. In modern times, European loan words have 
become increasingly important, as well as Chinese in the Turkic languages of China (Johansson 2015.) 

In the GHK the number of Turkic languages is rather small, and they are spoken in the periphery of the area. In 
northern Afghanistan, a variety of Uzbek is spoken, and in the Pamir area as well as some parts of northern 
Pakistan, Kirghiz is spoken (1998a:8-11). There is very little information on the specific varieties of the Turkic 
languages spoken in the GHK area. 

2.3.5 The Tibeto-Burman languages 

The GHK area is the western-most stretch of the Sino-Tibetan family, to which the Tibeto-Burman languages 
belong. The Tibeto-Burman sub-family is the principal family of the Himalayan region, and the languages are 
spoken from Kashmir in the west through the regions of India, Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh, Tibet and China, all 
the way into Southeast Asia with Burma, Thailand, Laos and Vietnam (Bradley 1997:1). There are several 
hundred languages known to belong to the Tibeto-Burman group (250-300 in some estimations), and the 
languages are spoken by roughly 57 million people (Matisoff 2015). Classifying the Tibeto-Burman languages 
into subgroups is difficult. Both divisions of nine and four subgroups are common, and the different methods are 
not completely agreeing on how to classify the different subgroups. If we use the crudest division, we find four 
main groupings: North-eastern Indian, Western, South-eastern, and North-eastern (Bradley 1997:2). The 
subgroup extending into the GHK is the Western group. 

The great Sino-Tibetan family also comprises Chinese, which has had a cultural and numerical predominance in 
the region, which is only counterbalanced by the greater typological diversity of the Tibeto-Burman languages. 
The great geographical area over which the Tibeto-Burman languages are scattered has led them to be influenced 
by many other language families. Austronesian, Mon-Khmer languages, and of course, Chinese and Indo-Aryan 
languages have all contributed heavily to the diversity of the Tibeto-Burman family. Some language 
communities have clearly pertained to the Chinese or Indian cultural spheres, others to both. Yet other language 
communities have managed to, due to sheer geographical remoteness, escape such cultural influences, also 
allowing for their linguistic features to be less influenced (Matisoff 2015). 

2.3.6 Burushaski 

Burushaski is a language isolate with roughly 40-50 000 speakers, spoken in northern Pakistan (Tikkanen 
2015:304). There are three main dialects of the language, named after the respective valleys in which they are 
spoken – Hunza, Nagar and Yasin – but the differences between the varieties are few. No conclusive studies 
have managed to genetically link Burushaski to any of the surrounding language groups (e.g. Hindukush Indo-
Aryan Khowar, Kalasha and Shina; Iranian Wakhi; West Tibetan language Balti; and Turkic languages Kirghiz 
and Uighur) (Willson 1996:1). Tikkanen writes that the language seems to have affinities with Basque and the 
Caucasian languages, as well as cultural connections to Northern and North-eastern Asia (Tikkanen 2015:304). 

Mainly due to its status as a language isolate, Burushaski has in many respects received much more attention 
than many of its neighbouring languages, and there are several published descriptions of various aspects of the 
language (see e.g. Leitner 1889; Lorimer 1935-1938; Berger 1974, 1998; Tikkanen 1988, 1995, 2015; Willson 
1996) (Willson 1996:1-2). 

Burushaski speakers are often also proficient in Khowar (especially in the Yasin valley), and Urdu. Burushaski is 
also used as a second language by speakers of Domaaki, Khowar, and Wakhi (Lewis et al. 2015a). 
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3. Methodology 
The present study is to a certain extent inspired by the approach taken by Bickel & Nichols (2013a, b, and c), i.e. 
three separate studies each focusing on a morphological variable that is important for morphological language 
classification. The reasons for this are several; for one, it allows for a broad classification of the languages’ 
morphology without conflating the different parameters that may or may not co-variate. Also, the application of 
a similar method allows for comparison with the larger typological sample presented in the WALS features 
(Bickel & Nichols 2013a, b, and c). This enables both verification of the classification of the HK-region made in 
the respective WALS features (where the region is at most represented by one or two languages), and permits for 
part of the results to be put in a larger typological perspective. Below the method for the present study is 
introduced. 

3.1 Method 
In the present study three parameters were taken into account in order to try to classify the languages, as 
presented in the Background section 2.1.2-2.1.4: degree of phonological fusion; exponence; and flexivity. This 
was done through the use of existent grammatical descriptions of the sampled languages, from which 
descriptions of formatives as well as actual formatives were collected and categorised according to type and 
structure. The formatives studied were TAM markers, person markers, and plural markers for verbs, and case 
markers and plural markers for nouns. 

It is noteworthy that even if the expression “TAM marker” is used, not every facet of tense, aspect and mood has 
been taken into account. The study is not an exhaustive description of every way in which TAM is marked, but a 
characterisation of the language’s major marking strategies for TAM. This is due to the enormous complexity of 
such systems. TAM markers have been sampled to the extent these values are overtly marked, and especially 
when they co-vary or interact with other types of markers. It is also worth mentioning that just as in Bickel & 
Nichols’ study (see section 3.2.2) the main focus has been on tense, and especially past tenses. As several of the 
languages in the region have a primary focus on aspect rather than tense, this often means perfective aspect. 

For the sampling of person markers on verbs the focus has been especially on markers denoting person (1st, 2nd, 
3rd), especially subject, but also other types of agreement markers such as e.g. gender-number markers, have 
been taken into account when they fill a similar or identical function.  

Turning to case and plural formatives it was decided not to include such formatives that appear in the 
pronominal paradigm, but only when they appear on nouns. This is due to time restrictions, as the pronominal 
systems often work in a different manner than the nominal system, and also tend to be rather complex. 

A more precise description of the formatives studied would thus be, for verbs: tense (and aspect and mood) 
formatives to the extent these categories are overtly marked and interact with other markers; plural formatives 
and person and/or agreement formatives. For the nominal paradigm case formatives as they appear on regular 
nouns, and plural formatives have been studied. 

3.1.1 Method for studying fusion 

The variable phonological fusion describes to what extent a formative is connected to the word stem. The 
formatives for each language were ranked as isolating, concatenative or non-linear; or a mix of two types, in case 
of several types of formatives co-occurring in different parts of the formative system(s). The rankings for each 
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type of formatives were then taken into account, to be able to tentatively classify the languages in view if their 
fusion. 

Isolating formatives are, as we have seen above, formatives that function as words of their own. If a language’s 
grammatical category was marked through the addition of a separate phonological word, the language was 
categorised as isolating. During our data collection, there was not any opportunity to phonologically judge 
whether a formative is connected to the word stem or not. Instead the study had to trust the writer of the 
grammatical description in each case. If a formative was written as a separate word (surrounded by spaces) it 
was considered isolating. 

The second basic type is concatenative. These are phonologically bound formatives that need to attach to another 
word, together with which they form a single word (in many Indo-European languages this could be exemplified 
by a tense affix). The formative is most often unstressed, and the word as a whole often goes through 
phonological alternations that assimilates the formative to the word and makes it a whole. Supplementary 
comments where the formative was described as unstressed did thus serve as yet a stronger proof of the 
formative being affixed to the word. 

While in a concatenative language the formatives can be segmented into morphemes, there is the third basic type 
in which this is impossible, namely the nonlinear type. Nonlinear formatives are not segmentable in this way, as 
they in one way or another modify the word stem they attach to in a direct way. Possible examples of this are 
ablaut, stem changes, or tonal changes. Note that Bickel & Nichols categorised also stem changes as “ablaut” 
(2013d). The present study followed Bickel & Nichol’s example and regarded other types of stem changes as 
“ablaut” marking. The languages as a whole were however classified as “nonlinear”, no matter the nonlinear 
marking type. 

3.1.2 Method for studying exponence 

For the variable of exponence, the different formatives were studied in view of how many categories they 
encoded in a single, inseparable formative. As some grammatical descriptions were partial, and the study thus 
did not have access to information for every type of formative for each language; as well as the formatives being 
of many different types (TAM, person and plural; case and plural markers), less focus was put on how many 
categories each formative encoded. Instead a more straightforward division between monoexponential 
formatives (denoting nothing but a single grammatical category) and polyexponential formatives (denoting 
several categories in one marker), was made. If there was sufficient information on exactly how many categories 
were encoded in a specific morpheme this was noted, but this information was not included in the comparison 
between different languages. 

It might be argued that some TAM markers are by definition polyexponential in certain respects; in Bickel & 
Nichols’ study they have in lack of typical tense markers sampled a perfective marker with past tense usage (and 
in lack thereof, a mood marker), a marker that in a way could be considered as expressing both past tense and 
perfectivity. It is at times difficult to separate such parameters as tense and aspect based on sometimes aged, 
partial grammatical descriptions. In the present study, a perfective marker used for expressing past time events 
was not considered polyexponential, unless it included further grammatical categories such as e.g. number and/or 
person agreement. 

The main difference between the present study and that of Bickel & Nichols is that while their study only 
identifies polyexponence of e.g. TAM and “agreement”, the present study strives to identify what type of 
agreement is denoted by the marker, e.g. person, number or gender. However, as no weight is put on the number 
of categories included in a polyexponential marker, this difference in scope ought not to make a difference. 
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3.1.3 Method for studying flexivity 

Finally the variable of flexivity was studied where an attempt was made to identify systems of allomorphs where 
some systematic division into classes (such as different verbal conjugations, noun declinations) could predict 
which allomorph of the grammatical formative should be used. This turned out to be the most difficult part of the 
study, as it requires descriptions of rather complete paradigms, as well as information on classes of nouns and/or 
verbs. Bickel & Nichols’ study (2015c) focused on one aspect of flexivity (namely possessive classification), 
which probably would have been an easier approach, but which would have left a rather poor insight on the 
flexivity of the languages as a whole, and forced the study to include yet another type of marker. 

This last section can thus not be compared to Bickel & Nichols’ third feature (2013c), but stands alone. 

3.2 Sampling and data 

3.2.1 Language sampling 

A representative sample of 18 out of the 50 languages spoken in the region was used. The sample is 
representative in terms of genetic affiliation to families, and, when relevant, subgroups, so that all families and 
groups are represented to an extent equal to their representation in the region as a whole. The sampling was 
suggested by an expert on the area, Henrik Liljegren. The division along the language families and groups was 
the following (the relative proportions of the GHK area as a whole, expressed in per cent, are calculated 
following the categorisations made by Lewis et al. 2015):  

 

Family Sub-family or sub-
grouping 

No. of 
lang. 

% of 
the 
region 

Sampled languages (presented 
alphabetically) 

Indo-European Hindukush Indo-Aryan 7 50% Dameli, Gawri, Kalasha, Kashmiri, Palula, 
Pashai, Shina 

Indo- European Non-HKIA Indo-Aryan 2 8% Doomaki, Gojri 

Indo-European Iranian 4 19% Parachi, Pashto (northern), Shughni, 
Wakhi  

Indo-European Nuristani 2 11% Kati, Waigali 

Altaic (?) Turkic 1 6% Uzbek (southern) 

Sino-Tibetan Tibeto-Burman 1 4% Purik 

Isolate Burushaski 1 2% Burushaski 

Table 5. Sampling of languages including division into family and sub-groups, percent of the region and number of languages 
included in the sample. 
 

In the largest group of languages, the Hindukush Indo-Aryan languages, we included at least one language from 
each of the six subgroups. In the case of the Shina subgroup two languages (Kohistani Shina and Palula) were 
included; they are considered very different albeit their relation (Henrik Liljegren, p.c.). The languages’ relative 
spread over the geographic area can be seen in Figure 2 below: 
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Figure 2: Map over the GHK area showing the geographical spread of the 18 languages in the sample. 

 

The sample is thus a good representation of the region. It has to the closest extent possible included 
representative proportions of each language grouping, as can be seen when studying the relative portions of 
languages that the family or sub-group makes up in the region. The idea is to paint an as exact as possible image 
of the similarities and diversity in the region. However, sampling is also in part influenced by convenience: the 
representatives for each family and/or subgroup has been chosen based on availability of descriptive material, in 
form of partial or complete grammatical descriptions. A large number of the languages in the region lack more 
extensive grammars or descriptions (e.g. Khowar, Hindko). The best sources of information have thus been 
preferred in the language sampling. 

3.2.2 Data sampling 

The main differences between the present study and that of Bickel & Nichols are to be found in the sampling. 
First and foremost, the totality of the grammatical description of a certain formative type was taken into 
consideration and noted, together with examples of a given formative. As can be seen below, Bickel & Nichols’ 
studies (2013a, 2013b) instead picked out a single formative of TAM and case respectively from each language, 
following a hierarchy where they prioritised certain cases and T/A/M markers before others. For TAM this 
means that the formative most likely is a tense formative (i.e. a past tense marker) and “T(AM)” would perhaps 
have been a more appropriate term. For the case system, accusative or ergative case marking was preferred to 
nominative or absolutive case marking, and if both of these case types lacked, the language was considered not 
having case. See Bickel & Nichols’ sampling criteria below: 

 

i. If there is any difference in the morphological type across case formatives, pick the grammatical 
cases. Within grammatical cases, pick accusative or ergative or agentive (or whatever is chiefly used 
on A or P arguments). If there is none of these, pick nominative or absolutive (if these are at all 
marked overtly). If neither the A nor the P argument of transitive clauses is identified as such by overt 
marking, or if case-marking is restricted to pronouns, assume the language has no “case”. 

 
ii. If there is any difference in the morphological type across tense-aspect-mood formatives, pick tense. 

Within tenses, pick past (or whatever is chiefly used for simple past time reference); if there is none, 
pick future; if there is none, pick present. If there is no tense, pick the closest aspect equivalent of past 
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tense as a proxy. If there is no aspect, pick that mood, status, or evidentiality formative that is mostly 
used for past tense narration. If there is no grammatical marker for any of these notions, assume the 
language has no “tense-aspect-mood”. 

 
iii. For both case and tense-aspect-mood: if the marking is zero, pick the overtly marked opposite value 

of the category (e.g. the plural of nominatives, if the singular is zero-marked; or the future tense, if the 
nonfuture is zero-marked). 

 
iv. For both case and tense-aspect-mood: if categories differ in their degree of grammaticalization, pick 

the most nearly grammaticalized one. Pick synthetic tense formatives over periphrastic ones.  
 

    (Bickels & Nichols 2013d) 
 

In the present study grammatical descriptions of each language were used as a basis for judging what 
morphological traits could be discerned in the verbal and nominal paradigms, vid respect to TAM markers, 
person markers, and plural for verbs; and case markers and plural markers for nouns, as described in section 
3.1. References for each type judgement were collected together with a description; when it was possible also 
examples or whole paradigms were collected. The different types were then introduced into a worksheet. 

3.3 Treatment of results  
The totality of the formatives studied for each language was then taken into account in an attempt to classify the 
language as: 

For fusion: either of the three types isolating, concatenative or non-linear, or a mix thereof. In Table 6 the type 
of data collected in the study can be seen (fragment). If one marking strategy was deemed to be the major, but 
examples of another strategy existed within the same category, the less common was marked within markets (see 
e.g. Kalasha below in Table 6). See also Appendix I 

language code value examples & 
paradigms 

paradigm references 

Kalasha [kls] concat. (non-linear) haw-is 
become.PST-1SG.PST 

Bashir 1988:48 

Koh. Shina [plk] concat. tár-a-ano 

swim-IMP-3SG 

Schmidt & Kohistani 
2008:137 

Table 6: Example of data collection type 

For exponence: the number of categories included in one and the same formative: >1 (in which case the 
language was categorised as polyexponential), or exactly 1 (in which case the language’s formative was judged 
monoexponential). See also Appendix II. 

For flexivity: the existence of nominal declination systems and/or groupings of verbs into different conjugation 
classes. See also Appendix III. 

Once data had been collected for all three variables, results were plotted into tables (see e.g. Table 7 below for 
the example of fusion). For the complete results see section 4.8. The results were also plotted onto maps, as to 
see whether any interesting patterns (primarily geographical patterns) could be discerned – or, the lack thereof. 
Here we strived to apply Koptejvskaja Tamm’s (2010) micro-perspective, taking in the complete variation of the 
above mentioned features, and capturing the variation of the region, as well as possible areal patterns and border 
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phenomena where different language families meet. The data was then summarized in tables to enable a simpler 
overview than the more detailed descriptions of each language could have. 

 group case number person T(MA) overall 

Kashmiri HKIA concat concat+ablaut concat+ablaut concat + suppl concat/non-linear mix 

Pashto Iranian concat + ablaut concat concat concat (non-linear) 

Kati Nuristani concat concat concat concat concat 

Table 7: Excerpt from of Result table. See section 4.8 for a more precise description.  

 

When a mix of two marking strategies was identified and one strategy is more common than the other, the 
primary strategy was underlined. When only instances of a different strategy were identified, the less common 
strategy was noted within brackets. In these cases the secondary strategy was given less weight in the overall 
classification (see Pashto in Table 7 above). However if the secondary strategy was used in several formative 
types, or if two strategies were being used to an equal extent, the secondary strategy was given more weight in 
the overall classification (see the example of Kashmiri in Table 7 above). 

The overall classification (and its colour) thus depended on the classification of the respective formative types 
studied, and how many of these showed signs of variation. See e.g. above in Table 7, where Pashto is classified 
as slightly less concatenative than the fully concatenative Kati due to its case formatives also containing (several 
instances of) ablaut features, while Kashmiri is classified as a mix between concatenative and non-linear features 
due to ablaut being used in several formative paradigms, and being as important as concatenative strategies in 
the number formative system. 

The different findings within each paradigm were also weighted in a perhaps rather subjective manner: if a single 
instance of an isolating formative marking mode existed, this was given less weight than if several isolating 
formatives in a paradigm, or several paradigms, had been isolating. Such single divergent markers were ignored 
in the Result table. The same procedure was used for foreign forms where a borrowed word had kept its foreign 
plural of a strategy normally not used in the native plural system; unless there was a mention of such a strategy 
being applied systematically also to native words, in which case it was taken into account. 

 

The final results were also, in the idea of applying a macro-perspective, compared to the WALS features for 
fusion and exponence, as to see how the Hindukush languages’ morphological structures fit into the wider scope 
of morphological typology. This was done in order to verify whether possible areal traits also were typologically 
uncommon, but also in order to see whether a similar or very different image of the region occurred, than was 
conveyed by the sampled languages from the region used in the respective WALS features. 
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4. Results 
 
In the following section the features and general tendencies found for each language are presented. The 
languages belonging to the same family or subgroup are introduced consecutively, in order to facilitate 
comparison within families, but each language’s features are described individually. The results are then 
discussed in section 5. Discussion. Each result section starts with a brief introduction of the language, its 
relations and where it is spoken. Importance is put on what other languages are spoken in the vicinity or in the 
same area, and to what degree these language may have influenced them. Within each family or sub-group the 
languages are presented in alphabetical order (see the ordering in Table 5, section 3.2.1). 

4.1 Dameli [dml] 
Dameli is a language spoken by approximately 5000 to 6000 people in the south-western parts of the Chitral 
district in northern Pakistan. It is part of the Kunar subgroup of the HKIA languages, according to most major 
classifications such as Glottolog (Hammarström et al. 2015), and Ethnologue (Lewis et al. 2015). It has 
tentatively also been classified as belonging to the Kohistani group (Strand 2001:258) and called “the link” 
between the Nuristani languages and the central “Dardic” (HKIA) subgroup (Edelman 1983:19). In this study it 
is considered representing the Kunar subgroup, as this seems to be the most common classification. 

Perder writes that Dameli shows many signs of intensive contact with various languages throughout history, 
which is rather common in this multilingual area. A high lexical similarity to surrounding languages can 
probably be attributed to both shared genealogy and language contact. Today, Pashto bears the strongest 
influence on modern Dameli, as it is the provincial language of the area in which Dameli is spoken, as well as 
the main language of the nearest major villages. Pashto is also to a large extent the main language of the bazaar 
in the area. More or less all Dameli men and probably most women speak Pashto (Perder 2013:7). 

Urdu, the national language of Pakistan as well as the language of higher education, has also influenced Dameli, 
primarily on a lexical level. Urdu is also the language of wider communication outside the Pashto speaking area. 
The official language of Chitral, Khowar, is also known by some as a language of wider communication, but 
seems to have a limited influence in the Dameli area. Apart from the above mentioned, Palula from the Shina 
HKIA subgroup is also spoken in the vicinity, and even if its influence is limited today, several lexical items 
suggest that the languages might have had closer contact at one point in history (Perder 2013:8). 

Dameli is an SOV language, with the verb being the only obligatory constituent of the sentence. Word order 
does not vary between main clause and other types of clauses, such as subordinate clauses. Subordinate clauses 
are instead marked through verb morphology or a subordinator (Perder 2013:141). The finite main clause verb 
tends to be the last constituent in the sentence, with objects preceding it, but is sometimes succeeded by the 
object if the object is a subordinate clause (Perder 2013:170). 

 

Fusion 

The Dameli language is mainly concatenative. All grammatical formatives studied are affixes that need to attach 
to another word, even though Dameli overtly marks less grammatical functions than many other languages in the 
region. There are no apparent verb stem modifications in the TAM system, nor does the tone distinctions in the 
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language seem to be used for formative marking (Perder 2013:93). An example of a TAM/person agreement 
suffix can be seen in example (7): 

(7)   Dameli  (Perder 2013:93) 

nees-uma 

exit-PFV.1PL 

‘I went out.’ 

Case is, when it is marked, marked through case suffixes. There is no modification of the word stem, and there is 
only one marker for each case. Number is marked in the same manner through a single existing plural marker 
(with some exceptions of borrowed words keeping their original plural markers). Case and number marking 
never co-occur but are mutually exclusive (Perder 2013:56-62).   

There is one isolating possessive marker that perhaps could be considered a case marker (Perder 2013:58). There 
is also a free past tense marker taa that is added somewhat irregularly, and mostly together with imperfective 
verb forms that otherwise might be interpreted as non-past (Perder 2013:154). Sometimes, however, it occurs 
together with verbs that would normally not receive a non-past reading, e.g. in example (8): 

(8)   Dameli  (Perder 2013:154) 

doos see bazaar ye-thaa taa 

yesterday 3SG.DIST bazaar go-INDIRPST.3SG.M PST 

‘Yesterday he went to the bazaar.’ 

There are thus a few isolating occurrences in the language, that apart from these exceptions is majorly 
concatenative. 

 

Exponence 

The only type of formatives studied that is polyexponential is the TAM and person agreement system, where the 
suffixes added to the verb stem are strongly polyexponential, coding several different grammatical categories. 
The finite verbs in Dameli are marked for TAM, person, number and sometimes gender in a portmanteau 
marker, thus marking at least 3, sometimes 4 grammatical categories (Perder 2013:105). Gender is marked in the 
3rd person singular. This only occurs consistently with animate nouns, in the Perfective and Past paradigms, and 
only with intransitive verbs. Many Dameli sentences are formed without an overt subject, in which case gender 
marking is more important. The marking seems to go more along the semantic category of sex, rather than the 
grammatical category of gender, in these cases (Perder 2013:111). See e.g. example (9) below, with the 
polyexponential TAM/agreement marker also denoting gender: 

(9)   Dameli  (Perder 2013:154) 

lee zamaana aaṣanta ek diyoo brei dacị-ni tee 

very times behind one day girl see-IMPFV.3SG.F that 

‘Much later, one day the girl sees that…’ 

 

There are some elements that seem systematic through part of the person formative paradigm, such as /-a/ 
occurring in all plural forms for the 1st and the 2nd person. However, it seems impossible to assume a 
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compositional nature of the formative, as the form is syncretic to that of masculine in the third person, and plural 
in the 3rd person is marked through a completely different marker (Perder 2013:108). For a closer look at the 
Dameli verbal paradigm, see Appendix III. 

There exists one free past tense marker that is monoexponential. It is mainly (but not only) used with verbs in 
continuous aspect, and denotes nothing but past tense (2013:154). It was described under Fusion above, see 
example (8). 

The Dameli noun system is monoexponential. The little inflection that occurs marks number and case, and the 
two markers never co-occur. The markers are monoexponential and invariant (Perder 2013:55). Plural is optional 
and consistently marked with -nam, except in a few loan words that have kept their original plural form. The 
native Dameli plural can be seen in example (10) below: 

(10)   Dameli  (Perder 2013:56) 

muu-bãĩ dacị xu mẽẽ baati-nam wail-an-baṣ thaa taa 

1SG.OBL-towards see-CP but 3PL.PROX.NOM word-PL hide-INF-able be-PFV.3SG.M PST 

‘You looked at me, but I was able to hide these words.’ 

 

The declining gender system is marked on other constituents (such as verbs) but is not overtly marked on nouns 
(Perder 2013:49). The language also has animacy distinction, but it is not overtly marked and can only be 
deduced by the tendency for inanimate nouns not to receive plural agreement in verbs, as well as in that they are 
less likely to trigger gender agreement in the same (Perder 2013:51). 

Also the case system is monoexponential, and quite little marked. On the core arguments case is only overtly 
marked on the subject of transitive verbs in the Perfective. The arguments are marked according to a split 
ergative system, even though the verb congruence in itself is accusative. Split ergative systems are very common 
among the IA languages, and commonly occur along the tense/aspect lines; in the Dameli case, the argument 
marking is ergative in the perfective/past paradigm, but accusative in the imperfective/non-past paradigm (Perder 
2013:59-61). Below an example of a locative case marker can be seen (example 11): 

(11)   Dameli  (Perder 2013:60) 

tu kul-a thop-i 

2.SG.NOM house-LOC be.IPFV.2SG-Q 

‘Are you home?’ 

 

Flexivity 

There is no flexivity in the nominal system. Plural is always formed in the same manner (with a few exceptions, 
such as with kinship terms), and there are no declension classes. However, some borrowed words seem to retain 
the plural suffixes from the source language (one Pashto plural-ending even seems possible to combine with 
Dameli words, but the productivity is very limited, and the Pashto marker(s) can probably not be regarded as a 
stable part of the Dameli plural paradigm). It is also noteworthy that the plural marker is not obligatory 
(especially not for inanimate nouns, as we have seen above), and the zero-marked non-plural form is perhaps 
better described as referring to objects of “an unidentified quantity” rather than “singular”. Nouns occurring 
together with numerals are usually not marked for plural, as well as when the plural can be inferred from the 
context (Perder 2013:56-57). 
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There is no variation for case marking, and thus no declension classes (Perder 2013:58-61). 

In the verbal system there is only the categorisation between intransitive and transitive verbs which leads to 
different formatives. This only occurs in two tense-aspect forms, namely the Perfective and the Indirect past, and 
the variation is only in the 3rd person categories (singular masculine, singular feminine, and plural) (Perder 
2013:107). Dameli could thus be said to have flexivity, but at a very low level and only for certain forms. 

 

4.2 Gawri [gwc] 
Gawri is also known as Kalam Kohistani (or Bashkarik in older literature), and is part of the Kohistani subgroup 
within the HKIA family. It is spoken in the mountainous areas of northern Pakistan, in the upper Swat and 
Panjkora valleys. The literal meaning of the word Kohistan is ‘land of mountains’ in Urdu and Persian, and 
Kohistani (when denoting the language) can thus be translated to ‘mountain language’. (Baart & Sagar 2004:1). 
It is the dominant indigenous language of the northern Swat and Dir Kohistan and it has roughly 100 000 
speakers according to a relatively recent estimation (Baart & Sagar 2004:4).  

The three greatest language communities in the area are Pashto, Gojri, and Khowar. More or less every male 
Gawri speaker is also proficient in Pashto, and Urdu is also known and used among the educated (Baart & Sagar 
2004:4). 

Gawri is “overwhelmingly verb-final” with SOV word order. Dependent classes usually precede the main clause 
verb (left-branching), with the exception of certain reported speech classes which may follow the main clause 
verb (Baart 1999:20). 

 

Fusion 

Baart (1999:16-17) describes Gawri as a mainly suffixating language, i.e. it is primarily concatenative, but it has 
a few operations that also generate both vowel change (ablaut) and tone changes. Stem modification is for 
example used for marking plural number and oblique case in nouns, as well as gender and number in verbs. One 
example of ablaut used for agreement marking in the verb for ‘come’ can be seen below in example (12): 

(12) Gawri (Baart 1999:17) 

yant m.sg. ‘is coming’ 

yänt m.pl. ‘are coming’ 

yent f.sg/pl ‘is coming’ 

 

Although the operations leading to vowel/tone changes are very few, the phenomenon is frequent within the 
categories where it is used (especially in nominal plural formation). Mostly only the vowel is changed 
(sometimes together with tone change), but at times the plural stem of the word is completely suppletive, as well 
as the stem of many irregular verbs (Baart 1999:17). Markers that follow on an oblique marker, such as e.g. the 
agentive case marker, are usually in form of affixes, not affecting the vowel (Baart 1999:41). See e.g. example 
(13a-b) below, where the agentive marker only is present in the perfective aspect, and in the form of a suffix, not 
influencing the noun in any other way: 
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(13)  Gawri (Baart 1999:41) 

a) 

  

b) 

ī~ mīš mās khānt  ī~ mīš-ä mās khāt 

this man meat is.eatinɡ  this man-AG meat has.eaten.M.SG 

’This man is eating meat.’  ‘This man has eaten meat.’ 

 

Some Gawri nouns form their plural with a suffix, but it is less common than ablaut; there are also a number of 
borrowed plural suffixes, from Pashto and Persian, which are frequently used (Baart 1999:37). 

The tense markers are purely inflectional marker, namely -t- (present tense) and -š- (past tense). It is not 
combined with ablaut changes and appears on most finite verbs, except in the Habitual and Simple Past tenses 
(which are only marked for aspect) (Baart 1999:48-49). For an example of a verbal paradigm where these 
markers appear, see Appendix I. 

Given the relative frequency of the non-linear plural formation in three out of the four formative types studied, 
the language is veritable mix of concatenative/non-linear formatives, rather than a concatenative language with 
some non-linear features. 

It is also noteworthy that Gawri may have some isolating formatives in its case system. As we mentioned above, 
another case marker may attach to the oblique formative of a noun. Baart (1991:231) calls these markers layer 2 
case markers, based on Masica’s approach. Some of these case markers are clear affixes; they are phonologically 
weak and appear as suffixes (e.g. /-ä/, agentive and locative, /-ā~/, genitive). Other markers occupying the same 
position rather seem like phonologically free particles (e.g. /kä/ dative case, /dä/ instrumental, and /mā/ ablative). 
They seem more like phonologically free words in their own respect. Layer 2 markers can in fact occur on their 
own, for example when a noun phrase is left out (e.g. when it is assumed to be understood), in which case they 
attach to whatever element is left from the noun phrase, such as an adjective or demonstrative. When nouns are 
coordinated they can also occur on only the last noun, instead of on all of them, see example (14) (Baart 
1999:76-77). 

(14) Gawri (Baart 1999:77) 

išpō-ū tē ǰǟ-ū kä 

sister-PL and brother-PL DAT 

‘To the sisters and brothers.’ 

 

As Baart regards these markers as case markers rather than postpositions, Gawri will be described as a 
concatenative/nonlinear language with some isolating elements in its case system. 

 

Exponence 

The nominal system contains polyexponential formatives. The nouns have inherent gender, and are through 
ablaut and tone marked for case (oblique being the overtly marked case, while the nominative is zero-marked), 
and/or number (plural being marked with a morpheme while singular is zero-marked). The vowel/tone changes 
are different for masculine and feminine nouns, and normally the markers for plural and oblique is one 
inseparable polyexponential formative. I.e. an uninflected noun is in singular and nominative, while an inflected 
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can be plural and/or oblique. As the markers are gender specific one could argue that Gawri nouns encode 2-3 
categories through the same ablaut formative (Baart 1999:35-36). See e.g. example (15), where the female vocal 
change together with low tone marks both gender and number: 

(15) Gawri (Baart 1999:15) 

nin ‘river’ 

nän ‘rivers’ (female vocal change + low tone) 

river.F.PL 

 

The tense and aspect formatives are monoexponential affixes that attach to the verb stem, but the verb carries 
person and/or number agreement affixes that are polyexponential. What noun a verb agrees with varies along 
with whether it is in the perfective or imperfective paradigm – like many other IA languages, Gawri is a split-
ergative language with its split along the aspectual line, much like Palula (see below). In the perfective aspect, a 
transitive verb agrees with its object, usually through ablaut and/or tone. In the imperfective aspect, the transitive 
verb instead agrees with the subject. Intransitive verbs always agree with their subject (Baart 1999:41-42). The 
categories involved in each formative vary depending on agreement type. Either the verb is unmarked for aspect, 
and takes an agreement formative marking person and number, or the verb is marked for aspect and takes a 
formative expressing gender and number. Tense markers are verb-final and attach to the agreement markers 
(1999:45). Below in example (16) is an example of how the different markers join in a Past Continuous verb:  

(16) Gawri (Baart 1999:49) 

girä~š 

gir -a~ -¨ - š 

turn-IMP-M.PL-PST 

 

Flexivity 

The only examples of allomorphy, i.e. flexivity found in the formative types studied, were the different verbal 
paradigms, and these are only 2, depending on whether the verb stem ends with a vowel or a consonant. Still, 
this is a dubious example, as there are only a few of the formatives in certain tenses that are realised in a varying 
way, and it seems more likely that the difference is a purely phonological modification due to vowels meeting. A 
number of irregular verbs are accounted for, but it is however clear that there is no systematic allomorphy 
between them (Baart 1999:48-52). For a complete overview of the Gawri verbal paradigm for regular verbs, see 
Baart 1999:49-52. 

In the case and number system, there is a certain level of flexivity in the Layer I markers (plural and/or oblique 
markers usually realised as ablaut). These vary according to the gender and/or the form of the noun stem, and 
affects ablaut and tone change. It is not perfectly clear how many classes of variation there is, but at least 7 is 
accounted for in the example paradigm of regular changes (Baart 1999:36). The Layer II case markers are not 
flexive, but seem the same irrespective of noun form and gender (Baart 1999:75). 
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4.3 Kalasha [kls] 
 
Kalasha is a HKIA language spoken in the lower Chitral, close to the border of the Nuristan, Kunar and 
Badakhshan districts in north-eastern Afghanistan. Together with its sister language and closest relative Khowar 
it belongs to the Chitral subgroup. While Khowar is the lingua franca of the region, also spoken by most of the 
Kalasha speakers, Kalasha is a fairly small language (Bashir 2003: 850). Its three dialect varieties are spoken by 
only 5000-6000 in total (Heegård Petersen 2006:1). Apart from Khowar, Kalasha is contiguous with Kati (a 
Nuristani language) in the west. It is a language known by many Kalasha speakers, especially in the high valleys 
(Bashir 2003: 850). Part of the Kalasha speaking population is the only remaining community that hold on to a 
pre-Islamic religion in the area, while another portion of the speakers have converted to Islam (Heegård Petersen 
2006:7). 

Khowar and Kalasha seem to have a history of “uniquely shared development”. They have in part retained traits 
that have been lost within the other languages of the Hindukush area, such as nominative-accusative case 
marking. Other traits, such as inherited gender have been lost, while they have developed grammaticalised 
animacy and evidentiality (Bashir 2003:822-23). 

The basic word order is SOV (Heegård Petersen 2006:33), and Kalasha is a left-branching language that is 
assimilating some right-branching structures (Bashir 2003:855). I.e.: complements tend to precede the main 
clause, but together with certain borrowed complementisers, they may succeed the main clause. 

 

Fusion 

The Kalasha case system, if we understand it in the sense of stem formation, includes both suffixation of case 
formatives and suppletive roots. Almost all case endings are unstressed which speaks in favour of regarding 
them as affixes (Heegård Petersen 2006:53). Plural is marked through the case markers’ forms differing 
depending on number. In the nominative plural is rarely marked, but always in the oblique (Heegård Petersen 
2006:56). As can be seen in example (17) below, plural is marked through the choice of case marker, as well as 
on verbs through the tense marker (further developed under Exponence below): 

(17) Kalasha (Heegård Petersen 2006:56): 

bían-ai móc-an  hóma thára zúlum kar-úna ne  lasaí-man  á-ini 
outside-loc3 People-obl.pl 1p.obl upon cruel do-pst.ptc.I.3s neg let-ipfv aux.an.pst.A-3p 

‘if any people from outside tried to oppress us, they did not let them (do so)’ 

 

In the verbal system described by Bashir, all temporal/person/numeral clitics are described as suffixes cliticised 
to the verbal stem. There are no stem modifications such as ablaut, or any tonal changes (Bashir 1988:46). For 
the composite tenses an auxiliary takes over the person suffix (see e.g. lasaíman  áini in example 17 above) and 
the head verb is instead either marked through a participle ending, or marked for aspect. Plural is marked 
through person agreement markers also expressing number (Bashir 1988:48-49, 218 ff.). 

 

Exponence 

Kalasha case markers also denote an animacy/inanimacy distinction, and number, at least for a number of cases, 
e.g. the oblique marker in example (18) below (Heegård Petersen 2006:53). The locative and ablative markers 
encode animacity (inanimate, if an overt formative is attached, animate if there is no overt formative) as well as 
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type of location (general, insignificant; surface-location, boundable; and container-location, unboundable) 
(Heegård Petersen 2006:190). 

(18) Kalasha (Heegård Petersen 2006:64): 

o súirak, ménj-as pAgohí-an ty-e 

oh sun cloud-OBL.SG  [unknown stem]-instr kick-IPFV.2SG 

‘o Sun, kick the cloud away’ 

 

The Kalasha tense markers identified by Bashir denote person, number and tense in a polyexponential marker 
suffixed onto the verbal stem, and are thus polyexponential. This kind of polyexponential marker (only varying 
according to verbal class, see below) is present regularly on most verbs (Bashir 1988:46). In example (17) that 
was presented above the verb karúna is marked for tense, person, and number, but also for evidentiality 
(hearsay). 

 

Flexivity 

Kalasha nouns are marked differently depending on the parameter of animacy, which divides them into two 
classes. What class they belong to affects their case marking directly, especially in the oblique case, where 
obligation to mark plural differs. Also the instrumental, locative, ablative and temporal cases vary depending on 
animacy, as these categories only are marked on inanimate nouns (Heegård Petersen 2006:53). There are thus 
allomorphs depending on class, and Kalasha is flexive when it comes to case formatives. 

Trail & Cooper describe a primary division of non-causative verbs into four different conjugation classes, and 
two classes for causative verb forms. They write that for each of the verb classes there is a specific set of 
person/number-suffixes to be attached to the verbal root. For the two causative classes there is a clear difference, 
where the first collects almost all causative verbs, with the exception of three, belonging to the second causative 
class (Trail & Cooper 1999:475). This goes along the lines of Bashir’s analysis where she identifies four classes 
for participle formation (Bashir 1988:58). However, in the present/future and past/actual tenses she identifies 8 
different classes of verbs for marking person agreement (Bashir 1988:46). No matter the actual number of 
classes it is however clear that there is allomorphy in Kalasha and that a (possibly quite large) number  of classes 
exist. Bashir’s paradigm of person-number endings can be seen below, in Table 8: 

 

PRES Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Class 5 Class 6 Class 7 Class 8 

1sg ’-im ’-am -em’ -im’ -em ’-am -im’ -im’ 

2sg ‘-is ‘-as -es’ -is’ -es ‘-as -is’ -is’ 

3sg ’-iu ’-au -el’/-al’ -iu’ -al ’-au -iu’ -iu’ 

1pl ‘-ik ‘-ik -ek’ -ik’ -ek ‘-ik -ik’ -ik’ 

2pl ’-a ’-a -a’ -a’ -et ’-a -eu’ -a’li 

3pl ‘-an ‘-an -en’ -an’ -in’ -en ‘-in -in’ -in’ 
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PAST 

1sg ‘-is ‘-is -es’ -a’ -a ’-es/’-is -a’ ’-is 

2sg ‘-i ‘-i -es’ -a’ -a ‘-i -a’ ‘-i 

3sg ‘-au ‘-au -au’ -au’ -au ’-es/-’is -au’ ’-au 

1pl ‘-imi ‘-imi -e’mi -o’mi -o’mi ‘-imi -o’mi ‘-imi 

2pl ‘-ili ‘-ili -a’li -a’li -a’li ’-ili -a’li ’-ili 

3pl ‘-an ‘-an -an’ -on’ -on ‘-ini -on’ ‘-an 

Table 8. Kalasha person-number endings as described by Bashir (1988:46) 

It should also be noted that the plural variation is triggered by noun and adjective ending, rather than class. Plural 
formation is thus not flexive in the nominal paradigm (Heegård Petersen 2006:58). In verbal conjugation for 
person and number however, there are several conjugational classes to keep in mind, as they require a certain 
allomorph of a formative to be grammatical. Kalasha is thus also flexive in the verbal plural formation 
paradigms. 

4.4 Kashmiri [kas] 
 
Kashmiri is a HKIA language spoken in the Kashmir Valley of the state of Jammu and Kashmir in India. 
According to Lewis et al. (2015f) the number of speakers is roughly 5 600 000 in all countries, whereof the 
majority, 5 400 000, live in India. The dialect spoken around Srinagar is considered the standard variety of the 
language (Koul 2005:1). 

Kashmiri is closely related to Shina and some other languages of the north-western Indian frontier, but it also 
shares some morphological features with Sindhi and Lahanda. However, there are a number of features on 
several linguistic levels that set Kashmiri aside on the Indo-Aryan family tree, e.g. its central vowel inventory, 
and the V2 rule (finite verb always in the second position) which makes the basic word order SVO. Kashmiri has 
a number of regional dialects, which are described as quite homogenous apart from some minor variations on the 
phonological and lexical levels (Koul 2005:1-2). 

 

Fusion 

Kashmiri has two numbers, singular and plural. Most count nouns’ plural form is formed on their singular form, 
while some do not have a specific plural form, like mass nouns. Plurals are formed by suffixation, palatalization 
and vowel changes, and it can thus be noted that Kashmiri employs both concatenative and non-linear (ablaut) 
strategies to form their plurals. For masculine nouns ablaut is the most common formative type, while for 
feminine nouns both ablaut and suffixes are used (Koul 2005:19-20). Below in examples (19) and (20) can be 
seen some examples of both masculine and feminine plural formations: 

(19)   Kashmiri  (Koul 2005:20) 

Singular (masculine nouns)  Plural (mascline nouns) 
gagur   ‘mouse’   gagar   ‘mice’ 
ko:tur   ‘pigeon’   ko:tar   ‘pigeons’ 
o:luv   ‘potato’   o:lav   ‘potatoes’ 
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(20)   Kashmiri  (Koul 2005:20-21) 

Singular (feminine nouns)  Plural (feminine nouns) 
nǝr ’arm’  nǝr ’arm’ 
dǝ:r ‘window’  dǝ:r ‘window’ 
vǝj ’ring’  vǝj ’ring’ 
ku:r ’girl’  ku:r ’girl’ 
 

Case markers, which are added to both nouns and noun phrases, are occurring as bound morphemes (affixes) 
without stem changes. There are 9 cases of which the nominative is the zero-marked, and the rest (dative, 
ergative, locative, ablative, instrumental, genitive 1 and 2, and vocative) are formed through suffixation; for 
some masculine nouns with a palatalised plural form, certain cases are also formed on the plural form rather than 
the singular (Koul 2005:21-22). 

Tense and aspect is marked through suffixes and infixes on the main verb, sometimes with the addition of an 
auxiliary verb and person formatives on the finite verb. The stem often goes through ablaut changes (Koul 
2005:32-36). In all, Kohistani Shina is primarily concatenative with some strong non-linear features such as 
ablaut in the nominal plural formatives, agreement marking and tense & aspect marking. 

 

Exponence 

Kashmiri plural is polyexponential. The plural markers depend on the gender and the construction of the nouns 
they modify, and mark gender as well as number (Koul 2005:19-21). Also the case markers in Kashmiri are 
polyexponential; case, gender and number is marked in the one and the same formative (Koul 2005:21-22). See 
table 9 below: 

Case Masculine Feminine 

 Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl.  

Nominative -ø -ø -ø -ø 

Dative -as/is -an -i -an 

Ergative -an -av -i -av 

Locative -as/is -av -i -av 

Ablative -ɨ -av -i -av 

Instrumental -ɨ -av -i -av 

Genitive I -as -an -i -an 

Genitive II -ɨ -av -i -av 

Vocative -a: -av -iy -av 

Table 9: Kashmiri case paradigm (Koul 2005:21-22) 

 

In the verbal paradigm, it is noted that tense can be formed periphrastically through an auxiliary, e.g. present 
tense is formed through an inflected auxiliary (inflected for person, gender and number in a polyexponential 
marker) and an imperfective aspectual marker attached to the main verb (Koul 2005:34). Some person markers 
in the past tense also encode remoteness distinctions (in the 1st and 3rd person), apart from person, gender and 
number, in which case up to 5 categories may be encoded in the same formative (Koul 2005:38). See Table 10 
where part of the Past tense paradigm, including remoteness distinction, can be seen. Note that gender and 
number only has a specific form in the masculine singular: 
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Person Masculine Feminine 

 Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl. 

1st/3rd I -v -yi -yi -yi 

1st/3rd II -yo:v -e:yi -e:yi -e:yi 

1st/3rd III -e:yo:v -e:ye:yi -e:yo:v -e:yo:v 

Table 10. Partial paradigm over the Kashmiri past tense markers for the 1st and 3rd person (Koul 2005:35). 

 

Also the future tense marker denotes tense, person and number of the subject, as well as the number of the object 
(Koul 2005:38-39). In all, Kashmiri formatives are polyexponential in general, and for some formatives even 
highly polyexponential. 

 

Flexivity 

Nouns are inflected for gender, number and case. Gender is the main feature dividing Kashmiri nouns into two 
classes: masculine and feminine, of which animate nouns follow natural gender, and a large number of inanimate 
nouns’ gender can be predicted by their form. Gender is natural, but there are gendered derivational suffixes 
(Koul 2005:17).  Plural is formed differently depending on the gender (and final phoneme) of the noun (Koul 
2005:19-20). 

Verbs in Kashmiri are divided into classes of intransitive, transitive and causative with further sub-
classifications. What class the verbs belong to affects how their argument structures are marked, i.e. the subject 
of intransitive verbs are (with a few exceptions) marked with the nominative case across all tenses. In other 
classes, such as the transitive verbs, the subjects of the verbs take ergative case in the past tense (Koul 
2005:31-32). However, apart from differences in argument marking, there seems to be no classes which 
influence inflection, other than slight adjustments when a verb form is ending in a vowel (Koul 2005:36). 

4.5 Palula [phl] 
Palula is a relatively small language, counting roughly 10 000 speakers (Liljegren 2008:24). A distant and 
archaic cousin of the Gilgiti Shina it is considered belonging to the Shina subgroup among the HKIA languages. 
Its speakers are almost completely confined to an area of 40 km along the Kunar river in the Chitral Valley of 
northern Pakistan (Liljegren 2008:40-41) where they are concentrated within two fairly small areas in two 
adjacent valleys (Liljegren 2008:23). The basic word order is SOV, and Liljegren describes the languages as 
exclusively head-final in its order of constituents (Liljegren 2008:55-56). 

Palula is almost exclusively spoken among other L1 speakers, which makes it the main language of 
communication within the communities of Ashret and Biori, where few non-Palula speakers reside. However, as 
soon as there is a non-Palula speaker present, the speaker switch to a language of wider communication, such as 
Khowar or Pashto. The language of higher education in Pakistan, Urdu, is also gaining influence together with 
access to higher education as well as television and other media (Liljegren 2008:40-42). 

 

Fusion 

Palula is a mainly suffixing and, as described by Liljegren (2008:52), an “almost exclusively concatenative” 
language. Tense and aspect markers, case formatives for both nouns and adjectives, and plural markers are 
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mainly expressed by suffixes, but there are also a number of ablaut occurrences in both the nominal, adjectival, 
and verbal paradigms (Liljegren 2008:81). Palula will thus have to be classified as a mainly concatenative 
system with some non-linear (ablaut) features. One example of a Palula case paradigm can be seen in (21): 

(21) Palula (Liljegren 2008:53): 

 Singular Plural 

Nominative ṣinɡ ṣínɡ-a 

Oblique ṣínɡ-a ṣínɡ-am 

Genitive ṣínɡ-ii ṣínɡ-am-ii 

 

Plural is marked inflectionally, with at least five variants of plural markers. They are all suffixing, but some also 
include additional stem changes, e.g. kitaáb, ‘book’ that in plural becomes kiteebí. The plural formatives are thus 
concatenative and non-linear (ablaut) (Liljegren 2008:90). 

 

Exponence 

There are several very large polyexponential categories within Palula. The maybe clearest example is the case 
system, in which the case formatives encompass gender and number. Palula has a 3-case system (albeit all cases 
are not represented in each declension) with specific forms for plural case affixes. There is form syncretism 
between the nominative plural and the oblique singular in most declensions (Liljegren 2008:92-94), but this does 
not eliminate the inherent number distinction in the use of case formatives. 

Plural markers are monoexponential in the nominative paradigm, denoting nothing but plural (and, inherently, 
the declinational class the noun belongs to, although it will not be considered polyexponence in this case, as it is 
an inherent feature of the noun rather than a grammatically marked feature). In the oblique case the markers are 
polyexponential, however, denoting both number and case. As there is variation within the system we will still 
consider the plural markers polyexponential, since it is clearly not a completely monoexponential system. For an 
example of a plural/oblique marked noun, see example (22) below: 

(22) Palula (Liljegren 2008:94): 

teṇ teeṇíi ɡhooṣṭ-áam the búi 

RED REFL house-PL.OBL to go.IMP.PL 

‘Go each to your own houses!’ 

 

Also in the agreement marker system we have polyexponence, of two different types: in the Future paradigm 
person and number is encoded in a polyexponential marker; while, in most other tense/aspect categories, gender 
and number is encoded. See example (23): 

(23) Palula (Liljegren 2008:294): 

dees-á teér bhíl-a 

day-PL passed become.PFV-MPL 

‘The days went by.’ 
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Liljegren writes that a possible explanation for this mix of systems (that is not uncommon among the IA 
languages) is that one is a heritage from Old Indo-Aryan, while the gender/number markers are to be considered 
adjectival, stemming from participles that only recently has come into usage as finite verbs. It is noteworthy that 
the two types go along with Palula’s split ergative system, where the person agreement always is with the 
intransitive subject (or transitive agent), while the gender/number system varies along with aspect and follows an 
ergative pattern in the perfective, but an accusative pattern in the imperfective paradigm (Liljegren 2008:194). 
Tense and aspect, and more especially aspect that is the primary distinction in Palula, is encoded through 
inflection on the verbal stem followed by the agreement marker. The only TMA category that has a dedicated 
morpheme and perhaps is to be seen as primarily a tense, is the Present, which is marked through the 
marker -áan- on the (imperfective) stem (Liljegren 2008: 214-217). Tense and aspect is thus monoexponential, 
as can be seen in example (23) above (where perfective aspect is marked on the stem); and example (24) below, 
of present tense: 

(24) Palula (Liljegren 2008:94): 

tu gubáa th-áan-u   

2SG.NOM what do-PRS-MSG   

‘What are you doing?’ 

 

Flexivity 

Palula verbs are divided into two major classes, by Liljegren referred to as “L-verbs” and “T-verbs”, where the 
former is an open, productive and large class of verbs. There is also a minor group of irregular verbs with 
suppletive perfect stem. The person markers are similar for most verbs, but the verb classification is based on 
how the perfective stem is formed. For the largest group of verbs L-verbs, the perfective is overtly marked by a 
suffix /-íl/, T-verbs are usually marked for perfective through a similar marker /-t/; there are also a number of 
suppletive verbs where the formation of the perfective stem is less systematic (Liljegren 2008:181-182). The 
major classes can be divided into subclasses depending on the ending of the stems, which together with a suffix 
vowel may entail phonological assimilations into specific forms. The L-verbs are divided into three different 
subclasses depending on final phoneme, while the (much fewer) T-verbs are divided into 5 different categories. 
Finally we have the class of verbs with suppletive stems which are not further divided into groups (Liljegren 
2008:183-191). The main division into verbal classes is thus dependent on the formation of the perfective stem, 
as can be seen in the paradigm in Table 11 below. 

 L-verb ‘cross’ T-verb ‘climb, rise, quarrel’ Suppletive verb ‘see’ 

Imperfective stem láng- ṣáč- páš- 

Present (msg) lang-áan-u ṣáč-áan-u paš-áan-u 

Future (3sg) láang-a ṣáač-a páaš-a 

Imperative (sg) láang ṣáač páaš 

Perfective stem langíl- ṣáat dhríṣṭ- 

Perfective (msg) langíl-u ṣáat-u dhríṣṭ-u 

Perfective (fsg) langíl-i ṣáat-i dhríṣṭ-i 

Table 11 Partial paradigm illustrating stems and main morphological verb classes. Note the formation of the perfective stem 

(in bold) (Liljegren 2008:182). 
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The Palula case system differs according to the noun’s declension class. There are 3 major declension classes 
and a few minor, according to Liljegren (2008:96). They are based mainly on plural formation but also, to a 
lesser extent, on oblique case forms. As was mentioned above there are some declensions where not all cases are 
represented, e.g. in one of the major declension classes, as well as in the singular form of one of the minor forms. 
There are also a number of irregular nouns (Liljegren 2008:97-105). 

As we have seen above, there are at least five different plural formations in Palula, which Liljegren writes “form 
the basis of the declensional distinctions” described above (Liljegren 2008:90). For a couple of examples of this 
formation, see Appendix III. 

 

4.6 Pashai (southwest) [psh] 
Pashai is a HKIA language spoken in north-eastern Afghanistan, north of the Kabul River and just south of 
Nuristan. The number of speakers of the south-western dialect was in 2011 estimated to 100 000 (Lewis et al. 
2015g). The present time neighbouring languages are Pashto and Persian (both influencing Pashai), Shumashti 
and the Nuristani languages (Bashir 2008:826). 

The question of dialects is complicated, Lewis et al. (2015g) describe the south-western variety as “not 
intelligible for other Pashai languages” and its lexical similarity as less than 30% with other Pashai language. 
Morgenstierne already in 1973 describe Pashai as “split up in a large number of in many cases mutually 
incomprehensible dialects” (cited in Bashir 2008:826). The many dialects are often divided into four main 
varieties, e.g. Morgenstierne (1967:13) takes this approach and divide them into South-western (SW), South-
eastern (SE), North-western (NW), and North-eastern (NE). The south-western variety is the focus for this study. 

The basic word order appears to be SOV, albeit the word order is described as “very free” (Morgenstierne 
1967:140). Most subordinate clauses seem to appear to the right of the main clause (right-branching) 
(Morgenstierne 1967:138). 

 

Fusion 

As is common among the HKIA language studied, Pashai is a concatenative, mainly suffixating language. Case 
is marked solely through suffixes attached to the noun, and apart from minor phonological assimilations there are 
no other adjustments of the marked noun (Morgenstierne 1967:64-65). The same goes for TAM and person 
markers (see example 25). TAM is marked partly through tensed verb stems, which are formed by the addition 
of a suffix on the root; and partly through the person markers which vary between the different tenses 
(Morgenstierne 1967:100). 

(25)   Pashai  (Bashir 2008:829) 

nan λām na kā-gā-m sabá λām ka(y)ḗ-m 
today work not do-PRES-1SG tomorrow work do(FUT)-1SG 
’Today I am not working; tomorrow I shall work.’ 
 

When plural is marked it is marked through suffixes, mostly -an or -a:n on animate nouns (most likely a 
phonological variation) (Morgenstierne 1967:61-62). Bashir writes that number is rarely marked on nouns, but 
rather on adjectives and verbs (Bashir 2008:827). 
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Exponence 

For animate nouns, there are four cases, namely the nominative, the oblique, the genitive, and the dative. For 
inanimate nouns these case endings are different, and there are also case markers for locative, ablative, allative, 
and illative, which means that these markers apart from marking case also denote animacity – they could thus be 
seen as polyexponential in this respect (Morgenstierne 1967:64-65). However, there is no systematic encoding of 
more than case, and the markers will be deemed monoexponential. The plural marker, if present, precedes the 
case marker, e.g. example (26): 

(26)   Pashai  (Morgenstierne 1967:65) 

a:dam-a(:)n-a 
man-PL-OBL 
‘men’ 
 

The plural marker -an does in one sense denote both animacity (animate) and number (plural) as only animate 
nouns are marked for plural (Morgenstierne 1967:61-62). This goes along with how the SE Pashai is constructed 
(Bashir 2008:827). It can however be questioned whether the marker is polyexponential only due to it appearing 
on animate nouns only. In the present study the formatives have been judged monoexponential. 

Person markers on verbs are polyexponential in that they person and number, as well as tense as there is some 
variation in the markers depending on tense (Morgenstierne 1967:100). In the Simple Past also gender is marked 
in the 3rd person (Morgenstierne 1967:122), see Table 12 below. Tense is marked in two ways as it is partly 
marked through a monoexponential stem suffix in some tenses, as well as in the choice of agreement markers 
(Morgenstierne 1967:99). 

SIMPLE PAST 

 went came became 

1.Sg. gi:k/čim ye:(i)k/čim thek/čim 

2.Sg. gi:k/či: ye:(i)k/či thek/či 

3.Sg.m gi:k ye:yi:k thi:k 

3.Sg.f ge/ǝč ye:yi: č theč 

1.Pl gǝčin ye:ičin thečin 

2.Pl gǝču * ye:iču theču 

3.Pl gi:č ye:yi:č thi:č 

Table 12: paradigm over intransitive Pashai verbs with gender distinction in the 3rd person singular (Morgenstierne 1967:122) 

 

Flexivity 

Just like many other HKIA languages Pashai has two verb classes, more or less divided along the line of 
transitive/intransitive verbs. This mostly affects how the verbs are marked for case, as transitive verbs in the past 
tense follow ergative case marking (Morgenstierne 1967:119). It does however not affect what the set of 
agreement markers used. 
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Even though small variations can be seen in Morgenstierne's case declinations of different nouns (1976:64-65), 
there are no indication on any regular classes into which he classifies the nouns. Neither in the SE variety 
described by Bashir (2008:827-828) there is any mention of noun classes or different declinations. 

4.7 Shina (Kohistani) [plk] 
The Shina subgroup is one of the six subgroups of the HKIA languages, and is divided in a number of large 
dialects. In 2004 Ruth Schmidt compared lexical and grammatical data of four different dialects; the Kohistani, 
the Gilgiti, the Guresi, and the Drasi. The present study will focus on the Kohistani variety, i.e. Shina as it is 
spoken in the geographical area of Kohistan; not to be confused with the Kohistani group, or the Kohistani 
languages (Schmidt & Kohistani 2008:2). 

Indus Kohistani lies in the south-western outskirts of the Shina-speaking area (a large area in northern Pakistan 
which includes Gilgit, Hunza, the Astor Valley, the Tangir-Darel Valleys, Chilas, Indus Kohistan, the upper 
Neelam Valleys and Dras, and parts of Ladakh) (Schmidt & Kohistani 2008:1). The number of Shina speakers in 
Kohistan was in 2006 estimated to roughly 370 000, with the addition of a large number of speakers in other 
districts to which they have migrated. Due to the remoteness of the area, and (until recently) a low presence of 
higher education, Urdu (the official language and language of formal education in Pakistan) has not managed to 
spread, and has left Shina as the dominant language of wider communication in the area (Schmidt & Kohistani 
2008:12-13). 

Judging from the example sentences in the grammatical description, the basic word order is SOV, and 
subordinate clauses seem to precede the main clause (Schmidt & Kohistani 2008:253-255). 

 

Fusion 

Case and number is mainly marked through inflectional suffixes in Kohistani Shina, but we can also notice 
ablaut changes in some of the cases. The system is thus concatenative with ablaut features (Schmidt & Kohistani 
2008:40-70). See example (27) from a regular paradigm of masculine nouns: 

(27)  Kohistani Shina (Schmidt & Kohistani 2008:41) 

Reɡular masculine class 1 noun: áẓo ’cloud, rain’ 

 Singular Plural 

NOM áẓo áẓa 

AG. I áẓos áẓas 

OBL. áẓa áẓo 

AG. P áẓoe áẓoǰi 

POS áẓee áẓoo 

DAT áẓaṛ áẓo 

ABSP. áẓiǰi áẓoǰi 

ADD. áẓedi áẓodi 

SOC  áẓase áẓose 

 

The verbal system is constructed through suffixes, rather than ablaut or tonal changes. There is a wide variety of 
suffixes marking person, gender, and number. Aspect is marked on the verbal stem, (imperfective and perfective, 
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which is the primary morphological distinction in Kohistani Shina), with an overt marker suffixed to the stem. 
The marker differs depending on the transitivity of the verb marked (Schmidt & Kohistani 2008:124-125). 
Aspect is thus, as we have noted, marked inflectionally to form an imperfective or perfective stem (apart from on 
a number of irregular verbs with suppletive stem-forms, here regarded as exceptions). Also the person-number 
suffixes are formed inflectionally (Schmidt & Kohistani 2008:114-ff.), and Kohistani Shina appears to be a 
strongly concatenative language. 

 

Exponence 

Nouns are inflected in two layers, inspired by Masica’s approach (Masica 1991:231). Layer one consists of a 
polyexponential formative expressing singular/plural number as well as nominative/oblique case. See example 
(28) below. The nominative is zero-marked (but may or may not include a gender marker), and the oblique case 
appears before certain postpositions. In the second layer, which is attached to the Layer one case suffixes, nouns 
are also inflected for one of nine cases, of which some seem inherited and some seem to be cliticised 
postpositions. These case inflections are polyexponential in that they also mark number (singular or plural) 
(Schmidt & Kohistani 2008:41). When a layer two case marker is attached to a sequence of nouns only the last 
noun is marked (2008:50). 

(28)   Shina  (Schmidt & Kohistani 2008:49) 

mō ses góoẓ-a ucḥ-y-áa-s 

I him.OBsg house-OBsg arrive-CAUS-PERF.m.sg-1 

‘I took him home.’ 

 

In the verbal paradigm Shina has several polyexponential formatives. Every finite tense has a set of person-
number agreement suffixes that are attached to the verbal root. These person markers may express person, 
number, and gender apart from tense (Schmidt & Kohistani 2008:114), as can be seen in example (29): 

(29)   Shina  (Schmidt & Kohistani 2008:51) 

judráa-s paár xod-ée núum-i wy-áa-n-i 

snake-AGI over.there god-POS name.f.pl drop-IMPFV-AUXpres-3.f.sg 

‘The snake over there is reciting God’s names.’ 

 

Flexivity 

There are two genders in Kohistani Shina. Each gender has three declination classes depending on their final 
phoneme, which can be a long or short vowel, or a consonant. The declination class can quite well predict the 
inflectional suffixes of layer one (Schmidt & Kohistani 2008:40-41). Shina is thus judged to have flexivity in the 
case/number paradigm. 

Verbs are divided into two classes, mainly depending on their transitivity (where intransitive verbs typically 
carry their accent on the verb root, and the transitive verbs on the stem). A third class of common (shortened) 
irregular verbs may be added as well. The two main classes can be divided into subclasses based on the final 
vowel of the imperfective stem. Knowing a verb’s subclass predicts its inflection in the imperfective tenses for a 
great majority of the verbs (but not in the perfective tenses due to stem-variation). Apart from the shortened and 
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irregular verbs there are nine verb classes (Schmidt & Kohistani 2008:135-136). Kohistani Shina is thus deemed 
as having flexivity in its verbal conjugation system. 

4.8 Domaaki [dmk] 
Domaaki is a threatened language with 340 speakers concentrated mainly to one village, according to 
Ethnologue. It is mainly spoken at home and by the elderly, and the speakers are usually bilingual in Burushaski, 
Shina, and Urdu (Lewis et al. 2015d). The language is spoken in the northern parts of Pakistan and belongs to the 
Central Indo-Aryan group, but has due to a lengthy separation with its place of origin, as well as close contact 
with neighbouring languages developed a number of traits that places it closer to its neighbours, especially the 
HKIA languages (Weinreich 2008:299). 

Weinreich describe the ethnic group as being scattered in large family groups among larger communities, which 
in their turn regard the Dóoma people as outsiders. The group has traditionally been blacksmiths, craftsmen, and 
musicians. Most have given up their mother tongue for HKIA Shina, with the exception of the community 
described above, the former Nager and Hunza principalities in the Gilgit district (2008:299). There are two main 
dialects of Domaaki that differ in both lexicon and morphology to a certain extent (Weinreich 2008:302) but 
although there are considerable differences, the dialects are still mutually intelligible (Weinreich 2010: 45). 

The basic word order is SOV (Weinreich 2011:190), and as is common for this type of languages, subordinate 
clauses seem to precede the main clause (Weinreich 2011:192-193). 

 

Fusion 

Case is marked mainly through suffixes on nouns, i.e. through concatenative formatives, but also through ablaut 
in some of the masculine declensions (e.g. on many masculine nouns that are ending in /-a/ in the nominative 
case), and also through accent shift (Tikkanen 2011:208). The case system is thus concatenative with non-linear 
features (ablaut). Two examples of concatenative case formatives can be seen below in example (30). 

(30)   Domaaki (Tikkanen 2011:213) 

hey-án  apan-éi  biroí-s  khangar-án  te-í maar-í-n 
he-INERG  own-GEN brother-OBL sword-INERG strike-CP kill-PFV-3SG.PRET 
‘He killed his own brother with a sword.’ 
 

Also the verbal system is highly concatenative with several pre- and suffixes attaching to a verb stem. Most of 
the markers are optional except for the agreement suffix (Weinreich 2011:190). See e.g. example (31) below 
where both the aspectual marker and the agreement marker are suffixed to the verb: 

(31)   Domaaki (Tikkanen 2011:215) 

hey-án  háai joí-s ten-í-n. 
he-INERG that woman-OBL  hit-PFV-3SG.PRET 
‘He hit that woman’ 
 

Exponence 

There are instances of polyexponence in the case system of Domaaki. Case markers also denote number (see 
example 32 below), and in some cases (plural nominative, and singular instrumental-ergative) also gender 
(Tikkanen 2011:207). The nominative case (zero-marked) requires a specific “suffix of singleness”, even though 
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all other cases are already inflected for both case and number (Tikkanen 2011:209). How case is marked depends 
in part of a transitive/intransitive distinction; and just as some of the other IA languages such as Burushaski, 
Domaaki has an ergative split in how the constituents are marked (Tikkanen 2011:226). In Appendix II there is a 
full case paradigm for Domaaki. 

(32)   Domaaki (Tikkanen 2011:217) 

agí-cú ni ḍad    
fire-DAT.PL not run.IFPV.2PL    
‘Don’t run into the fires! 
 

The verbs are marked for aspect by suffixing the root of the verb, thus creating a perfective stem. There are also 
suppletive perfect stems. Both aspect and tense markers are monoexponential (Weinreich 2011:177-178). 

Agreement suffixes mark person and number, as well as tense and aspect (Weinreich 2011:168) In 3rd person 
singular also gender is marked (Weinreich 2011:170)., see example (33). 

(33)   Domaaki (Tikkanen 2011:214) 

śaí-s  pà gi-á.    
king-OBL near go(PFV)‑3M.SG.PRET    
‘He went to the King.’ 
 

Flexivity 

In Domaaki there are 8 noun cases, which depending on gender, stem or base final, syllable structure, accent 
shift, ablaut, and nominative plural ending may be divided into 23 declensions (Tikkanen 2011:207-208). The 
same goes for the plural, being different for each noun declension, as well as a number of irregular plural forms 
(Tikkanen 2011:211). One may thus say that in this respect Domaaki is an indeed highly flexional language, at 
least in the nominal system. A full case paradigm as presented by Tikkanen (2011:207) can be seen in Appendix 
III. 

Depending on the form of the verb stem, verbs can be divided into two major classes, which further can be 
divided into two subclasses each, it is however not clear whether these classes affect person formatives 
(Weinreich 2011:176). As there seem to be no variation between several tables of agreement suffixes (Weinreich 
2011:189) we will assume that the verbs are marked identically, no matter their stem class. 

4.9 Gojri [gju] 
Gojri is also one of the numerous Indo-Aryan languages in the region, but does not belong to the HKIA 
languages. Instead it belongs to the Central zone on the Indo-Aryan family tree together with large languages 
such as Hindi and Urdu. Its closest linguistic relatives are the north-eastern Rajastani languages (Masica 
1991:48). It is spoken by “semi-nomadic herdsmen”, mainly based in the higher parts of Jammu-Kashmir in 
India, but also in adjacent parts of Pakistan and Afghanistan (Masica 1991:22). The number of speakers is 
estimated to 992 000 in all countries, but the ethnic population of the group is larger, close to 1 600 000. The 
Hindu Gujari are said to have abandoned the language, while it is still used by the Muslim Gujari (Lewis et al. 
2015h). 

Gujari speakers also use Dogri, Garhwali, Hindi, Jaunsari, Kashmiri, Kullu Pahari, Kumaoni and Urdu (Lewis et 
al. 2015h), and in some areas Pashto and Hindko are used for communication with other groups (Hallberg & 
O’Leary 1992:145). 
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Judging from the numerous examples presented by Losey, the basic word order seems to be SOV, as is common 
for the IA languages (see e.g. Losey 2002:117-118). 

 

Fusion 

The main strategy for marking case in Gojri is, as for so many of the other IA languages, suffixation. Nouns are 
divided into two classes, marked, and non-marked nouns, of which the previous are marked for case and number 
while the latter has inherent (not overtly marked) gender, and number is coded on other constituents. The marked 
nouns cannot stand without a case/number marker, which is always expressed by a suffix (Losey 2002:105), and 
is sometimes followed by a second marker, e.g. the oblique plural marker and most vocative markers, see 
example (34): 

(34)   Gojri (Losey 2002:112) 

ɔ mer-e-ā lāyk bač-e-ā 
VOC 1sg.GEN-M.SG-VOC.M.SG smart child-M.SG-VOC.M.SG 
‘Oh my smart [boy] child!’ 
 

There is contrastive tone in Gojri but it is not used in formative formation, apart from possibly the formation of 
imperative mood (Losey 2002:62-81). Despite some phonological assimilations due to e.g. vowels meeting (See 
Losey 2002: 45-47), markers are suffixed without any visible changes to the stem. 

Also the person/agreement formatives of the two existing kinds are all expressed solely through suffixation 
(Losey 2002:155-156). See for example the paradigm for gender-number agreement suffixes in example (35) 
(eastern variety cited): 

(35) Gojri (Losey 2002:109) 

Gender/number Suffix 

m.sg -ɔ 

m.pl -ā 

f.sg -ī 

f.pl -ī~ 

 

There are some isolating elements used for expressing case. These are case-marking postpositions, marking e.g. 
agentive case, ablative case and genitive and belong to the Layer II of the three case marking layers that Losey 
employs, based on a division by Masica (1991:231). Their attachment is mediated by a Layer I suffix and they 
appear if the Layer I marker is in the oblique case (or a pronoun) (Losey 2002:110). An example of the ablative 
marker /te/ can be seen in example (36) below. The position which they take after the verb can just as well be 
occupied by a postposition, following the locative or oblique cases (Losey 2002:121). It is not clear how much 
importance these isolating features should be given, but the language is primarily suffixating, also in the verbal 
system. 

(36)   Gojri  (Losey 2002:118) 

sat-ā~ mú-ā~ te wá khā-ɛ th-ī 
seven-OBL.PL mouth-OBL.PL from 3SG.DIST.NOM.F eat-2/3 AUX.PAST-F 
‘She ate with seven mouths.’ 
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Exponence 

Tense and aspect are monoexponential suffixes that attach to the auxiliary verb or the main verb respectively 
(Losey 2002:155-156). The person markers, or “adjectival concord” markers that are added depending on the 
aspect of a verb, are polyexponential. The person markers encode person as well as number in one and the same 
form. Adjectival concord markers are also polyexponential but encode number and gender in one form (Losey 
2002:143-145). Below in example (37) the verb pakātɔ carries both the monoexponential aspectual marker, as 
well as a polyexponential adjectival concord marker denoting gender and number: 

(37)   Gojri  (Losey 2002:118) 

to~ pakā-t-ɔ ná̄ 
2SG.NOM cook-IMPFV-M.SG NEG 
‘You should have cooked.’ 

Nouns can also be marked through polyexponential case markers (given that they are of the marked type – see 
below); apart from case (nominative, ablative or locative), also gender (masculine/feminine) and number 
(singular/plural) are encoded in the same suffix (Losey 2002:105). See e.g. example (38) below: 

(38)   Gojri  (Losey 2002:118) 

wé do lam-ā kāblī ǰaṇ-ā 
3PL.DIST.NOM.M two long-NOM.M.PL Afghani man-NOM.M.PL 
‘those two tall Afghani men’ 

 

Flexivity 

As has been mentioned above, nouns are divided into two classes, marked and non-marked nouns, of which the 
previous are marked for case and number while the latter has inherent (not overtly marked) gender, and number 
is coded on other constituents, such as adjectives and verbs (Losey 2002:105). The marked and non-marked 
nouns respectively can further be divided into classes of animate and inanimate nouns. However, apart from 
restrictions in what cases they may take (inanimate nouns not taking vocative case; for example), there is very 
little variation in the types of suffixes employed. The division seems more like restrictions on what can be 
marked, rather than sets of allomorphs (Losey 2002:115-116). The formative system for case is thus not judged 
as flexive. 

In the verbal paradigm, personal concord suffixes (person markers) and gender/number markers are following a 
regular paradigm that appears identical for all verbs (Losey 2002:143-145). In the meeting between different 
verbal stems and morpheme phonological alterations may appear which gives the markers slightly different 
realisations (see Losey 2002:145-157), but it would be over-analysing to regard these as allomorphs of the same 
markers. Gojri is thus judged not to have flexivity in its verbal formatives either. The verbal paradigm for verbs 
unmarked for aspect can be seen below in Table 13. As the personal concord markers have no variants the 
language does not seem to have flexivity in this system. 

 

 Person Stem   (Tense)  Personal concord Full form 

Unspecified Habitual 1sg sad-  -ū~ sadū~ 

 1pl sad-  -ā~ sad ā~ 

 2/3sg sad-  -ɛ sadɛ 

 2pl sad-  -ɔ  sadɔ 

 3pl sad-  -ɛ~  sadɛ~  
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Negated Future 1sg sad- -s -ū~ sadsū~ 

 1pl sad- -s -ā~ sadsā~ 

 2/3sg sad- -s -ɛ sadsɛ 

 2pl sad- -s -ɔ  sadsɔ 

 3pl sad- -s -ɛ~ sadsɛ~  

Present Imperative 2sg sad-  ∅ sad 

 2pl sad-  -ɔ sadɔ  

Future Imperative 2sg sad- -ī  -e sadīe  

 2pl sad- -ī  -ɔ  sadīɔ 

Table 13: Gojri Verb Forms Unmarked for Aspect; Stem Ends in Consonant: /sad-/ ‘call’ (Losey 2002:155) 

4.10 Parachi [prc] 
Parachi is an Iranian language spoken in the western parts of the Hindukush, in the valleys northeast of Kabul in 
Afghanistan.  According to some fairly old numbers from 1981, it has 3500 speakers, concentrated in three main 
areas in the valleys where it is spoken. Georg Morgenstierne studied the language after having collected 
extensive materials in 1924, and categorised the language as belonging to the South-East Iranian group, with 
previous close relations to the North-West Iranian. In comparisons with more recent data from the late 80’s few 
differences from Morgenstierne’s material were noted, except an increase in Persian patterns (Kieffer 2009:693). 

Parachi is an SOV language, and any part of speech that semantically is governed by the verb will in general 
occur in immediate pre-verbal position. The exceptions are certain adverbials, direct object and more rarely 
subjects, that may sometimes be found in post-verbal position (Kieffer 2009:709). 

 

Fusion 

Plural is marked through inflection in Parachi, mainly through /-ān/, with the exception of two plural formatives 
marked for ablaut which both belong two loans from Pashai and Persian respectively (Kieffer 2009:696). In 
example (39) can be seen how plural is formed on two domestic nouns: 

(39)   Parachi (Kieffer 2009:696). 

ɣos-ān ketāb-ān     
house-PL book-PL     
 

There are three inflectional cases in the singular and plural. There are also a number of cases than are expressed 
thorough unstressed adpositions (Kieffer 2009:696-697). 

Verbs are based on two basic tense stems, a present and a past stem. Regular verbs have past stems marked by a 
suffix /-ī/, while irregular (“strong”) verbs are marked mainly through morphophonemic change. There are also a 
number of suppletive stems. Causative stems are regularly marked through a suffix (Kieffer 2009:701). 

Person agreement is also marked through suffixes, marking person and  number, as well as tense to a certain 
extent, since the person markers vary between different tenses (Kieffer 2009:702). In example (40) there is an 
example of a Parachi person marker: 
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(40)   Parachi (Kieffer 2009:702). 

ānem berkhitōn-em če mērien na parī 
I.am fearing-1SG that killed not he.go 
‘I am afraid that he may be killed’ 
 

Pashai is thus mainly suffixating but with some morphophonemic stem changes and possibly some isolating 
elements in the case paradigm. There seem to be no domestic use of the ablaut other than in verbs, in any of the 
paradigms studied. 

 

Exponence 

There are three inflectional cases and four adpositional cases, which express case and number. In most cases 
there is no variation between the singular and the plural, except in the oblique form. The inflectional cases could 
thus be seen as polyexponential, but case is less marked in the plural (Kieffer 2009:696). 

In the verbal system the person markers are polyexponential, expressing person and number, as well as tense (as 
they, apart from attaching to a past or present stem also have different markers for the two tenses present and 
past). For the existential verb there are also specific inanimate markers for the 3rd markers, which thus includes 
animacity as a feature expressed by the marker (Kieffer 2009:702). In the ergative past of transitive verbs, 
agreement is not marked by a person marker, but an agent enclitic (Kieffer 2009:703). 

 

Flexivity 

The oppositions that can be found in the verbal paradigm are those between “strong” and “weak” verbs, and 
between transitive and intransitive verbs in the past tense. The strong verbs have an irregularly formed stem, 
while the weak verbs have their past tense stem formed by the addition of a suffix marker /-ī/. This gives rise to a 
number of different conjugation patterns for person markers, but the number of classes is harder to judge, as the 
paradigms given appear to be variations between different irregular verbs and hardly can count as conjugation 
classes (Kieffer 2009:705). As no conjugation classes are described explicitly, and no variants of person markers 
seem to be described, the language is judged as lacking flexivity in this paradigm. For the full paradigm, see 
Appendix III. 

There are no signs of flexivity in neither the case marking system, nor among the plural markers. Nouns do not 
belong to declensional classes influencing their inflection (Kieffer 2009:696). 

4.11 Pashto [pbu] 
Pashto is after Persian considered the second-most important Iranian language, given its widespread use in 
Afghanistan and Pakistan, as well as its official status in the latter country, and a very long written tradition. It 
belongs to the East Iranian branch of the Indo-Iranian family and is closely related to the Pamir languages also 
spoken in the Hindukush. It is also somewhat related to the Nuristani languages, and Parachi. It has a widespread 
use in both Afghanistan and Pakistan, and a long written tradition dating back to the 16th century. Its number of 
speakers is very roughly estimated as somewhere between 30 and 50 million. (David 2014:7-8). 

There are a number of major Pashto dialects. In our main reference work (David 2014), five different dialects are 
considered: Southwest, Southeast, Northwest, Northeast and Middle, although there is great variation also within 
these dialects. There are some documented differences in morphology between different dialects, even if the 
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main differences are phonological. When there was data specifically for the north-eastern variety, we used this 
data as it is probably the most representative dialect for the Hindukush region. However, there was often not 
enough information on the different varieties and in these cases the variety General Pashto was used. 

The basic word order is SOV, with a strict verb-final condition. Word order within a clause is very flexible and 
the object may, at least for some speakers, precede the subject (Brugman & David 2014:411).  Pashto exhibits a 
strong head-final order in verb phrases and noun phrases (Brugman & David 2014:399).   

 

Fusion 

Pashto is a mainly concatenative language, with a few non-linear features. The verb system is almost exclusively 
made up by a word stem and formative affixes, in fact, it is impossible to have a verb stem without at least one 
suffix. There are a few free modal particles (Fox & David 2014:369) but these are exceptions as compared to a 
quite complex system of concatenative formatives. 

A Pashto verb consists of a Prefix expressing aspect, a stem, and at least one of up to three possible suffixes, 
expressing causativity; tense; and a person marker expressing gender and/or number (David & Goodman 
2014:188). Normally, the formatives do not carry stress (however they can sometimes carry stress in the past 
tense,) which further speaks in favour of the formatives being affixed to the verb stem (David & Goodman 
2014:191). One example of a Pashto verb can be seen below in example (41):  

(41)   Pashto (David & Goodman 2014:271). 

pākistāni sander-e ḍrām-e aw xabar-e 
Pakistani song-PL.F.DIR drama-PL.F.DIR and word-PL.F.DIR 
     
čanel-una ye zə ∅-ɡor-ə́m  
channel-PL.M.DIR 3.WK 1SG.STR.DIR CONT-see.PRS-1SG  
‘I watch their Pakistani music, TV, and discussion channels.’ 
 

The four-type case system is also mainly concatenative, consisting of suffixes, but with the addition of stem 
vowel ablaut in a few instances (Twist & David 2014:47). In example (42) can be seen a vocative case marker, 
suffixal: 

(42)   Pashto (Twist & David 2014:49) 

palwaš-e wə́-dar-eɡ-a 
Palwasha-F.VOC AOR-stop-PRS-IMP.SG 
‘Palwasha, stop!’ 
 

It is noteworthy that Pashto has a large number of “denominal verbs”, i.e. light verb constructions, which are 
formed by combining an adjective or noun to a verb, where the verb is either /kedə́l/ ’become’ (forming 
intransitive verbs), or / kawə́l /, ‘to make/do’ (forming transitive verbs) (David & Goodman 2014:200). What is 
interesting is that this type of light verbs is the main predication strategy and the largest and only ‘open’ class of 
verbs (Robson & Tegey 2009:740). 

 

Exponence 

In the case system, the plural system, as well as the verbal system we have instances of polyexponence. In the 
verbal paradigm, the person suffixes are inflected for number in all persons, as well as for gender and tense in 
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some cases of 3rd person. In fact, David & Goodman (2014: 191) describe the suffixes as person, number and 
gender-suffixes (PNG). In example (43) there is an example of such a marker: 

(43)   Pashto (David 2014:389). 

wáli me mač-aw-í    
why 1.SG kiss-do.CONT-PRS.3.SG.M    
’Why is he kissing me?’ 
 

Also in the case system we have polyexponence. Nouns are marked for gender (masculine and feminine), 
number (singular and plural) and case (direct, oblique, ablative, and vocative). One exception for marking 
number is the vocative case, where only gender and case is encoded (Twist & David 2014:45-49). One example 
of this has been presented in example (42) above.  

The plural markers are, apart from number, marking animacy. Most humans and some animals are marked with a 
specific animate plural form /ān/ (/-gān/ when preceded by a vowel), while nouns denoting inanimate objects 
usually take the formative /-úna/. There are some exceptions however, which makes this a purely grammatical 
trait rather than semantical: e.g. the nouns for ‘father’ and ‘uncle’ respectively take the inanimate plural marker 
(Twist & David 2014:51). 

 

Flexivity 

Pashto has a number of declension classes, which in previous descriptions of the language have divided the 
nouns rather differently, depending on what classifying system has been used. In this projects’ main reference 
work for Pashto (David 2014) the focus has been on finding a unifying system between noun and adjective 
inflection, in which 3 main declension classes are identified (further subdivided according to both gender and 
animacy.  

Pashto verbs are divided into three classes depending on how these inflect for the perfective aspect (David & 
Goodman 2014:203) , however, the conjugation of person markers do not vary between the different classes in 
General Pashto or the north-eastern dialect. The person and tense markers are the same no matter the verbal class 
(David & Goodman 2014:188-191). 

4.12 Shughni [sgh] 
Shughni linguistically belongs to the subgroup of north-Pamir languages. “Pamir languages” is a generalized 
conventional term for this group of languages which belong to the Iranian language family and are spoken in and 
around the valleys around western and southern Pamir (Edelman & Dodykhudoeva 2009a:773).  

Shughni is spoken in parts of both Tajikistan and Afghanistan, and the speakers of Shughni consider themselves 
an ethnic minority of Tajikistan. Shughni is mainly a spoken language, and has a number of speakers that in its 
traditional area can be roughly estimated to somewhere between 80 000 and 100 000. Elsewhere in Tajikistan, 
and especially within instruction and legal matters, Tajiki is the only official language. For less formal purposes 
Shughni can be used, and it is the lingua franca for the whole of the Pamir region (Edelman & Dodykhudoeva 
2009b:787-788). 

According to Edelman & Dodykhudoeva (2009b:803) the basic word order is SOV, and order that seems rather 
fixed, as the noun phrase’s function is determined by its position relative to the other constituents in a sentence. 
The verb phrase can however be moved up to initial position with the help of intonation marking. The position of 
subordinate clauses seems to vary. 
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Fusion 

Like other Iranian languages (such as Wakhi below) Shughni has morphophonological alternations between the 
present and past verbal stems. Agglutination together with elements of internal inflection for nominal forms 
appears frequently, e.g. in the verbal inflection in the present-future tense (Edelman & Dodykhudoeva 
2009b:792). 

Nouns are inherently masculine or feminine, but very few nouns are today overtly marked for this feature; these 
are generally marked through ablaut. Instead, gender is marked on other constituents. Number is only marked on 
plural nouns; the most productive one being /-ēn/, sometimes combined with ablaut, as can be seen in example 
(44) below. Case is never marked on nouns, but on the demonstrative pronoun (Edelman & Dodykhudoeva 
2009b:793-794) 

(44)   Shughni (Edelman & Dodykhudoeva 2009b:793). 

čīd čad-ēn 
house house-PL 
 

Verb morphology is also mainly inflectional, using suffixes to form e.g. past tense stems through the addition of 
the marker -t, -d (with some irregular past stems being suppletive, such as in the example below), as well as 
perfect stems through adding -č or -ǰ.̣ Person markers are suffixal and vary between different tenses, see example 
(45) (Edelman & Dodykhudoeva 2009b:798-799). Ablaut is also used to change the stem in certain 
person/gender/number combinations (see example 46 under Exponence below) (Edelman & Dodykhudoeva 
2009b:800). 

(45)   Shughni (Edelman & Dodykhudoeva 2009b:799). 

parwōs Sindēw bōyad yu mā-vi-d  
last.year Sindev must he NEG-be.PRS-3s.PRS  
'last year he must not have been in Sindev'. 
 

Shughni is thus a clearly mixed concatenative/non-linear language with several cases of both large suffix-
systems for marking number, person and similar categories, as well as employing ablaut formatives for part of 
the same formative systems. 

 

Exponence 

The person markers of verbs are polyexponential in that they do not only mark person and number, but also 
present tense. They appear only on the present tense verbs, and past tense verb’s subjects are instead marked 
through a pronominal clitic that attach to the first constituent of the verbal clause, rather than the verb itself (cf. 
Wakhi markers, see below). The markers and pronominal clitics have the same form, as do the person markers of 
the copula verb, apart from in the 2nd and 3rd person singular, when they differ in all three types. In all cases they 
denote person, number and tense (Edelman & Dodykhudoeva 2009b:799). 

The major manner of marking tense is by changing the stem of the verb, which in the intransitive verb paradigms 
is done mainly through ablaut, sometimes combined with a suffix. The form of the stem varies along with gender 
and/or number (the feminine and the plural forms coincide in the past tense) (Edelman & Dodykhudoeva 
2009b:800). Intransitive stems are not marked for gender and/or number. Below in example (46) there is an 
example paradigm of the intransitive and transitive verbal stems: 
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(46)   Shughni (Edelman & Dodykhudoeva 2009b:800) 

Intransitive verb stems 
Present Past  Perfect   
 m. f./pl. m. f. pl. 
vi- vud- vad- vuδǰ- vic- vaδǰ- 
sāw- sut- sat- suδǰ- sic- saδǰ- 
ti- tūyd- tōyd- tūyǰ- tīc- tōyǰ- 
      
Transitive verb stems      
Present Past  Perfect   
kin- čūd-  čūyǰ-   
palōys- palōyst-  palōysč-   
āžêr- āžêrt-  āžêrč-   
 

There are thus several cases of polyexponential markers, specifically for person, number and gender. 

 

Flexivity 

There are two main classes of Shughni verbs; intransitive and transitive. The transitive verbs are marked for 
tense and aspect through the use of different verbal stems, as well as person through person agreement 
formatives in the present tense, and through pronominal clitics in the past tenses. Intransitive verbs on the other 
hand may have a completely different form in the present tense 3rd person. Transitivity can thus be seen as a 
divisional feature affecting the conjugation patterns of verbs, as there is a systematic difference in how the stems 
are formed, with differences depending on gender and number for intransitive verbs (Edelman & Dodykhudoeva 
2009b:800-801). For an example of intransitive verb conjugations in Shughni, see Appendix III. Within both the 
transitive and the intransitive verbal categories there seem to be several conjugations; at least three example 
paradigms are given for both transitive and intransitive verbs (Edelman & Dodykhudoeva 2009b:801-802). It 
does thus seem as if Shughni has flexivity within the verbal system, even though the flexivity does not affect all 
the person markers within one and the same paradigm. 

There is no flexivity in the nominal system, as the nouns are unmarked for case, and there does not seem to be a 
systematic division of plural endings for nouns either in the data. 

4.13 Wakhi [wbl] 
Wakhi is an Eastern Iranian Pamir language, spoken by a total of 37 500 people, distributed between Tajikistan, 
Afghanistan, Pakistan, and China. Literacy and use of other languages vary between the regions, but it is none 
the less a vital language and the speakers have an increasingly positive attitude towards it (Bashir 2009: 825-
826). 

The original home of the Wakhi speakers is probably somewhere along the Wakhan river in what today is 
considered Tajikistan and Afghanistan, but due to its present-day spread over several countries, Wakhi 
constitutes “an interesting sociolinguistic laboratory”, as Bashir puts it (2009:826). In Tajikistan Wakhi co-exists 
with Tajik Persian and Tajiki, and many Wakhi speakers also speak Shughni, a related Pamir language (and the 
second Lingua Franca of the Pamir region). Due to schooling being obligatory and Tajiki the language of 
instruction, most people are bilingual in at least these languages. Wakhis in Afghanistan also speak Dari Persian 
or Pashto, but since literacy and schooling is less widespread, its influence on Wakhi is less prominent than 
Tajiki in Tajikistan. Finally in Pakistan a new situation has arisen, with 100% school attendance for Wakhi 
speaking children in the Hunza during the last few decades, which has led to all school-going children and many 
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young men and women being bilingual in Urdu (the Pakistani language of instruction). In this area both Urdu 
and English exercise a heavy influence on Wakhi (Bashir 2009:826). In the present study we will focus on the 
Wakhan variety described by Bashir (2009). 

Bashir describes the basic word order as SOV, and also states that the topic tends to occupy the sentence-initial 
position (Bashir 2009:841), and subordinate clauses seem to be either pre-posed or post-posed depending on 
their use (Bashir 2009:850-852). 

Fusion 

Wakhan case is marked through suffixes that are unstressed, and in two levels, as we have previously seen in the 
region (a trait that is also common in several IA languages, according to Masica 1991:231, of which we also 
have seen examples in Shina and Gojri). Level 1 case markers are purely case marking, while the Level 2 
markers are described by Bashir as being a “[…] transitional between postposition and suffixal case marker.” 
(2009:829). All case markers pertaining to the two layers are suffixal without any indication of stem 
modification or similar non-linear traits (Bashir 2009:829). 

There are three Wakhi verbal stems to which grammatical markers are affixed. The most regular verbs form their 
past tense stem by adding a suffix to the present tense stem (see example 47, where the verb stem bears the past 
tense suffix). Other verbs are marked for past tense through vowel change. We can thus see that in the area of 
TAM, there are some non-linear changes of the verb stem, at least for certain verb classes. Perfect can also be 
formed by either suffixation onto the past stem or the present stem (Bashir 2009:834). 

(47)   Wakhi (Bachir 2009:838) 

wuz-ǝm kand-a     
1SG.DIR-1.SG.PST laugh-PST     
‘I laughed.’ 
 

The person markers and the pronominal clitics which both are used to denote the subjec of verbs, are in form of 
suffixes which attach directly to the verbal stem in the case of person markers, as can be seen in example (48) 
(Bashir 2009:835-836). Pronominal clitics are also concatenative but may attach to any constituent in the clause 
(see example 47 again, where the pronominal clitic is attached to the pronoun). There are no signs of any non-
linear changes in this paradigm. 

(48)   Wakhi (Bashir 2009:838) 

yandi duwâ tsar-ən ki faslər 
then prayer do-PRS.3.PL that crop 
ts-əm wunɡas-vən niyat wos-t 
from-these sparrow-OBL.PL blessing become-PRS.3.SG 
‘Then they pray that the harvest be blessed by the sparrows.’ 
 

Wakhi does thus employs a mix of non-linear verbal changes (ablaut) together with suffixation on most 
grammatical markers denoting person, number, tense, and case. 

 

Exponence 

Wakhan case endings express case and number in a polyexponential case formative, as we saw above in example 
(48). The singular Level 1 case is not overtly marked, while it is in the plural. Layer 2 case markers denote both 
number and case, as can be seen in Table 14 below (Bashir 2009:829). 
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 Singular Plural 

Level 1   

DIR -- -išt 

OBL -- -əv 

Level 2   

OBL -əy/-i -əv-əy/-i 

Dative -ər(k), -(r)ək -əv/ər(k), -(r)ək 

Ablative -ən -əv-ən 

Table 14: Wakhan Wakhi case markers, denoting case and number (Bashir 2009:829). 

 

Wakhan verbs are marked for person and number in the present-future tense, through a polyexponential person 
marker. In the past and perfect tenses both transitive and intransitive verbs are marked for subject through a 
pronominal clitic expressing the same categories – the difference being that the latter can attach to any 
constituent in the sentence (but tends to appear on the first constituent of the clause) (Bashir 2009:829). 

Tense is marked mainly through the form of the stem (past or non-past), as well as in what way the verb is 
marked for person (person endings in the non-past, and pronominal clitics in the past tense). The main share of 
T/A marking is thus monoexponential – see example (47) again, where the tense suffix denotes nothing but tense 
– with the exception of Present/future, where tense also is marked on the person formative (Bashir 
2009:837-838). 

 

Flexivity 

There are no indications of nominal classes of any kind in Wakhi. Grammatical gender has been lost, even 
though some forms still preserve traces of it, and there is no systematic variation among the case suffixes that 
could imply allomorphs for different declinations of nouns. Instead nouns are marked in a rather regular manner 
(Bashir 2009:829). 

Also among the person markers of the verbs the pattern is regular apart from in some forms of the 3rd person 
where there are two alternative suffixes, but there is no clear description on what governs this variation. It could 
be gender. The verb classes that exist influence the way in which the past- and perfective stems respectively are 
formed, but they do not govern what person markers should be used. There is no allomorphy among the person 
markers that could be governed by different verb classes (Bashir 2009:835). 

 

4.14 Kati [bsh] 
Kati is the vernacular of the valley of Kantiwa in north-eastern Afghanistan. Especially its eastern dialect is 
spoken along the right bank of the Kunar River, and partially extends into Pakistan along the Afghan border 
(Edelman 1983:18). Strand (2014) estimates the population of the Kata people to approximately 30-40 000, and 
the language is part of the Northern group of Nuristani languages. 

There is no mention of basic word order in the brief description available for this study, but judging from the 
declarative example sentences (Davidson 1902:2) the basic pattern seems to be SVO. 
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Fusion 

The case system is mainly concatenative, even if a large number of arguments are unmarked for case. Even 
among the given examples of irregular nouns, it is the noun’s suffix that is varying, and we can spot no non-
linear changes (Edelman 1983:60). In a description from 1902, Davidson describes only suffixal case markers, 
and also notes that suffixal case markers often are omitted when the meaning is clear from the context 
(1902:4-5). Davidson’s paradigms contain a couple of isolating elements, e.g. in the dative case. However, given 
that the form preceding the “dative” marker tā̃ is the same as the “accusative” form, it seems likely that the 
isolating “dative” element is in fact a postposition following on a general oblique form. As the grammatical 
description is rather dated (from 1902) it could pertain to the tradition of language description when the 
researcher strived to fit any language into a Classical Latin mould. Since there are no other examples of isolating 
elements the case system will tentatively be regarded as fully concatenative. This also goes along with 
Edelman’s description (Edelman 1983:60). Below in Table 15 are a few examples of accusative (or oblique) 
formation, through suffixation. 

Noun Nominative (Sg.) Accusative (Sg.) 

work kudūm kudūma 

horse ushp ushpē 

snow zīm zīmo 

head pshai pshaio 

Table 15: Examples of accusative formation (Davidson 1902:5) 

Also plural markers seem, when plural is overtly marked at all in nouns, to be formed through suffixes, primarily 
-ān, as in manchī-manchīān ’man-men’ (Davidson 1902:5).  

Edelman (1983:67) describes the finite verbal forms as consisting of “different stems with varying verbal 
endings”. From the following description it is clear that the varying verbal endings are agreement markers. As 
far as can be noted, the stem changes are made through affixes rather than through the use of suppletive stems, 
although the examples of verbal conjugation are very scarce. 

Exponence 

In the case system we have polyexponential markers for some cases but not all, denoting oblique case, gender 
and number (number is always singular if gender is denoted). Nominative case is the zero-marked case, leaving 
the noun bare. It is noteworthy that not all nouns take oblique case marking, due to what probably is a 
phonological effect: nouns with a consonant ending stem are marked for case, while noun stems ending in a 
vowel are not (Edelman 1983:60). Also Davidson describes polyexponence in at least case and number (see 
Table 16 for one of Davidson’s paradigms). 

Ushp ‘horse’ 

 Singular Plural 

Nom. ushp ushp 

Gen. ushpē, ushpo ushpān 

Dat.(?) ushpē tā ̃ ushpān tā ̃

Acc. ushpē ushpān 

Abl. ushpān stē ushpān stē 

Voc hē ushp hē ushp 

Table 16: Example of case markers denoting both case and number. 
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There is also polyexponence in the TAM formative system. Apart from tense, the formatives denote person and 
number and in some instances gender (Edelman 1983:66-67). This goes along with the conjugation patterns 
given by Davidson (1902:19). 

 

Flexivity 

At least four different plural markers (/ān/ /ēn/ /in/ and /an/) are accounted for, which makes it likely that nouns 
have at least four declination classes. However, when the declinations for cases are stated, there are only three 
given as examples (Davidson 1902:5-6). Edelman (1983:60) instead describes a division between masculine and 
feminine nouns which affects the noun’s case marking, with minor variations depending on whether the stem 
ends in a vowel or noun. It is possible that Davidson’s examples could reflect such a division, although there is 
not enough data to confirm this. It does none the less seem as if we have at least a couple, possibly more, of 
declination classes for case and number. 

In Edelman’s work (1983) there are no apparent conjugational classes among the verbs, but the same affixes 
apply to all verbs. However, he states that “The types of conjugation of different verbs vary somewhat.” but does 
not develop this reasoning (1983:66). Neither Strand (2015) divides the verbs in his lexicon according to any 
other classes than transitive/intransitive (the transitivity of a verb affects whether the subject or the object is 
marked on the verb – see Edelman 1983:67-68). Davidson (1902) accounts for several verb conjugations after 
having given a standard conjugation, but these seem to be irregular verbs (i.e. exceptions) rather than different 
conjugation classes. 

Kati is thus judged to have flexivity in the case paradigm, but not in the verbal. 

4.15 Waigali [wbk] 
Waigali is a Nuristani language, mainly spoken along the Waigal River valley in the south-eastern parts of 
Nuristan, but there are small populations where the language is spoken in the valleys along the Pech River 
(Edelman 1983:19). It is also spoken in Dren, a valley entering the northeast of Waigali, and is closely related to 
the language of Gambir. The surrounding region is highly multilingual, “even for the Hindukush” 
(Morgenstierne 1954:147). Ethnologue estimates the number of speakers to roughly 11 500 (Lewis et al. 2015c). 

There are two main dialect of the language, of which one is spoken in the lower Waigal and the other in Waigal 
proper. The differences between the varieties seem to exist on a phonological, lexical as well as morphological 
level, although it does not affect number of classes, cases, etc. Rather it seems as if morphological suffixes may 
vary, but that the main structure of the language remains the same (Morgenstierne 1954:157-160). It is possible 
that these differences have diminished; Edelman (1983:71) describes the differences in dialects as “mainly 
phonetical”. 

Judging from the text examples given by Morgenstierne (1954:199 ff) the basic word order is SOV. 

 

Fusion 

Case is marked through affixes on nouns, and the case formatives seem thus mainly concatenative. 
Morgenstierne identifies a “possible” locative marker as a separate word, which would be an isolating feature, 
however, it follows on a general oblique marker, and the limited data makes is hard to judge whether this is 
productive. Other cases (nominative, oblique, some instances of ablative/instrumental) are expressed through 
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suffixes only (Morgenstierne 1954:170). Edelman (1983:72) only identifies nominative, oblique and, 
ablative/instrumental. Below in (49) can be seen an example of an oblique case suffix: 

(49)   Waigali (Bashir 1954:170) 

guṛ-ō ɡrǟṭa-l-om 
horse-OBL bind-FUT-1.SG 
‘I shall bind the horse’ 
 

Also in the verbal paradigm the formatives seem to consist of affixes, whether these are particle-like modifying 
prefixes, or person/number-marking suffixes (Morgenstierne 1954:183). This can also be seen above in the verb 
ɡrǟṭalom in example (49). The actual formatives differ between dialects, but there is no difference in their 
construction (i.e. they are all suffixes) (Edelman 1983:84). 

 

Exponence 

As in fellow Nuristani language Kati, number is distinguished in the oblique case, but not in the nominative, and 
the oblique case is thus polyexponential while the nominative is not (Morgenstierne 1954:169). Edelman 
describes the case system as displaying the categories of gender, number, case and definiteness. The latter is 
more dubious as it is in fact the oblique case together with the presence/absence of an article, that is intended, 
and one could thus question whether it is indeed the case formative or the article encoding the definiteness. Case 
formatives could be said to encode up to 3 categories, at least in the oblique case (1983:72-74). 

Also in the verbal paradigm there are mainly polyexponential markers. Tense is marked on the stem, with the 
addition of a marker for person, and number. In the Kegal dialect, several tenses are encoded through the use of 
specific person markers for that tense (also marking person and number) as well as through using different tense-
stems, at least for some verbs such as e.g. /matr/ ‘to speak’. In the past tense also gender is marked on all 
singular person markers (Edelman 1983: 83-86), see example (50): 

(50)   Waigali (Edelman 1983: 86-87) 

Past tense of the verb /matr/ ‘to speak’ 
 1SG 2SG 3SG 1PL 2PL 3PL 
Masculine matr-ām matr-āš matr-āi matr-āmis matr-āo matr-āt Feminine matr-ēm matr-ēos matr-ēoi 
 

Flexivity 

There seems to be a system of different case declinations depending on the form (i.e. the ending) of the noun 
stem; at least 4 different case declinations are denoted for the oblique case, namely /-ä/, /-ə/, /-ō/, and /-ē/ 
(Morgenstierne 1954: 170). 

For verbs, there seems to be no verb classes between which the conjugation differs, apart from a number of 
irregular verbs. No systematic division into conjugation classes is mentioned or observed (Morgenstierne 1954: 
183-197). 
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4.16 Uzbek (southern) [uzs] 
Uzbek is, in terms of number of speakers as well as cultural influence, the second most important Turkic 
language after Turkish (Boeschoten 1998b:357). It belongs to the south-eastern group of Turkic languages, 
sometimes called the Uighur-Chagatai subgroup. The group may further be divided into a western branch (to 
which Uzbek belongs), and an eastern branch including Uighur and Eastern Turkic dialects) (Johansson 2015). 

Apart from Uzbek, the country of Uzbekistan is the home of large populations of Tajik and Russian speakers; 
close contact with other languages has historically as well as today been important for a number of Uzbek 
features. Due to the complex ethnic makeup of Uzbekistan, there is a situation with several important linguistic 
groups coexisting with one literary language – the modern Uzbek. Uzbek also has a lot of phonological features 
in common with modern Uyghur, and is in some respect also rather close to Kazakh (Boeschoten 1998b:357). 
Long-lasting and intensive contact with Iranian languages has also strongly influenced the lexicon of Uzbek. A 
rather widespread number of Persian affixes has also been observed (Boeschoten 1998b:378). 

The typical word order in Uzbek is SOV, with the initial position as the topic position; the closer a constituent is 
to the verb, the more it tends to contain new information (Boeschoten 1998b:373). 

 

Fusion 

Boeschoten describes both plural and case formatives as being suffixed onto the head of a nominal phrase, but 
also marking arguments of verbs, and it is clear that in the nominal system, the formatives are mainly 
concatenative. The only plural ending described is /-lár/. The nominal case is zero-marked, and specific suffixes 
mark accusative, genitive, dative, locative, ablative, and perhaps the two equative suffixes /-dȧy/ and /-čȧ/. Case 
markers are suffixed onto the head of the nominal phrase (1998b:360), as can be seen e.g. in example (51) 
below:  

(51)   Uzbek (Boeschoten 1998:360) 

Ȧkȧ-m Moskva-ɡȧ kėt-di-∅ 
brother-POS.1.SG Moscow-DAT go-PST-3SG 
‘My brother has gone to Moscow.’ 
 

Also the verbal paradigms given show no signs of stem modification, tone variation or similar non-linear 
features. Only concatenative formatives in form of suffixes are accounted for (Boeschoten 1998b:364). Note that 
the tense marker as well as the person marker (however, unmarked for the third person) are suffixes in example 
(51) above. 

 

Exponence 

The examples given of the case formatives show no difference between different persons, number or gender, e.g. 
the dative suffix /-Gȧ/ which attaches to both the pronoun ‘you’ and the proper noun Moscow (as above) without 
any modifications. The case marking system does thus appear purely monoexponential (Boeschoten 
1998b:360-361). 

In the paradigms of person formatives on the other hand, there are elements of polyexponence. Person markers 
combine with number, and are normally attached to any finite verb. Aspect is the grammaticalised viewpoint, 
marked on the verb stem. The TAM formatives are monoexponential and attach between the verb stem and the 
person/number-marker (Boeschoten 1998b:365-367). 
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Below in example (52) can be seen how no markers express more than one category, except person and number 
in a polyexponential agreement marker: 

(52)   Uzbek (Boeschoten 1998:366) 

kėl-mȧ-y-mȧn 
come-NEG-PRS/FUT-1.SG 
‘I do not come.’ 
 

Flexivity 

Albeit a rather large number of case formatives, the system is uniform, in that no alternatives are given that could 
imply different declination classes. The only stated variation between different markers is depending on the 
preceding phoneme – e.g. the present/future marker which is /ȧ/ following a consonant and /y/ following a vowel 
vowel – and are thus judged as pure phonological variation. Nothing on noun classes is mentioned, and from the 
examples given there seem to be no variation in case marking between different nouns (other than the 
phonological variations stated above). It seems as if there is no flexivity of different declinations in the Uzbek 
case system (Boeschoten 1998b:360-361). 

Neither among the TAM or person formatives was found any sort of allomorph usage depending on the class or 
type of a verb. The conjugations seem highly regular, no matter the type of verb (also here only allowing for 
marginal phonological changes depending on if a stem ends in a vowel (Boeschoten 1998b:366). 

4.17 Purik [prx] 
Purik is a Tibeto-Burman language spoken in Kargil, in the north-western part of India (Jammu and Kashmir). It 
belongs to the Western Archaic Tibetan (WAT) subgroup, according to the classification preferred by Zemp 
(2013:3), and its linguistic centre is the Kargil town. According to Lewis et al. (2015e) it has roughly 38 000 
speakers. 

Purik is very archaic in that is it has preserved almost every feature of Old Tibetan phonology, and within its 
subgroup is has together with Balti undergone the least number of changes since that historical period (Zemp 
2013:3-4). Due to its geographical position as a natural passage  between other towns and its regional function 
with a well-visited bazaar (Zemp 2013:3) the speakers of Purik are regularly confronted with speakers of other 
WAT varieties, and there are a number of bazaars run by Tibetans, speaking mostly Central Tibetan varieties. 
There is also a large number of Baltis living in Kargil. However, of all dialects that possibly could affect Purik, 
only Balti and Ladakhi appear to have had a noticeable impact (Zemp 2013:9-10). 

Zemp (2013:34) describes the basic word order as SOV, if it is to be described “very simplistic” where S and O 
are understood as a more and less active participant. However, a more precise description would be that ergative 
agent > absolutive patient/theme > dative beneficiary/experiencer > location. The participants can be omitted if it 
conveys topical information; moved to a post-verbal position; or preposed if it is in focus. In short, the order of 
constituents is rather flexible. 

Fusion 

Purik has a “strict ergative alignment”, marked through suffixes. It has at least an absolutive case (which is zero-
marked), as well as ergative, dative, locative and inessive case. The case system is purely constructed by suffixes 
and can thus be concluded to be concatenative. The suffixes attach to lexical nouns, demonstratives and 
pronouns (Zemp 2013:313-375).  
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There are elements of contrasting stress accent in the language, but there are only two groups of words where the 
accent has contrastive function (certain minimal pairs, and in order to mark the difference between infinitives 
and their nominal counterparts), and it is thus not a feature of the formative systems that are the interest of the 
present study (Zemp 2013:53-54). 

Tense is a concatenative feature. Past is marked through a different verbal stem that with two exceptions only is 
regularly derived from the verbal root by adding the suffix /-s/. As the past stem is ambiguous, allowing for 
interpreting it as a perfective, resultative or inchoative action, yet another complex marker /-p-in/ may be added 
to specify a perfective event (Zemp 2013:420-421). En example of such a construction can be seen below in 
example (53): 

(53)   Purik (Zemp 2013:405) 

baχston ba-a-batsik ŋa-s urdu ɬtsap-s-p-in 
marriage do-NR-COMP I-ERG Urdu study-PST-NR-EQ(PFV) 
‘Instead of marrying, I learned Urdu.’ 
 

Exponence 

The case markers are monoexponential, and seem to encode nothing but case purely. This goes for all affixes 
attached to the noun as well as demonstratives. No marker encodes more than one category, but can attach to any 
other suffix (Zemp 2013:313-375). 

Verbs are neither marked for person, nor number, gender or any other of the referentiality markers that can 
sometimes be combined with TAM marker. Past is expressed by a specific past stem, which does not encode any 
other categories than tense (Zemp 2013:420). Other temporal markers are suffixes. None of these include any 
other categories but tense, see e.g. the future marker in (54) (Zemp 2013:988): 

(54)   Purik (Zemp 2013:988) 

ŋa ditʃik kʰatʃul-la tʃʰo-og(-a) sam-et  
I this.year Kashmir-DAT go-FUT(-INT) think-FCT  
‘I’m thinking about going to Kashmir this year.’ 
 
Also the plural marker /-un/ is monoexponential, denoting nothing but plural on definite words (Zemp 
2013:192). 
 

Flexivity 

There is no flexivity in the case formative system of Purik. The only observed variation in how case is marked 
seems to be depending on phonological issues (i.e. depending on whether the marker follows on a vowel or a 
consonant, and sometimes nasal, i.e. the ergative formative that is /-s/ following a vowel and /-is/ following a 
consonant). Nothing resembles noun classes or declinations, neither in the examples nor in the word list given by 
Zemp (2013:317-375, 1038 ff). 

The only indication of verbal categories in Purik is the division between control verbs (verbs that denote 
controllable events) and non-control verbs. Even though this division entails minor differences in conjugations 
(such as the lack of a specific past tense stem), the division seems semantic rather than lexical, and verbs may 
pertain to both categories (Zemp 2013:420). 

Neither the plural marker /-un/ appears to have any variations that could indicate noun classes. It is only used on 
plural nouns with definite use, and does not seem obligatory for all plural references either (Zemp 2013:192). 
 
Purik is thus judged to lack flexivity in these categories. 
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4.18 Burushaski [bsk] 
Burushaski is a language isolate spoken by roughly 40-50 000 people in northern Pakistan, mainly the Hunza, 
Nager and Yasin river valleys (Tikkanen 2015:304). The language has already been described in more detail in 
section 2.3.5 above. 

Tikkanen describes it as undeniable that modern Burushaski shows considerable convergence with its closest 
neighbours in the area, which is also manifested on all linguistic levels. Such neighbours are e.g. HKIA Shina 
and Khowar, the Central Indo-Aryan language Domaaki, Balti (Tibetan) and Wakhi (Iranian); as well as possibly 
some other of the Iranian Pamir languages (Tikkanen 2015:310). 

The basic word order is SOV, with modifiers preceding the head (Tikkanen 2015:310), but the order is flexible 
and may be reversed for effect (Willson 1996:8). 

 

Fusion 

Willson (1996:9) describes Burushaski as an “agglutinative language” with a wide variety of affixes to express 
grammatical relations and other features, such as number (singular and plural). In the case system there are 3 
cases (ergative, absolutive and oblique), also marked through suffixes with no modification of the stem or other 
non-linear formatives. See example (55) below: 

(55)   Burushaski (Willson 1996:13) 

hilés-e dasín-mo r toofá-muts píish ó-t-imi 
boy-ERG girl-OBL.F to gift-PL.ABS present 3.PL-do-3.SG.M.PST 
‘The boy presented gifts to the girl.’ 
 

Stress is described as “superficially contrastive” and there are minimal pairs depending on stress (Willson 
1996:7), but is not employed consistently in any of the formative paradigms we are interested in. It does in 
general seem like a minor trait for the language as a whole with limited productivity. 

Also the verbal paradigm is exclusively concatenative, with both prefixes and suffixes marking tense, aspect, 
person agreement, number, and gender, sometimes both of the subject and object (Willson 1996:11-12). An 
example of such agreement markers can be seen in (56) below: 

(56)   Burushaski (Willson 1996:13) 

in i-kháran-imi 
3.SG.HUM 3.SG.M-late-3.SG.M.PST 
‘He was late’ 
 

Exponence 

The case system of Burushaski is polyexponential in one of its cases. The oblique case formative marks both 
gender and case /-e/ for non-feminine nouns and /-mo/ for feminine. In the ergative case (/-e/) and the 
nominative case (zero-marked), there is no gender distinction (Willson 1996:9). 

Burushaski finite verbs are constructed on a present or a past tense stem, where the present tense stem is 
recognized through the non-past (or perhaps durative) suffix /-c/ attached to the root. The stem is then followed 
by a combined person agreement/tense-formative which marks person, number, gender, and tense. These 
formatives are thus highly polyexponential, denoting 4 categories in one non-dividable formative (e.g. /-i/ in the 
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sentence ayóoci ‘he will not make them do (it)’, where the /-i/ marks 3rd person singular, masculine subject and 
future tense), see example (57) (Willson 1996:11). 

(57)   Burushaski (Willson 1996:11) 

a-ó-<L>-t-c-i 
NEG-3PL.HUM.DIROBJ-<vowel lengthening>-do-NPST-3.M.FUT 
‘He will not make them do (it).’ 

Under certain conditions, a verb may also be marked through a prefix marking object agreement. Also these are 
polyexponential and mark person, number and noun class (Willson 1996:12). See e.g. the object marker in ótimi, 
in example (55) above. 

 

Flexivity 

There are four classes for nouns that affect the person agreement suffixes of verbs, as well as personal pronouns, 
suppletive verb roots, plural suffixes and other aspects of the Burushaski morphological system. They are 
depending on a division between human/non-human (and gender for the first category), and a division between 
count and mass nouns for the non-human nouns. This is clearly affecting the person markers of the 3rd person 
(Willson 1996:8-9). 

There are no verb conjugation classes, other than the division between inflectible (finite) verbs and uninflectible 
(non-finite) verbs. Apart from some suppletive verb roots the verbal paradigm is fairly regular and with no 
flexivity (Willson 1996:11-15). 
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4.2 Result tables 
In the following section the results for the languages are summarised in a number of tables, to allow for an easier 
overview than the separate Result-sections for each language. 

4.2.1 Fusion 

 group case number person T(MA) overall 

Kalasha HKIA concat + suppl concat concat (non-linear) 

Palula HKIA concat+ablaut concat + ablaut concat (non-linear) 

Gawri HKIA concat+ablaut 
(+ isol) 

concat+ablaut concat+ablaut concat concat/non-linear 
mix 

Dameli HKIA concat concat concat concat + isol concat (isolating) 

Kashmiri HKIA concat concat+ablaut concat+ablaut concat + suppl concat/non-linear 
mix 

Shina HKIA concat+ablaut concat concat concat concat (non-linear) 

Pashai HKIA concat concat concat concat 

Gojri Indo-Aryan concat (+isol?) concat concat concat concat (isolating) 

Domaaki Indo-Aryan concat+ablaut concat concat concat concat (non-linear) 

Wakhi Iranian concat concat concat concat + 
ablaut 

concat (non-linear) 

Shughni Iranian n/a concat + 
ablaut 

concat + 
ablaut 

concat + suppl concat/non-linear 
mix 

Parachi Iranian concat (+isol?) concat concat + suppl concat + suppl concat (non-linear) 

Pashto Iranian concat+ablaut concat concat concat (non-linear) 

Kati Nuristani concat concat concat concat concat 

Waigali Nuristani concat concat concat concat concat 

Uzbek Turkic concat concat concat concat concat 

Purik Tibeto-
Burman 

concat concat n/a concat concat 

Burushaski Isolate concat concat concat concat concat 

Table 3: Overview of fusion type by language. Concat = concatenative, suppl = suppletive stems, isol = isolating. Brackets = 

rare marking type/only occurs in parts of the formative paradigm. When two categories are marked by the same formative 

this is indicated by a shared box. When two categories are stated in the box the main strategy is underlined. 

The darker the colour of the Overall box describing the language as a whole, the more purely concatenative the 
language. E.g. the darkest nuance was used when the language employed concatenative strategies for all 4 
formative types. The lightest colour indicates a veritable mix between concatenative and non-linear features.  
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4.2.2 Exponence 

 group case number person T(MA) overall 

Kalasha HKIA case + number 
+ animacity 

tense + pers + number poly 

Palula HKIA case + number 
+ gender 

Number + case 

gender + number 

person + number mono mix 

Gawri HKIA case + number + gender pers + no 
gender + no 

mono mix 

Dameli HKIA mono mono pers + TAM + number + gender 
(+ mono tense marker) 

mix 

Kashmiri HKIA case + number + gender tense  + remoteness + pers + gender poly 

Shina HKIA case + number pers + number + gender mono mix 

Pashai HKIA mono mono (?) TAM + pers + number mono mix 

Gojri Indo-Aryan case + number + gender pers + number 

number + gender 

mono mix 

Domaaki Indo-Aryan case + number (gender) pers + number (gender) Mono mix 

Wakhi Iranian case + number TAM + per + number 

(+ mono tense marker) 

poly 

Shughni Iranian n/a mono TAM + pers + gender + number mix 

Parachi Iranian case + number TAM + pers + no poly 

Pashto Iranian case + number + gender pers + number + gender 

PST tense + pers + number + gender 

poly 

Kati Nuristani case + number + gender TAM + pers + number  (gender) poly 

Waigali Nuristani case + number TAM + pers + number poly 

Uzbek Turkic mono pers + number mono mix 

Purik Tibeto-
Burman 

mono mono n/a mono mono 

Burushaski Isolate mono/poly mono tense + pers + number + gender mix 

Table 4: Overview of exponence type by language. Pers = person marker. Brackets = rare marking type/included occurs in 

parts of the formative paradigm. When the formative is marking two categories is the same this is indicated by a shared box. 

Darker colour indicates higher level of exponence in the formatives studied for the language as a whole. 

The darker the colour of the Overall-box describing the language as a whole, the more categories were marked 
by polyexponential formatives. The darkest colour indicates no monoexponential markers in any of the formative 
types. White colour indicates no polyexponential markers in any of the formative types.  
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4.2.3 Flexivity 

 group case number person T(MA) overall 

Kalasha HKIA yes yes yes yes highly flexive 

Palula HKIA yes yes yes yes highly flexive 

Gawri HKIA yes no no rather flexive 

Dameli HKIA no no (yes) somewhat flexive 

Kashmiri HKIA yes yes no no rather flexive 

Shina HKIA yes yes yes yes highly flexive 

Pashai HKIA no (?) no no no non-flexive 

Gojri Indo-Aryan no no no no non-flexive 

Domaaki Indo-Aryan yes yes no no rather flexive 

Wakhi Iranian no no no no non-flexive 

Shughni Iranian n/a no yes yes rather flexive 

Parachi Iranian no no no no non-flexive 

Pashto Iranian yes no no no somewhat flexive 

Kati Nuristani yes yes no (?) no (?) rather flexive 

Waigali Nuristani yes yes no (?) no (?) rather flexive 

Uzbek Turkic no no no no non-flexive 

Purik Tibeto-Burman no no n/a no non-flexive 

Burushaski Isolate no yes yes no rather flexive 

Table 5: Overview of flexivity by language. Darker colour indicates higher level of flexivity in the formatives studied for the 

language as a whole. Note that denotations such as ‘non-flexive’ relates only to the categories included in the present study, 

not every aspect of the language. 

 

The darker the colour of the Overall-box describing the language as a whole, the more instances of flexivity 
were identified. The darkest colour indicates flexivity in all formative types. White colour indicates no flexivity 
for any of the formative types.  
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5. Discussion 

5.1 Overall patterns and general tendencies 
The first thing that clearly can be said is that the GHK is a region of great variation, with plenty of differences as 
well as some similarities. The similarities are maybe not all surprising, given the shared genetic affiliation 
between a majority of the languages, but it does also seem as if close co-existence may have given rise to a 
number of contact phenomena between different languages. The influential Iranian languages such as Pashto and 
Persian have e.g. not only influenced other Iranian languages spoken in the area, but possibly also the western 
HKIA languages spoken near the Afghan border. Previous studies in the area have shown that the HKIA 
languages near the Afghan border may have started to adapt new branching structures, possibly due to influence 
from nearly Iranian languages (Rönnqvist 2014:28). A similar pattern could possibly be seen in the area of 
fusion, where the HKIA languages closest to the Afghan border seem slightly more concatenative than the HKIA 
languages closer to India. See e.g. figure 3, or section 4.2.1: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Spread of fusion type. Square markers indicate a completely concatenative system for the formatives studied. Round 

markers indicate a mixed system. Darker colour indicates stronger concatenative features and less non-linear formatives. 

In the present study there is however too little data to conclude such an Iranian influence and the picture of 
phonological fusion of formatives is still mainly one of large diversity in the area. 

One feature is common for the whole GHK area: the use of concatenative formatives in the TAM as well as the 
case system is definitely prevailing. No language in the sample completely lacked concatenative strategies. In a 
typological macro-perspective however, this was clearly to be expected and hardly surprising. In Bickel & 
Nichols’ study (2015a) it was clear that concatenative formatives is the single most common formative type 
among the languages of the world, even if a great portion of the languages in our sample also employed non-
linear formatives. Ablaut features were found in more than half of the languages (10/18), while it in Bickel & 
Nichols’ study was limited to the Afro-Asiatic group, not at all appearing in the GHK area or on the Indian 
Subcontinent. This is probably due to the differences in sampling techniques employed in the respective studies: 
while Bickel & Nichols’ studied selected TAM and case markers the present study has been looking at several 
formative paradigms, allowing for a more detailed picture than the more superficial sampling required for such 
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large-scale typological studies as theirs. Most ablaut features were found in plural formation (e.g. Shughni, 
Gawri, Kashmiri) or person markers on verbs, but there are also examples of ablaut being used in the formation 
of the past tense stem (Wakhi). 

When studying the results for exponence it can be noted that there is a great deal of variation here too; more than 
among the fusion types. Not even within one language group such as the Iranian languages or HKIA languages 
there are clear patterns of similar formative types, but the variation is large also within these groups. 

There is only one language that is completely monoexponential in all formatives studied – Purik – which also is 
the only Tibeto-Burman language represented in the sample. Case, number, and tense markers are all 
monoexponential, and there are no person/agreement markers other than pronouns described in our data. Other 
languages that are mixed but with several monoexponential markers are Uzbek and Burushaski (also alone from 
their groups in the sample; an isolate in the case of Burushaski), and Pashai and Dameli, both from the HKIA 
group, but clearly different from some of its siblings, as Kalasha and Kashmiri lack monoexponential markers 
completely in the formatives studied. 

The only sub-family with a more consistent constitution are the Iranian languages, where three languages out of 
four lack monoexponential markers. It is also noteworthy that Shughni, the fourth language, which lacks case 
markers as well as having monoexponential number markers, is spoken much further to the north than the other 
three (see Figure 4). 

It is also possible when looking at the map in Figure 4 that one could see some sort of opposition between the 
west and east, where the western languages (especially the Iranian languages) seem more polyexponential than 
the eastern languages, which have at least a number of monoexponential markers. It is possible that this could be 
due to two construction types meeting this small area, but to further study this would require a more in-depth 
analysis of the types of markers that are polyexponential and how these are used. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 4 Spread of polyexponential formatives. Darker colour indicates more formative systems with polyexponence. Square 

marker indicates a completely monoexponential language in the categories studied. 

When applying a macro perspective and comparing our data to that of Bickel & Nichols (2013b) one can note 
something rather interesting: while polyexponential case markers are rather rare in their study (only 10% of the 
languages in their sample), 12/18 languages in our sample have such markers. Also this difference is most likely 
due to the present study including the whole formative paradigm instead of only sampling a single formative. 
Burushaski, which is present in Bickel & Nichols’ sample, is e.g. classified as monoexponential, while it in the 
present study is polyexponential. This is due to their sampling criteria where an ergative (or accusative, or 
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agentive) marker is picked before other markers. The polyexponence in the Burushaski system is namely limited 
to the oblique case, as we have seen above (see Section 4.18). 

It is also noteworthy that almost half of the languages (46%) in Bickel & Nichol’s sample completely lacked 
case formatives, while only one language in the present study lacks case. However, the languages lacking case in 
their study are geographically distributed in areas very different from the Hindukush. It seems as if presence of 
case formatives is a trait common to the GHK area, and, to be more precise, to the whole of the Indian 
subcontinent. 

Polyexponential case is also more common in the GHK compared to the languages of the world. While Bickel & 
Nichols (2013b) identified monoexponential case in almost 44% of the world’s languages, this was found in only 
28% of the GHK languages. Case combined with number was identified in 13% of the languages in their sample, 
but in 67% of the languages in the GHK sample. 

Bickel & Nichol’s (2013b) study also has a strong majority of monoexponential TAM-markers, 80% of the 
languages had monoexponential markers. In our sample only 6/20 languages had such monoexponential markers 
(9/20 if we include languages that had both monoexponential and polyexponential tense markers). But also in 
this case the over-representation compared to the languages of the world could be due to a larger geographical 
pattern. Even if the examples are rather few, Bickel & Nichols’ note several TAM markers also denoting 
agreement on the northern part of the Indian Subcontinent. It is also mainly in combination with person 
agreement that the TAM markers in our sample are polyexponential. This could thus too be a geographical trait – 
not confined to the GHK area, but perhaps one of a larger geographical area. 

In the present study person and number was seen as two separate features, i.e. creating polyexponence when the 
two are expressed with one and the same markers. It is possible that a more straightforward approach would have 
been to regard person + number markers as agreement markers, monoexponential, and expressing the feature of 
agreement with a subject or object. This is the approach taken by Bickel & Nichols (2013b), and in hindsight the 
present work would probably have profited from such an analysis. If the present work was to be redone such an 
analysis would be preferable, especially as it is rather uncommon in the sample for a formative to express person 
without number (and vice versa, in the verbal paradigms). This would also have given rise to slightly different 
results, e.g. Uzbek would not be seen as polyexponential at all in its agreement marking, as the only two 
categories being co-marked are person and number. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 Flexivity geographically. Darker colour indicates more flexive formative systems within a language. 
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Finally, in the area of flexivity, the sample shows a great deal of variation that in part could be due to 
genealogical traits. The languages with high flexivity within their formative systems (the darker markers in 
Figure 5 above) mainly belongs to the HKIA group, a group that only contains one language completely lacking 
flexive formative systems 

It is possible that a pattern of high flexivity around the Hindukush can be seen, with less flexive formative 
systems in the surrounding parts of the GHK area, and languages completely lacking flexivity being spoken in 
the periphery of the area. This can be seen in Figure 5 when studying the lightest (white) markers. Yet again 
Uzbek and Purik coincide albeit their maximal distance from each other, but also Wakhi (Iranian), Parachi 
(Iranian), Pashai (HKIA) and Gojri (IA) are languages with no flexivity in the formative systems studied. The 
only visible trait that these languages have in common is their positions in the relative outskirts of the GHK area; 
they are not spoken near each other, and apart from between Pashai and Gojri, as well as between Parachi and 
Wakhi there is very little genetic affiliation between them. 

5.2 Thoughts on sampling methods in typological 
studies 
The present study was inspired by three WALS chapters 20, 21 and 59, titled Fusion of Selected Inflectional 
Formatives¸ Exponence of Selected Formatives, and Possessive classification (described as “one aspect of 
flexivity”), but instead of focusing on “selected” case and TAM formatives, a wider perspective was adopted, 
encasing descriptions of the formative paradigm as a whole, and including a larger number of grammatical 
formatives. 

 

What has become increasingly clear in this study is that languages seldom have a single type of marking, not 
even within the one and the same type of formatives (we have e.g. seen that one may have a plural formation 
based on both ablaut and suffixating strategies within one and the same language; the same has been found for 
tense marking). It is therefore questionable whether sampling one single formative (usually tense) can allow for 
such a strong statement as: “Most of the languages in our sample (75%) rely exclusively on concatenative 
morphology for case and tense-aspect-mood.” (Bickel & Nichols 2013a). It is true that the title clearly stated 
“selected” formatives, but is it at all interesting that a single selected tense formative is suffixing? Can it say 
anything about the language as a whole, and in extension, about the languages of the world? 

We do indeed see some general tendencies in our own material, based on a larger sample from each language. 
All languages are primarily concatenative, just as is the result of Bickel & Nichols’ study (2013a). But several of 
the languages also employ ablaut strategies, and while Bickel & Nichols’ map makes it look as if languages with 
a mix of ablaut and concatenative strategies are rather rare (3% of the languages studied). Also, while Bickel & 
Nichol’s study describes ablaut as occurring only occurring in the Africa, it occurs in almost half of the 
languages of the present study. Can Bickel & Nichols’ study really be generalised into describing a whole 
language’s fusion type? 

The same problem arises in view of exponence, where we have seen cases of languages where the number of 
categories encoded in a marker may vary depending on person (e.g. Dameli, where some 3rd person TAM 
markers are encoded for gender, while it is not for other persons). We have also seen that while Burushaski is 
treated as having monoexponential case, which is true when only sampling an ergative case marker, it is 
polyexponential in the oblique case. Can it really be excluded that not also this type of sampling “conflates” 
important variation, just as Bickel & Nichols’ (2013a, b) criticises previous morphological typology studies for 
doing? 
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5.3 Ideas for further studies 
We have already seen that a few researchers have started comparative work on this interesting region (see 
Section 1 where some of them are accounted for). Still, much remains to be done. Even if the present as well as a 
few other small studies (Kowalik: 2015, Lange: 2015) have started to look at the Greater Hindukush as a region 
of linguistic interest, it is clear that the area offers large possibilities to study language variation, contact 
phenomena, and language development in multilingual settings. As was mentioned above, it has been seen that 
the HKIA languages may have started to adapt new branching structures, possibly due to influence from Iranian 
languages near the Afghan border (Rönnqvist 2014:28); such developments between families of different 
structures could be the subject of more in-depth studies of the region. In the present work we have looked at the 
region from a more general perspective, trying to identify broad structures, similarities and differences. With a 
smaller sample and a more in-depth perspective on each language’s morphological system in detail, it might be 
possible to identify similar possible contact phenomena for some of the morphological features studied. 

6. Conclusions 
The aim of the study was to describe the morphological characteristics of the languages spoken in the Greater 
Hindukush Area. This was done on the basis of three morphological parameters, namely fusion, exponence and 
flexivity. The research questions were the following: 

• Can any significant areal patterns be discerned in the region in view of the above parameters? Do the 
possible patterns go along with the division into families or do the traits rather follow a geographical 
pattern? 

It was found that although the region is one of great variation, and some traits are common within specific 
families or subgroups. Concatenative formatives are the prevailing marking strategy in the whole area. 

In the area of exponence it was found that the Iranian languages have few monoexponential formatives, with 
only one of the four languages at all displaying any monoexponential formatives. Apart from this group, the 
variation for exponence was large within each family or group. One possible geographical pattern was identified 
where an opposition between western and eastern languages might be seen. 

In the area of flexivity a geographical pattern was identified where flexivity within formative systems seems 
more common in the central parts of the region, and less common in the outskirts. All the languages completely 
lacking flexivity were found in the periphery of the area. 

• How does the area place itself within the larger perspective of linguistic typology for these parameters? 
Are the possible identified patterns typologically common or not? 

The fact that concatenative formatives are preferred by the whole area is typologically common, and thus it is 
hardly surprising that this is the most common marking strategy also in the GHK. Ablaut features being much 
more common in the present study as compared to the WALS sample is probably due to differences in sampling 
method, but this could also be a geographical trait. Further studies will have to investigate this. 

Monoexponential case is less common in the GHK compared to the global WALS sample. Especially 
polyexponential case cumulating case and number seems much more common in the GHK. Also this could in 
theory be due to the differences in sampling method; however, it is noteworthy that number marking in the case 
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system for most GHK languages is not a minor trait. Number marking does usually not only appear in part of the 
GHK languages’ case paradigms, but is more systematically marked. 

• Can a sampling of the type represented in the WALS features 20 and 21 be representative of such a 
diverse region as the Greater Hindukush? 

There are clear differences in the present studies results as compared to that of Bickel & Nichols’ (2013a,b) that 
probably is due to differences in sampling method. Ablaut features combined with concatenative formatives are 
identified to a higher extent when taking in more than a single TMA and case formatives. This makes it dubious 
if there in Bickel & Nichols’ study can be claimed that a language e.g. relies “exclusively” on concatenative 
formatives. The same problem arises within the case system where not all languages have uniform case 
paradigms, but certain case markers encode more grammatical categories than others do. This is of course a 
matter of scope, but the question is how much we actually do learn from the large-scale typological studies, 
knowing that such a minor part of a paradigm is studied. 

Finally it is clear that letting multilingual regions such as the Hindukush be represented by a single language or 
two creates a completely different typological map than reality does for that region. This is especially apparent 
when that language (Burushaski, in this case) is an isolate without known relations to any of the surrounding 
languages in the area. This is of course a question of sampling and one of the major difficulties within large scale 
typological studies; however, we need to raise the question on whether the results from a 160 language sample 
really can say much at all about the geographical distribution of such a feature, at least for regions with known 
variations. 

 

In all, it can be concluded that the Greater Hindukush is a highly interesting field of study, as it includes 
languages of very different types. The variety of many different languages and high multilingualism makes GHK 
especially attractive for areal typology: the possibilities of finding interesting variations to dig closer into are 
many due to the large number of languages of different families spoken adjacent to each other. The differences 
are larger than the similarities, which is only to be expected when four large language families meet in one area, 
at least when looking above the similarities that are also typologically common. Future studies will hopefully in 
greater detail describe the linguistic melting pot that is the Greater Hindukush. 
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APPENDIX I - FUSION 

 
code classification References Examples & paradigms Paradigm references 

Dameli dml concat 

 
- Mainly concatenative, no non-
concatenative markers in the categories 
studied. TAM and person formatives marked 
through suffixes (Perder 2013:93). 
 
- Case marked through affixes, case and 
number never co-occur (Perder 2013:56-62).  
 
- One isolating possessive marker that 
perhaps could be considered a case marker 
(Perder 2013:58). 
 

- There is also one free past tense marker taa 
that is added somewhat irregularly, and 
mostly together with imperfective verb forms 
that otherwise might be interpreted as non-
past (Perder 2013:154)  

 

Dameli  (Perder 2013:154) 

doos see bazaar ye-thaa taa 

yesterday 3SG.DIST bazaar go-INDIRPST.3SG.M PST 

‘Yesterday he went to the bazaar.’ 

 

Dameli  (Perder 2013:93) 

nees-uma 

exit-PFV.1PL 

‘I went out.’ 

 
 

Verbal paradigm: (Perder 2013:95) 
 
Case paradigm: no straightforward paradigm. Case is treated in Perder 
2013:58-62 
 
Plural: only one suffix. No paradigm. 
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Gawri gwc concat/non-
linear mix 

 
- Mainly suffixing, but has a few operation 
which generate vowel and tone changes 
(Baart 1999:16-17). 
 
- Gender and number often marked through 
ablaut (see example), some cases are marked 
though ablaut, while others, such as the 
agentive case, are not (Baart 1999:41). 
 
- Tense a purely concatenative feature (affix) 
(Baart 1999:48-49). 
 
- Some isolating case markers occupying the 
same place as other case affixes (Baart 
1999:76-77). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Gawri (Baart 1999:17)  

yant m.sg. ‘is coming’ 

yänt m.pl. ‘are coming’ 

yent f.sg/pl ‘is coming’ 

(Baart 1999:17) 
 

ī~ mīš-ä mās khāt 

this man-AG meat has.eaten.M.SG 

‘This man has eaten meat.’ 

(Baart 1999:41) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Baart 1999:49) 
 
Verbal: (Baart 1999:177-198) 
 
Plural: (Baart 1999:36) 
 
Case: no regular paradigm in source 
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Kalasha kls concat (non-
linear) 

 
- Case endings unstressed (Heegård Petersen 
53:2006) 
 
- Obligatory oblique marking (Heegård 
Petersen 2006:56) 
 
- All temporal/person/number clitics are 
suffixal. No apparent stem modifications 
(Bashir 1988:46) 
 
- All case markings described as affixes but 
some nouns have suppletive roots  (Heegård 
Petersen 2006:53) 
 
- Plural marked through Sg/Pl concatenative 
case markers  (Heegård Petersen 2006:53) 
 

 

Kalasha (Heegård Petersen 2006:56): 
bían-ai móc-an  hóma thára zúlum 

outside-loc3 People-obl.pl 1p.obl upon cruel 

kar-úna ne  lasaí-man  
á-ini 

do-pst.ptc.I.3s neg let-ipfv aux.an.pst.A-3p 

‘if any people from outside tried to oppress us, they did not let them (do so)’ 

Case: (Heegård Petersen 2006:53) 
 
Verbal agreement  (auxiliaries): (Bashir 2003: 854) 
 
Verbal agreement: (Bashir 1988:46) 
 

Kashmiri kas concat/non-
linear mix 

 
 - Plural formed by suffixation, palatalization 
and vowel change (both concatenative and 
non-linear). For masculine nouns mostly 
ablaut, for feminine ablaut and suffixes (Koul 
2005:19-20). 
 
- Case marked through affixation, no stem 
changes. 9 cases. (Koul 2005:21-22). 
 
- TA marked through suffixes and infixes on 
the main verb, sometimes together with an 
auxiliary. Agreement marking both 
concatenative and ablaut. (Koul 2005:32-36). 
 

  Kashmiri  (Koul 2005:20) 

Singular (masculine nouns) Plural (mascline nouns) 

gagur   ‘mouse’  gagar   ‘mice’ 
ko:tur   ‘pigeon’  ko:tar   ‘pigeons’ 
o:luv   ‘potato’  o:lav   ‘potatoes’ 

adasasdas 
Kashmiri  (Koul 2005:20-21) 
Singular (feminine nouns) Plural (feminine nouns) 
nǝr ’arm’ nǝr ’arm’ 
dǝ:r ‘window’ dǝ:r ‘window’ 
vǝj ’ring’ vǝj ’ring’ 
ku:r ’girl’ ku:r ’girl’ 

 

Case: (Koul 2003: 908) ( Koul 2005: 21-22) 
 
Verbal: Koul 2005:34-40 (many different tenses) 
 

Palula phl 
concat (non-

linear) 

 
- “Almost exclusively concatenative” 
(Liljegren 2008:52) 
 
- Tense and aspect-markers, case formatives 
for both nouns and adjectives, and plural 
markers are mainly expressed by suffixes, but 
there are also a number of ablaut 
occurrences in both the nominal, adjectival, 
and verbal paradigms (Liljegren 2008:81) 
 
- Plural marked inflectionally (5 variants).  
Suffixing with stem changes (i.e. 
concatenative with some non-linear aspects). 
(Liljegren 2008:90). 

 
Plural:  
kitaáb, kiteebí ‘book, books’ 
bhit, bhíta ‘plank, planks’ 
dusmaán, dusmanaán ‘enemy, enemies’ (Liljegren 2008:90) 
 
 

 Singular Plural 
Nominative ṣinɡ ṣínɡ-a 
Oblique ṣínɡ-a ṣínɡ-am 
Genitive ṣínɡ-ii ṣínɡ-am-ii 
Case (Liljegren  2008:53) 

Verbal (Liljegren 2008:54) 
Futre Sg Pl 
1st tíl-um til-íia 
2nd tíl-aṛ tíl-at 
3rd tíl-a tíl-an 

 
Verbal conjugations: Liljegren 2008: 182-194 
 
Case, number: nominal declensions (Liljegren  2008:97-108) 
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Pashai psh concat 

 
- Pashai is a concatenative, mainly suffixating 
language. Case is marked solely through 
suffixes attached to the noun (Morgenstierne 
1967:64-65). 
 
- TAM is marked partly through tensed verb 
stems, which are formed by the addition of a 
suffix on the root; and partly through the 
person markers which vary between the 
different tenses (Morgenstierne 1967:100). 
 
- When plural is marked it is marked through 
suffixes (Morgenstierne 1967:61-62) 
 
 

  Pashai  (Bashir 2008:829) 

nan λām na kā-gā-m sabá λām ka(y)ḗ-m 

today work not do-PRES-1SG tomorrow work do(FUT)-1SG 

’Today I am not working; tomorrow I shall work.’ 

 
 

 
Case: (Morgenstierne 1967:65-66) 
 
Verbal: “aorist” (Morgenstierne 1967:106) 
 
future (Morgenstierne 1967:110-111) 
 
 

Shina plk 
concat (non-

linear) 

 
- Case and number is mainly marked through 
inflectional suffixes in Kohistani Shina, but we 
can also notice ablaut changes in some of the 
cases. The system is thus concatenative with 
ablaut features (Schmidt & Kohistani 
2008:40-70). 
 
- The verbal system is constructed through 
suffixes, rather than ablaut or tonal changes. 
Aspect is marked on the verbal stem, with an 
overt marker suffixed to the stem (Schmidt & 
Kohistani 2008:124-125). 
 
- Person-number expressed though suffixes 
(Schmidt & Kohistani 2008:114-f.f), 

Kohistani Shina (Schmidt & Kohistani 2008:41) 

Reɡular masculine class 1 noun: áẓo ’cloud, rain’ 

 Singular Plural 

NOM áẓo áẓa 

AG. I áẓos áẓas 

OBL. áẓa áẓo 

AG. P áẓoe áẓoǰi 

POS áẓee áẓoo 

DAT áẓaṛ áẓo 

ABSP. áẓiǰi áẓoǰi 

ADD. áẓedi áẓodi 

SOC  áẓase áẓose 

. 

Case paradigm, number: (Schmidt & Kohistani 2008:41) 
 
Verb paradigm: e.g. (Schmidt & Kohistani 2008:121, 123, 124) 
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Domaaki dmk concat (non-
linear) 

 
- Case is marked mainly through suffixes on 
nouns, i.e. through concatenative formatives, 
but also through ablaut in some of the 
masculine declensions (e.g. on many 
masculine nouns that are ending in / a/ in the 
nominative case), and also through accent 
shift (Tikkanen 2011:208). The case system is 
thus both concatenative with non-linear 
features (ablaut). 
 
- Also the verbal system is highly 
concatenative with several pre- and suffixes 
attaching to a verb stem. Most of the 
markers are optional, except for the person 
agreement suffix (Weinreich 2011:190). 

  Domaaki (Tikkanen 2011:213) 

hey-án  apan-éi  biroí-s  khangar-án  te-í maar-í-n 

he-
INERG  

own-
GEN 

brother-
OBL 

sword-
INERG 

strike-
CP 

kill-PFV-
3SG.PRET 

‘He killed his own brother with a sword.’ 

 

 Domaaki (Tikkanen 2011:215) 

hey-án  háai joí-s ten-í-n. 

he-INERG that woman-OBL  hit-PFV-3SG.PRET 

‘He hit that woman’ 

 

Case paradigm: (Tikkanen 2011:207) 
 
Verb: (Weinreich 2011:189) 
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Gojri gju concat 
(isolating) 

 
- The main strategy for marking case in Gojri 
is suffixation. Nouns are divided into two 
classes, marked and non-marked nouns, of 
which the previous are marked for case and 
number while the latter has inherent (not 
overtly marked) gender, and number is 
coded on other constituents. The marked 
nouns cannot stand without a case/number 
marker, which is always expressed by a suffix 
(Losey 2002:105). 
 
- There is contrastive tone in Gojri, but it is 
not used in formative formations, apart from 
possibly the formation of imperative mood 
(Losey 2002:62-81). Despite some 
phonological assimilations due to e.g. vowels 
meeting (See Losey 2002: 45-47), markers 
are suffixed without any visible changes to 
the stem. 
 
- Person/agreement formatives of the two 
existing kinds are all expressed solely through 
suffixation (Losey 2002:155-156). 
 
- There are some isolating elements used for 
expressing case. These are case-marking 
postpositions, marking e.g. agentive case, 
ablative case and genitive. They belong to the 
Layer II of the three case marking layers that 
Losey employs based on a division by Masica 
(1991:231).  The position which they take 
after the verb can just as well be occupied by 
a postposition, following the locative or 
oblique cases (Losey 2002:121). It is not clear 
how much importance these isolating 
features should be given, but the language is 
primarily suffixating, also in the verbal 
system. 
 

  Gojri (Losey 2002:112) 

ɔ mer-e-ā lāyk bač-e-ā 

VOC 1sg.GEN-M.SG-VOC.M.SG smart child-M.SG-VOC.M.SG 

‘Oh my smart [boy] child!’ 

 
 

Gojri (Losey 2002:109) 

Gender/number Suffix 

m.sg -ɔ 

m.pl -ā 

f.sg -ī 

fpl -ī~ 

 
 

  Gojri  (Losey 2002:118) 

sat-ā~ mú-ā~ te wá khā-ɛ th-ī 

sven-
OBL.PL 

mouth-
OBL.PL 

from 3SG.DIST.NOM.F eat-
2/3 

AUX.PAST-
F 

‘She ate with seven mouths.’ 

 

 
Verbal paradigms: Losey 2002:155-156 
 
Nominal paradigms: Losey 2002:116 
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Parachi prc concat (non-
linear) 

 
- Plural is marked through inflection in 
Parachi, mainly /-ān/, with the exception of 
two plural formatives marked for ablaut 
which both belong two loans from Pashai and 
Persian respectively (Kieffer 2009:696). 
 
- There are three inflectional cases in the 
singular and plural; these are marked 
through suffixes. There are also a number of 
cases than are expressed through unstressed 
adpositions (Kieffer 2009:696-697). Parachi 
could thus be said to have mainly 
concatenative case markers with isolating 
elements. 
 
- Verbs are based on two basic stems, a 
present and a past stem. Regular verbs have 
past stems marked by a suffix /-ī/, while 
irregular (“strong”) verbs are marked mainly 
through morphophonemic change. There is 
also a number of suppletive stems. Causative 
stems are regularly marked through a suffix. 
(Kieffer 2009:701). 
 

 Parachi (Kieffer 2009:696). 

ɣos-ān ketāb-ān 

house-PL book-PL 

 
 
 

  Parachi (Kieffer 2009:696). 

ānem berkhitōn-em če mērien na parī 

I.am fearing-1SG that killed not he.go 

‘I am afraid that he may be killed’ 

 

 
Verb ending: Kieffer 2009:702 
 
Verb stems: Kieffer 2009:705 
 
Case markers:  Kieffer 2009:696 

Pashto pbu concat (non-
linear) 

 
- Mainly a concatenative language, with a 
few non-linear features. The verb system is 
almost exclusively made up by a word stem 
and formative affixes. It is impossible to have 
a verb stem without at least one suffix. There 
are a few free modal particles (Fox & David 
2014:369) but these are exceptions as 
compared to a quite complex system of 
agglutinative formatives. 
 
- A Pashto verb consists of a prefix expressing 
aspect, a stem, and at least one of up to 
three possible suffixes, expressing 
causativity; tense; and a person marker 
expressing gender and/or number (David & 
Goodman 2014:188). Normally, the 
formatives do not carry stress (however they 
can sometimes carry stress in the past tense,) 
which speaks in favour of the formatives 
being fixed to the verb stem. (David & 
Goodman 2014:191) 
 

  Pashto (David & Goodman 2014:271). 

pākistāni sander-e ḍrām-e aw xabar-e 

Pakistani song-
PL.F.DIR 

drama-
PL.F.DIR 

and word-
PL.F.DIR 

(cont. below) 

čanel-una ye zə ∅-ɡor-ə́m  

channl-
PL.. IR 

3.W 1SG.STR.DIR CONT-see.PRS-1SG  

‘I watch their Pakistani music, TV, and discussion channels.’ 

 

  Pashto (Twist & David 2014:49) 

 
Person suffixes: David & Goodman 2014:192 
 
Verb bases: David & Goodman 2014:213 
 
Noun (number, case): Twist & David 2014:53, 54 & ff. 
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- The four-type case system is also mainly 
concatenative, consisting mainly of suffixes, 
with the addition of stem vowel ablaut in a 
few instances (Twist & David 2014:47). 

palwaš-e wə́-dar-eɡ-a 

Palwasha-F.VOC AOR-stop-PRS-IMP.SG 

‘Palwasha, stop!’ 

. 

Shughni sgh concat/non-
linear mix 

 
- Shughni has morphophonological 
alternations between the present and past 
verbal stems. Agglutination together with 
elements of internal inflection for nominal 
forms appears frequently, e.g. in the verbal 
inflection in the present-future tense 
(Edelman & Dodykhudoeva 2009b:792). 
 
- Very few nouns are today overtly marked 
for gender; these are generally marked 
through ablaut. Number is only marked on 
plural nouns; the most productive one being 
/-ēn/, sometimes combined with ablaut, as 
can be seen in example (44) below. The 
marker /-ǰēv/ denotes plural of time periods. 
Case is never marked on nouns, but on the 
demonstrative pronoun (Edelman & 
Dodykhudoeva 2009b:793-794)  
 
- Verb morphology is also mainly inflectional, 
using suffixes to form e.g. past tense stems 
through the addition of the markers -t, -d 
(with some irregular past stems being 
suppletive), as well as perfect stems through 
adding -č or -ǰ.̣ Person markers are suffixal 
and vary between different tenses) (Edelman 
& Dodykhudoeva 2009b:798-799). 
 
-Ablaut is also used to change the stem in 
certain person/gender/number combinations 
(Edelman & Dodykhudoeva 2009b:800). 
 
-  A clearly mixed concatenative/non-linear 
language with several cases of both large 
suffix-systems for marking number, person 
and similar categories, as well as employing 
ablaut formatives for part of the same 
formative systems. 
 

Shughni (Edelman & Dodykhudoeva 2009b:793). 

čīd čad-ēn 

house house-PL 

 
 

Shughni (Edelman & Dodykhudoeva 2009b:799). 

parwōs Sindēw bōyad yu mā-vi-d  

last.year Sindev must he NEG-be.PRS-3s.PRS  

'last year he must not have been in Sindev'. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Verb stem forms (person marked): (Edelman & Dodykhudoeva 
2009b:800) 
 
Verbal person endings & copula: (Edelman & Dodykhudoeva 
2009b:799) 
 
Conjugation of intransitive verbs: (Edelman & Dodykhudoeva 
2009b:801) 
 
Conjugation of transitive verbs: (Edelman & Dodykhudoeva 
2009b:802) 
 
Case: n/a for nouns 
 
Plural: no paradigm 
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Wakhi wbl concat (non-
linear) 

 
- Wakhan case is marked through suffixes 
that are unstressed, and in two levels. Level 1 
case markers are purely case marking, while 
the Level 2 markers are described by Bashir 
as being a “[…] transitional between 
postposition and suffixal case marker.” 
(2009:829). All case markers are suffixal 
without any indication of stem modification 
or similar non-linear traits (Bashir 2009:829). 
 
- There are three Wakhi verbal stems to 
which grammatical markers are affixed. The 
most regular verbs form past tense by adding 
a suffix to the present tense stem, while yet 
other changes the vowel of it. We can thus 
see that in the area of TAM, there are some 
non-linear changes of the verb stem, at least 
for certain verb classes. Perfect stems can 
also be formed by either suffixation onto the 
past stem or the present stem (Bashir 
2009:834). 
 
- The person markers and the pronominal 
clitics which both are used to denote the 
subject of verbs are suffixes which attach 
directly to the verbal stem (Bashir 2009:835-
836). There are no signs of any non-linear 
changes in this paradigm. 
 
- Wakhi does thus employs a mix of non-
linear verbal changes (ablaut) together with 
suffixation on most grammatical markers 
denoting person, number, tense, and case. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  Wakhi (Bachir 2009:838) 

wuz-ǝm kand-a     

1SG.DIR-PST laugh-PST     

‘I laughed.’ 

 

Wakhi (Bashir 2009:838) 

yandi duwâ tsar-ən ki faslər 

then prayer do-PRS.3.PL that crop 

ts-əm wunɡas-vən niyat wos-t 

from-these sparrow-OBL.PL blessing become-PRS.3.SG 

‘Then they pray that the harvest be blessed by the sparrows.’ 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Case & no: (Bashir 2009:829) 
 
Person endings and clitics: (Bashir 2009:835) 
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Kati bsh concat 

 
- The case system is mainly suffixating, i.e. 
concatenative, even if a large number of 
arguments are unmarked for case. Among 
the given examples of irregular nouns, it is 
the noun’s suffix that is varying, without any 
non-linear changes (Edelman 1983:60). In a 
description from 1902, Davidson describes 
only suffixal case markers, and also notes 
that suffixal case markers often are omitted 
when the meaning is clear from the context 
(1902:4-5). 
 
- Also plural markers seem, when plural is 
overtly marked at all in nouns, to be formed 
through suffixes, primarily -ān (Davidson 
1902:5). 
 
- Edelman (1983:67) describes the finite 
verbal forms as consisting of “different stems 
with varying verbal endings”. From the 
following description it is clear that the 
varying verbal endings are agreement 
markers. As far as can be noted, the stem 
changes are made through affixes rather 
than through the use of suppletive stems, 
although the examples of verbal conjugation 
are very few. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Noun Nominative Accusative 

work kudūm kudūma 

horse ushp ushpē 

snow zīm zīmo 

head pshai pshaio 

Table 15: Examples of accusative formation (Davidson 1902:5) 

-ān, as in manchī-manchīān ’man-men’ 

 
Verbal stem formation: Davidson 1902:18 
 
Verbal person endings: Davidson 1902:16 
 
Case & number : Davidson 1902:6 
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Waigali wbk concat 

 
- Case is marked through affixes on nouns, 
and the case formatives seem primarily 
concatenative. Morgenstierne identifies a 
“possible” locative marker as a separate 
word, which would be an isolating feature, 
however, it follows on a general oblique 
marker, and the limited data makes is hard to 
judge whether this is productive. Other cases 
(nominative, oblique, some instances of 
ablative/instrumental) are expressed through 
suffixes only (Morgenstierne 1954:170). 
Edelman (1983:72) only identifies 
nominative, oblique and, 
ablative/instrumental. 
 
- Also in the verbal paradigm the formatives 
seem to consist of only affixes, whether 
these are particle-like modifying prefixes, or 
person/number-marking suffixes 
(Morgenstierne 1954:183). The actual 
formatives differ between dialects, but there 
is no difference in their construction (i.e. they 
are all suffixes) (Edelman 1983:84). 
 

Waigali (Bashir 1954:170) 

guṛ-ō ɡrǟṭa-l-om 

horse-OBL bind-FUT-1.SG 

‘I shall bind the horse.’ 

 

 
Verbal conjugation paradigms: Morgenstierne 1954:186-188 
 
Nominal paradigms: n/a 

Uzbek uzs concat 

 
- Boeschoten describes both plural and case 
formatives as being suffixed onto the head of 
a nominal phrase, but also marking 
arguments of verbs, and it is clear that in the 
nominal system, the formatives are mainly 
concatenative. The only plural ending 
described is /-lár. The nominal case is zero-
marked, and specific suffixes mark 
accusative, genitive, dative, locative, ablative. 
There are perhaps two equative suffixes 
/-dȧy/ and /-čȧ/. Case markers are suffixed 
onto the head of the nominal phrase 
(1998b:360). 
 
- Also the verbal paradigms given show no 
signs of stem modification, tone variation or 
similar non-linear features. Only 
concatenative formatives in form of suffixes 
are accounted for (Boeschoten 1998b:364). 
 

Uzbek (Boeschoten 1998:360) 

Ȧkȧ-m Moskva-ɡȧ kėt-di-∅ 

brother-POS.1.SG Moscow-DAT go-PST-3SG 

‘My brother has gone to Moscow.’ 

 

 
Copula forms: Boeschoten 1998b:364 
 
No paradigm. Descriptions for noun declension (plural and case): 
Boeschoten 1998b:360 
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Purik prx concat 

 
- Purik has a “strict ergative alignment”, 
marked through suffixes. It has at least an 
absolutive case (which is zero-marked), as 
well as ergative, dative, locative and inessive 
case. The case system is purely constructed 
by suffixes and can thus be concluded to be 
concatenative. The suffixes attach to lexical 
nouns, demonstratives and pronouns (Zempf 
2013:313-375). 
 
- There are elements of contrasting stress 
accent in the language, however, there are 
only two groups of words where the accent 
has contrastive function (certain minimal 
pairs, and to mark the difference between 
infinitives and their nominal counterparts), 
and it is thus not a feature of the formative 
systems that are the interest of the present 
study (Zempf 2013:53-54). 
 
- Tense is a concatenative feature. Past is 
marked through a different verbal stem that 
with two exceptions only is regularly derived 
by adding the suffix / -s/ (unless the verb is a 
non-control event, i.e. uncontrollable, in 
which case it does not have a specific past 
stem at all). As the past stem is ambiguous, 
allowing for interpreting it as a perfective, 
resultative or inchoative action, yet another 
past tense marker /-p-in/ may be suffixed to 
specify a perfective event (Zempf 2013:420-
421). 
 
 
 
 
 

  

  Purik (Zempf 2013:405) 

baχston ba-a-batsik ŋa-s urdu ɬtsap-s-p-in 

marriage do-NR-COMP I-ERG Urdu study-PST-NR-EQ 

‘Instead of marrying, I learned Urdu.’ 

 

 
No paradigms. For descriptions, see references: 
 
Case: Zempf 2013:313 - ff. 
 
Tense: (past stem formation) Zempf 2013:420 - ff. 
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Burushaski bsk concat 

 
- Willson (1996:9) describes Burushaski as an 
“agglutinative language” with a wide variety 
of affixes to express grammatical relations 
and other features, such as number (singular 
and plural). In the case system there are 3 
cases (ergative, absolutive and oblique), also 
marked through suffixes with no modification 
of the stem or other non-linear features.  
 
- Stress is described as “superficially 
contrastive” and there are minimal pairs 
depending on stress (Willson 1996:7), but is 
not employed in any of the formative 
paradigms we are interested in. It does in 
general seem like a minor trait for the 
language as a whole with limited 
productivity. 
 
- Also the verbal paradigm is exclusively 
concatenative, with both prefixes and 
suffixes marking tense, aspect, person 
agreement, number, and gender, sometimes 
both of the subject and object (Willson 
1996:11-12). 
 

Burushaski (Willson 1996:13) 

in i-kháran-imi 

3.SG.HUM 3.SG.M-late-3.SG.M.PST 

‘He was late’ 

 

Burushaski (Willson 1996:13) 

hilés-e dasín-mo r toofá-muts píish ó-t-imi 

boy-ERG girl-OBL.F to gift-PL.ABS present 3.PL-do-3.SG.M.PST 

‘The boy presented gifts to the girl.’ 

 

 
Noun classes: Willson 1996:9 
 
Verbal agreement paradigm:  Willson 1996:13 
 
Agreement/tense-suffix: Willson 1996:15 
 
Case: no paradigms, but explicit description in Willson 1996:9 
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APPENDIX II - EXPONENCE 

 
code classification References Examples and paradigms Paradigm references 

Dameli dml mix 

 
- Strongly polyexponential TAM/person 
agreement system marking TAM, person, 
number and sometimes gender - thus 
marking 3, sometimes 4 grammatical 
categories (Perder 2013:105).  
 
- Dameli noun system is monoexponential. 
Only inflected for case and number and the 
two suffixes never co-occur but are mutually 
exclusive (Perder 2013:55). 
 
- Gender is not marked on nouns (Perder 
2013:49) 
 
- Case is monoexponential and quite little 
marked. Replaces plural marker that is less 
obligatory. (Perder 2013:59-61) 

  Dameli  (Perder 2013:154) 

lee zamaana aaṣanta ek diyoo brei dacị-ni tee 

very times behind one day girl see-IMPFV.3SG.F that 

‘Much later, one day the girl sees that…’ 
 

Dameli  (Perder 2013:56) 

muu-bãĩ dacị xu mẽẽ baati-nam 

1SG.OBL-towards see-CP but 3PL.PROX.NOM word-PL 

wail-an-baṣ thaa 
taa 

hide-INF-able be-PFV.3SG.M 
PST 

‘You looked at me, but I was able to hide these words.’ 
 

Dameli  (Perder 2013:60) 

tu kul-a thop-i 

2.SG.NOM house-LOC be.IPFV.2SG-Q 

‘Are you home?’ 
  

 
Verbal paradigm: (Perder 2013:95-96) 
 
Case paradigm: no straightforward paradigm. 
Case is treated in Perder 2013:58-62 
 
Plural: only one suffix. No paradigm. 

Gawri gwc mix 

 
- Nouns partly polyexponential. 
Number/oblique case as one inseparable 
marker. The markers are also gender 
specific, and encode number/oblique case 
and gender in one marker (Baart 1999:35-
36). 
 
- Tense and aspect markers are 
monoexponential (Baart 1999:41-42). 
Or see paradigm in Appendix I. 
 
- Agreement markers polyexponential, 
marking person and number, or gender and 
number depending on whether or not the 
verb is marked for aspect (Baart 1999:45) 

Gawri (Baart 1999:49) 

girä~š 

gir -a~ -¨ - š 

turn-IMP-M.PL-PST 

 

Gawri (Baart 1999:17) 

yant m.sg. ‘is coming’ 

yänt m.pl. ‘are coming’ 

yent f.sg/pl ‘is coming’ 

  

 
Verbal: (Baart 1999:177-198) 
 
Plural: (Baart 1999:36) 
 
Case: no regular paradigm in source. (Baart 
1999:36) is the closest, accounting for 7 
classes  
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Kalasha kls poly 

 
- Case markers also marking animacy and 
number (Heegård Petersen 2006:53) 
 
- Loc/Abl case markers also marking animacy 
and type of location (Heegård Petersen 
2006:190). 
 
- Tense markers denote person, number and 
tense in a polyexponential marker (Bashir 
1988:46). 
 
- Verb agrees in person, number and 
animacy through the same marker(Bashir 
2003:854) 

Kalasha (Heegård Petersen 2006:56): 

bían-ai móc-an  hóma thára zúlum 

outside-loc3 People-obl.pl 1p.obl upon cruel 

kar-úna ne  lasaí-man  
á-ini 

 

do-pst.ptc.I.3s neg let-ipfv 
aux.an.pst.A-3p 

 

‘if any people from outside tried to oppress us, they did not let them (do so)’ 

 

Kalasha (Heegård Petersen 2006:64): 

o súirak, ménj-as pAgohi-an ty-e 

oh sun cloud-OBL.SG [unknown stem]-instr Kick-IPFV.2SG 

‘o Sun, kick the cloud away’ 
 

 
Case (Heegård Petersen 2006:53) 
 
Verbal agreement  (auxiliaries): (Bashir 2003: 
854) 
 
Verbal agreement: (Bashir 1988:46) 

Kashmiri kas poly 

 
- Kashmiri plural polyexponential. Marks 
gender and number (Koul 2005:19-21). 
 
- Kashmiri case markers polyexponential. 
Mark case, gender and number (Koul 2005: 
21-22). 
 
- Verbs: tense often formed 
periphrasistically through an auxiliary 
inflected for person, gender and number.  
Aspect is monoexponential, marked on the 
main verb (Koul 2005:34). 
 
- Some past tense markers also encode 
remoteness (Koul 2005:38). 
 
- Future markers may be encoded with 
tense, person and number in one 
polyexponential marker. Sometimes also the 
number of the object is encoded in the same 
marker (Koul 2005:38-39). 
 

Person Masculine Feminine 

 Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl. 

1st/3rd I -v -yi -yi -yi 

1st/3rd II -yo:v -e:yi -e:yi -e:yi 

1st/3rd III -e:yo:v -e:ye:yi -e:yo:v -e:yo:v 

 
Case Masculine Feminine 

 Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl.  

Nominative -ø -ø -ø -ø 

Dative -as/is -an -i -an 

Ergative -an -av -i -av 

Locative -as/is -av -i -av 

Ablative -ɨ -av  av 

Instrumental -ɨ -av i -av 

Genitive I -as -an -i -an 

Genitive II -ɨ -av -i -av 

Vocative -a: -av -iy -av 
 

 
Case: (Koul 2003: 908) ( Koul 2005: 21-22) 
 
Verbal: Koul 2005:34-40 (many different 
tenses) 
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Palula phl poly 

 
- Case polyexponential, with gender and 
number (Liljegren 2008: 92-94). 
 
- Person agreement polyexponential. In FUT-
paradigm person + number (in other T&A 
paradigms gender + number (Liljegren 
2008:194) 
 
- T&A mono (Liljegren 2008: 214-217) 
 

 
dees-á teér bhíl-a 
day-PL passed become.PFV-MPL 
‘The days went by.’ (Liljegren 2008:294) 

 
 
 

 
Verbal conjugations: Liljegren 2008: 182-194  
 
Case, number: nominal declensions (Liljegren 
2008:97-108)  

Pashai psh mix 

 
- For animate nouns: four cases, nominative, 
oblique, genitive, and the dative. For 
inanimate nouns these case endings are 
different, and there are also case markers 
for locative, ablative, allative, and illative, 
which means that these markers apart from 
marking case also denote animacity – they 
could thus be seen as polyexponential, in 
one manner (Morgenstierne 1967:64-65). 
However, there is no systematic encoding of 
more than case, and the markers will be 
deemed monoexponential. 
 
- The plural marker an does in one sense 
denote both animacity (animate) and 
number (plural) as only animate nouns are 
marked for plural (Morgenstierne 1967:61-
62). This goes along with how the SE Pashai 
is constructed (Bashir 2008:827). It can 
however be questioned whether the marker 
is polyexponential only due to it appearing 
on animate nouns only. Judged 
monoexponential. 
 
- Person markers on verbs are 
polyexponential and denote tense (as the 
endings vary between tenses), person and 
number (Morgenstierne 1967:100). In the 
simple past also gender is marked in the 3rd 
person (Morgenstierne 1967:122). 
 

(1)   Pashai  (Morgenstierne 1967:65) 

a:dam-a(:)n-a 

man-PL-OBL 

‘men’ 

 

SIMPLE PAST 

 went came became 

1.Sg. gi:k/čim ye:(i)k/čim thek/čim 

2.Sg. gi:k/či: ye:(i)k/či thek/či 

3.Sg.m gi:k ye:yi:k thi:k 

3.Sg.f ge/ǝč ye:yi: č theč 

1.Pl gǝčin ye:ičin thečin 

2.Pl gǝču * ye:iču theču 

3.Pl gi:č ye:yi:č thi:č 

Table 12: paradigm over intransitive Pashai verbs with gender distinction in the 

3rd person singular (Morgenstierne 1967:122) 

 

 
Case: (Morgenstierne 1967:65-66) 
 
Verbal: “aorist” (Morgenstierne 1967:106); 
Future (Morgenstierne 1967:110-111) 
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Shina plk mix 

 
- Nouns are inflected in two layers. Layer 
one consists of a polyexponential formative 
expressing singular/plural number as well as 
nominative/oblique case. In the second 
layer, nouns are also inflected for one of 
nine cases. These case inflections are 
polyexponential in that they also mark 
number (singular or plural) inherently 
(Schmidt & Kohistani 2008:41). 
 
- In the verbal paradigm Shina has several 
polyexponential formatives. Every finite 
tense has a set of person-number 
agreement suffixes that are attached to the 
verbal root. These person markers express 
person, number, and gender (Schmidt & 
Kohistani 2008:114). 
 

  Shina  (Schmidt & Kohistani 2008:51) 

judráa-s paár xod-ée núum-i wy-áa-n-i 

snake-AGI over.there god-POS name.f.pl drop-IMPFV-AUXpres-3.f.sg 

‘The snake over there is reciting God’s names.’ 

 

Shina  (Schmidt & Kohistani 2008:49) 

mō ses góoẓ-a ucḥ-y-áa-s 

I him.OBsg house-OBsg arrive-CAUS-PERF.m.sg-1 

‘I took him home.’ 

  

 
Case paradigm, number: (Schmidt & 
Kohistani 2008:41) 
 
Verb paradigm: e.g. (Schmidt & Kohistani 
2008:121, 123, 124) 
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Domaaki dmk mix 

 
- There are instances of polyexponence in 
the case system of Domaaki. Case markers 
also denote number, and in some cases 
(plural nominative, and singular 
instrumental-ergative) also gender (Tikkanen 
2011:207). The nominative case (zero-
marked), requires a specific “suffix of 
singleness”, even though all other cases are 
already inflected for both case and number 
(Tikkanen 2011:209). 
 
- The verbs are marked for aspect by 
suffixing the root of the verb, thus creating a 
perfective stem. There are also suppletive 
perfect stems. Tense markers are 
monoexponential (Weinreich 2011:177-178). 
 
- Agreement suffixes are marking person and 
number (Weinreich 2011:168) In third 
person singular also gender is marked, see 
example (33) (2011:170). 

 
(Case paradigm: Tikkanen 2011:207) 

 Domaaki (Tikkanen 2011:217) 

agí-cú ni ḍad 

fire-DAT.PL not run:IFPV:2PL 

‘Don’t run into the fires! 

 

 Domaaki (Tikkanen 2011:214) 

śaí-s  pà gi-á. 

king-OBL near go(PFV)‑3M.SG.PRET 

‘He went to the King.’ 

  

 
Case paradigm: (Tikkanen 2011:207) 
 
Verb: (Weinreich 2011:189) 
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Gojri gju mix 

 
- Tense and aspect are monoexponential 
formatives in Gojri that in the form of 
suffixes attach to the auxiliary verb or the 
main verb respectively (Losey 2002:155-
156).  
 
- The person markers, or “adjectival 
concord” markers that are added depending 
on the aspect of a verb, are polyexponential. 
The person markers encode person + 
number in one and the same form. 
Adjectival concord (agreement)  markers 
encode number and gender (Losey 
2002:143-145). 
 
- Nouns can also be marked through 
polyexponential case markers (given that 
they are of the marked type apart from case 
(nominative, ablative or locative), also 
gender (masculine/feminine) and number 
(singular/plural) are encoded in the same 
suffix (Losey 2002:105). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Gojri  (Losey 2002:118) 
wé do lam-ā kābl ̄ ǰaṇ-ā 
3PL.DIST.NOM.M two long-NOM.M.PL Afghani man-NOM.M.PL 
‘those two tall Afghani men’ 

 
 

  Gojri  (Losey 2002:118) 
to~ pakā-t-ɔ ná̄ 
2SG.NOM cook-IMPFV-M.SG NEG 
‘You should have cooked.’ 

 
 

 
Verbal paradigms: Losey 2002:155-156 
 
Nominal paradigms: Losey 2002:116 
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Parachi prc poly 

 
- There are three inflectional cases and four 
adpositional cases, which express case and 
number. In most cases there is no variation 
between the singular and the plural, except 
in the oblique form. The inflectional cases 
could thus be seen as polyexponential, but 
case is less marked in the plural (Kieffer 
2009:696). 
 
- In the verbal system the person markers 
are polyexponential, expressing person and 
number, as well as tense (as they, apart 
from attaching to a past or present stem also 
have different markers for the two tenses 
present and past). For the existential verb 
there are also specific inanimate markers for 
the 3rd markers, which includes animacity as 
a feature expressed by the marker (Kieffer 
2009:702). Also in Parachi we find that in the 
ergative past of transitive verbs, person is 
not marked by a person marker, but an 
agent enclitic (Kieffer 2009:703). 

 

 
Verb ending: Kieffer 2009:702 
 
Verb stems: Kieffer 2009:705 
 
Case markers:  Kieffer 2009:696 
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Pashto pbu poly 

 
- In the verbal system, the person suffix also 
expresses number in all persons, as well as 
gender and tense in some cases of 3rd 
person. In fact, David & Goodman (2014: 
191) describe the suffixes as person, number 
and gender-suffixes (PNG). 
 
- Case system Polyexponence. Case is in 
Pashto marked on determiners, and 
modifying adjectives. Marked for gender 
(masculine and feminine), number (singular 
and plural) and case (direct, oblique, 
ablative, and vocative). One exception for 
marking number is the vocative case, where 
only gender and case is encoded (Twist & 
David 2014:45-49).  
 
- The plural markers: number and animacy. 
Most humans and some animals are marked 
with a specific animate plural form /ān/ 
(/-gān/ when preceded by a vowel), while 
nouns denoting inanimate objects usually 
take the formative /-úna/. There are some 
exceptions however, which makes this a 
purely grammatical trait rather than 
semantical: e.g. the nouns for ‘father’ and 
‘uncle’ respectively take the inanimate plural 
marker (Twist & David 2014:51). 
 

Pashto (David 2014:389). 

wáli me mač-aw-í 

why 1.SG kiss-do.CONT-PRS.3.SG.M 

’Why is he kissing me?’ 

  

 
Person suffixes: David & Goodman 2014:192 
 
Verb bases: David & Goodman 2014:213 
 
Noun (number, case): Twist & David 2014:53, 
54 & ff. 
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Shugni sgh mix 

 
- Verbal person markers are 
polyexponential; mark person and number, 
but also present tense. Appear only on the 
present tense verbs, and past tense verb’s 
subjects are instead marked through a 
pronominal clitic that attach to the first 
constituent of the verbal clause, (cf. Wakhi 
markers, see below). The markers and 
pronominal clitics have the same form, as do 
the person markers of the copula verb, apart 
from in the 2nd and 3rd person singular, 
when they differ for all three types of 
markers. In all cases they denote person, 
number and tense, in these forms (Edelman 
& Dodykhudoeva 2009b:799). 
 
- Tense is marked by changing the stem of 
the verb; in the intransitive verb paradigms 
is done mainly through ablaut, sometimes 
combined with a suffix. The form of the stem 
varies along with gender and/or number 
(the feminine and the plural forms coincide 
in the past tense) (Edelman & 
Dodykhudoeva 2009b:800). Intransitive 
stems are not marked for gender and/or 
number. 
 
- There are thus several cases of 
polyexponential markers, specifically for 
person, number and gender. 
 

  Shughni (Edelman & Dodykhudoeva 2009b:800) 

Intransitive verb stems 

Present Past  Perfect   

 m. f./pl. m. f. pl. 

vi- vud- vad- vuδǰ- vic- vaδǰ- 

sāw- sut- sat- suδǰ- sic- saδǰ- 

ti- tūyd- tōyd- tūyǰ- tīc- tōyǰ- 

 

Transitive verb stems      

Present Past  Perfect   

kin- čūd-  čūyǰ-   

palōys- palōyst-  palōysč-   

āžêr- āžêrt-  āžêrč-   

  

 
Verb stem forms (person marked): (Edelman 
& Dodykhudoeva 2009b:800) 
 
Verbal person endings & copula: (Edelman & 
Dodykhudoeva 2009b:799) 
 
Conjugation of intransitive verbs: (Edelman & 
Dodykhudoeva 2009b:801) 
 
Conjugation of transitive verbs: (Edelman & 
Dodykhudoeva 2009b:802) 
 
Case: n/a for nouns 
 
Plural: no paradigm 
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Wakhi wbl poly 

 
- Wakhan case affixes express case and 
number in a polyexponential case formative. 
The singular Level 1 case is not overtly 
marked, while it is in the plural. Layer 2 case 
markers denote both number and case 
(Bashir 2009:829). 
 
- Wakhan verbs are marked for person and 
number in the present-future tense, through 
a polyexponential marker. In the past and 
perfect tenses both transitive and 
intransitive verbs are marked for subject 
through a pronominal clitic expressing the 
same categories – the difference being that 
the latter can attach to any constituent in 
the sentence (but tends to appear on the 
first constituent of the clause) (Bashir 
2009:829). 
 
- Tense is marked mainly through the form 
of the stem (past or non-past), as well as in 
what way the verb is marked for person 
(person endings in the non-past, and 
pronominal clitics in the past tense). The 
main share of T/A marking is thus 
monoexponential, with the exception of 
Present/future, where tense also is marked 
on the person formative (Bashir 2009:837-
838). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Singular Plural 

Level 1   

DIR -- -išt 

OBL -- -əv 

Level 2   

OBL -əy/-i -əv-əy/-i 

Dative -ər(k), -(r)ək -əv/ər(k), -(r)ək 

Ablative -ən -əv-ən 

  

 
Case & no: (Bashir 2009:829) 
 
Person endings and clitics: (Bashir 2009:835) 
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Kati bsh poly 

 
- In the case paradigm, polyexponential 
markers for some cases but not all, denoting 
oblique case, gender and number (number is 
always singular if gender is denoted). 
Nominative case is the zero-marked case, 
leaving the noun bare. Not all nouns take 
oblique case marking, probably sue to 
phonological restrictions: nouns with a 
consonant ending stem are marked for case, 
while noun stems ending in a vowel are not 
(Edelman 1983:60). Also Davidson describes 
polyexponence in at least case and number. 
 
- Polyexponence in the TAM formative 
system. Apart from tense, the formatives 
denote person and number, and in some 
instances the gender of the subject 
(Edelman 1983:66-67). This goes along with 
the conjugation patterns given by Davidson 
(1902:19). 
 

Ushp ‘horse’ 

 Singular Plural 

Nom. ushp ushp 

Gen. ushpē, ushpo ushpān 

Dat.(?) ushpē tã̄ ushpān tã̄ 

Acc. ushpē ushpān 

Abl. ushpān stē ushpān stē 

Voc hē ushp hē ushp 
 

 
Verbal stem formation: Davidson 1902:18 
 
Verbal person endings: Davidson 1902:16 
 
Case & number : Davidson 1902:6 
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Waigali wbk poly 

 
- Number is distinguished in the oblique 
case, but not in the nominative, and the 
oblique case is thus polyexponential while 
the nominative is not (Morgenstierne 
1954:169) 
 
- Edelman describes the case system as 
displaying the categories of gender, number, 
case and definiteness in one marker. The 
latter is more dubious as it is in fact the 
oblique case together with the 
presence/absence of an article, that is 
intended, and one could thus question 
whether it is indeed the case formative 
encoding the definiteness. Case formatives 
could be said to encode up to 3 categories, 
at least in the oblique case (1983:72-74). 
 
- Verbal paradigm has mainly 
polyexponential markers. Tense is marked in 
part on the stem, with the addition of a 
marker for person, and number. In the Kegal 
dialect, several tenses are encoded through 
the use of specific person markers for that 
tense (also marking person and number) as 
well as through using different tense-stems, 
at least for some verbs such as e.g. /matr/ 
‘to speak’. In the past tense also gender is 
marked on all singular person markers 
(Edelman 1983: 83-86). 
 

  Waigali (Edelman 1983: 86-87) 

Past tense of the verb /matr/ ‘to speak’ 

 1SG 2SG 3SG 1PL 2PL 3PL 

Masculine matr-ām matr-āš matr-āi 
matr-āmis matr-āo matr-āt 

Feminine matr-ēm matr-ēos matr-ēoi 

 

 
Verbal conjugation paradigms: 
Morgenstierne 1954:186-188 
 
Nominal paradigms: n/a 
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Uzbek uzs mix 

 
- The examples given of the case formatives 
show no difference between different 
persons, number or gender, e.g. the dative 
suffix /-Gȧ/ which attaches to both the 
pronoun ‘you’ and the proper noun Moscow 
without any modifications. The case marking 
system is thus appearing purely 
monoexponential (Boeschoten 1998b:360-
361). In the paradigms of person formatives 
on the other hand, there are elements of 
polyexponence.  
 
- Person markers combine with number, and 
are normally attached to any finite verb. 
Aspect is the grammaticalised viewpoint, 
marked on the verb stem. The TAM 
formatives are monoexponential and attach 
between the verb stem and the 
person/number-marker (Boeschoten 
1998b:365-367). 
 

 

  Uzbek (Boeschoten 1998:366) 

kėl-mȧ-y-mȧn 

come-NEG-PRS/FUT-1.SG 

‘I do not come.’ 

 

 
Copula forms: Boeschoten 1998b:364 
 
No paradigm. Descriptions for noun 
declension (plural and case): Boeschoten 
1998b:360 
 

Purik prx mono 

 
- The case markers are monoexponential, 
and seem to encode nothing but case purely. 
This goes for all clitics attached to the noun 
and demonstratives, where no marker 
encodes more than one category, but rather 
can attach to any other suffix in the manner 
commonly known as agglutination (Zempf 
2013:313-375). 
 
- Verbs are neither marked for person, nor 
number, gender or any other of the 
referentiality markers that can sometimes 
be combined with TAM marker. Past is 
expressed through a specific past stem, 
which does not encode any other categories 
than tense (Zempf 2013:420). Other 
temporal markers are generally suffixes. 
Neither of these include any other 
categories but tense (Zempf 2013:988). 
 
-Also the plural marker /-un/ is 
monoexponential, denoting nothing but 
plural on definite words (Zempf 2013:192). 
 

Purik (Zempf 2013:988) 

ŋa ditʃik kʰatʃul-la tʃʰo-og(-a) sam-et  

I this.year Kashmir-DAT go-FUT(-INT) think-FCT  

‘I’m thinking about going to Kashmir this year.’ 

 
  

 
No paradigms. For descriptions, see 
references: 
 
Case: Zempf 2013:313 - ff. 
 
Tense: (past stem formation) Zempf 
2013:420 - ff. 
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Burushaski bsk mix 

 
- The case system of Burushaski is 
polyexponential in one of its cases. The 
oblique case formative marks both gender 
and case /-e/ for non-feminine nouns and 
/-mo/ for feminine. In the ergative case (/e/) 
and the nominative case (zero-marked), 
there is no gender distinction (Willson 
1996:9). 
 
- Burushaski finite verbs are constructed on 
a present or a past tense stem, where the 
present tense stem is recognized by the non-
past (or perhaps durative) suffix /-c/ 
attached to the root. The stem is then 
followed by a combined person 
agreement/tense-formative which marks 
person, number, gender, and tense. These 
formatives are thus highly polyexponential, 
denoting 4 categories in one non-dividable 
formative (e.g. /-i/ in the sentence ayóoci 
‘he will not make them do (it)’, where the 
/-i/ marks 3rd person singular, masculine 
subject and future tense), (Willson 1996:11). 
 
- Under certain conditions, a verb may also 
be marked through a prefix marking object 
agreement. Also these are polyexponential 
and mark person, number and noun class 
(Willson 1996:12). 
 

 

  Burushaski (Willson 1996:11) 

a-ó-<L>-t-c-i 

NEG-3PL.HUM.DIROBJ-<vowel lengthening>-do-NPST-3.M.FUT 

‘He will not make them do (it).’ 
 

 
Noun classes: Willson 1996:9 
 
Verbal agreement paradigm:  Willson 
1996:13 
 
Agreement/tense-suffix: Willson 1996:15 
 
Case: no paradigms, but explicit description 
in Willson 1996:9 
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APPENDIX III - FLEXIVITY 

 
code classification References Examples and paradigms Paradigm references 

Dameli dml somewhat 
flexive 

 
 
- No flexivity in the nominal system. 
Plural always formed in the same 
manner. Some borrowed words have 
their original suffixes (Perder 2013:56-
57). 
 
-  There is no variation for case marking, 
and thus no declension classes (Perder 
2013:58-61). No paradigm, due to this. 

- In the verbal system only one 
categorisation which leads to different 
formatives, that between intransitive 
and transitive verbs. 

NB: This only occurs in two tense-aspect 
forms: the Perfective and the Indirect 
past, and the variation is only in the 3rd 
person categories (singular masculine, 
singular feminine, and plural) (Perder 
2013:107).  
 
Dameli could thus be said to have 
flexivity, but at a very low level and only 
for certain forms. 

 

 

 
 
Verbal paradigm: (Perder 2013:95-96) 
However, barely any classes, and the 
division is between transitive and 
intransitive verbs, rather than 
conjugation classes. 
 
Case paradigm: no straightforward 
paradigm. Case is treated in Perder 
2013:58-62 
 
Plural: only one suffix. No paradigm. 
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Gawri gwc rather 
flexive 

 
 
- No flexivity in agreement markers. Only 
example of flexivity is in verbs, where 
stems ending in consonants and vowels 
seem to make up 2 classes (Baart 
1999:48-52) Dubious to regard these as 
declension classes – rather seem like 
phonological adjustments. Compare 
Paradigm here to the right to that in 
Appendix I. 
 
- Case Layer I markers seem to belong to 
different classes depending on the form 
of the noun, however, there is no clear 
and simple paradigm that gives an 
overview of this. The closest is in Baart 
1999:36. These markers also mark 
number. 
 
- No variation in the Layer II case 
markers (Baart 1999:75). 

 
 
Paradigm of verbs whose stem ends in a vowel (Baart 1999:51) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Verbal: (Baart 1999:177-198) 
 
Plural: (Baart 1999:36) 
 
Case: no regular paradigm in source. 
(Baart 1999:36) is the closest, accounting 
for 7 classes 
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Kalasha kls highly flexive 

 
- Difference in case marking depending 
on animacy (Heegård Petersen 2006:53) 
 
- Non-causative verbs divided into 4 
classes with a specific set of 
person/number-affixes (Trail & Cooper 
1999:475) 
 
- 4 verb classes for participle formation 
(Bashir 1988:58) 
 
- In present/future, past/actual: 8 classes 
of different person agreement markers 
(Bashir 1988:46). 
 
- No plural variation depending on noun 
class  (Heegård Petersen 2006:58) 
 

PRES Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Class 5 Class 6 Class 7 Class 8 

1sg ’-im ’-am -em’ -im’ -em ’-am -im’ -im’ 

2sg ‘-is ‘-as -es’ -is’ -es ‘-as -is’ -is’ 

3sg ’-iu ’-au -el’/-al’ -iu’ -al ’-au -iu’ -iu’ 

1pl ‘-ik ‘-ik -ek’ -ik’ -ek ‘-ik -ik’ -ik’ 

2pl ’-a ’-a -a’ -a’ -et ’-a -eu’ -a’li 

3pl ‘-an ‘-an -en’ -an’ -in’ -en ‘-in -in’ -in’ 

PAST         

1sg ‘-is ‘-is -es’ -a’ -a ’-es/’-is -a’ ’-is 

2sg ‘-i ‘-i -es’ -a’ -a ‘-i -a’ ‘-i 

3sg ‘-au ‘-au -au’ -au’ -au ’-es/-’is -au’ ’-au 

1pl ‘-imi ‘-imi -e’mi -o’mi -o’mi ‘-imi -o’mi ‘-imi 

2pl ‘-ili ‘-ili -a’li -a’li -a’li ’-ili -a’li ’-ili 

3pl ‘-an ‘-an -an’ -on’ -on ‘-ini -on’ ‘-an 
 

 
Case:  (Heegård Petersen 2006:53) 
 
Verbal agreement: (Bashir 1988:46) (see 
Example to the left) 
 
 

Kashmiri kas rather flexive 

 
- Nouns are inflected differently 
depending on gender, dividing nouns 
into two classes.  (Koul 2005:17). 
 
- Plural is formed differently depending 
on the same division into noun classes 
2005:19-20). 
 
-  Kashmiri verbs into classes of 
intransitive, transitive and causative with 
further sub-classifications. class affect 
how their argument structures are 
marked (Koul 2005:31-32). However, 
apart from differences in argument 
marking, there seems to be no classes 
which influence inflection, other than 
slight adjustments when a verb form is 
ending in a vowel (Koul 2005:36). Verbs 
are thus non-flexive. 
 
 

n/a 
 
 
 
 

 
Case: (Koul 2003: 908) ( Koul 2005: 21-22) 
 
Verbal: Koul 2005:34-40 
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Palula phl highly flexive 

 
 
- The person markers are similar for 
most verbs, but the verb classification is 
based on how the perfective stem is 
formed (Liljegren 2008:181-182) 
 
- The case system differs according to a 
noun’s declension class. 3 major 
declension classes and a few minor 
(Liljegren 2008:96). Based mainly on 
plural formation but also on oblique case 
forms (Liljegren 2008:105) 

- For the largest group of verbs L-verbs, the perfective is overtly marked by a 
suffix /-íl/, T-verbs are usually marked for perfective through a similar marker /-
t/; there are also a number of suppletive verbs where the formation of the 
perfective stem is less systematic (2008:181-182). 
 
- Above and below examples of nominal case paradigms, from Liljegren 
2008:97, 101, 105 
 

 L-verb 
‘cross’ 

T-verb 
‘climb, 
rise, 
quarrel’ 

Suppletive 
verb ‘see’ 

Imperfective 
stem 

láng- ṣáč- páš- 

Presen (msg) lan-
áan-u 

ṣáč-
áan-u 

paš-án-u 

Future (3sg) láang-
a 

ṣáač-a páaš-a 

Imperative 
(sg) 

láang ṣáač páaš 

Perfective 
stem 

langíl- ṣáat dhríṣṭ- 

Perfective 
(msg) 

langíl-
u 

ṣáat-u dhríṣṭ-u 

Perfective 
(fsg) 

langíl-i ṣáat-i dhríṣṭ-i 

 
 
Verbal conjugations: Liljegren 2008: 182-
194 
 
Case, number: nominal declensions 
(Liljegren  2008:97-108) 
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Pashai psh non-flexive 

 
- Pashai has two verb classes, divided in 
the categories transitive/intransitive. 
Mostly affects how the verbs are marked 
for case, as transitive verbs in the past 
tense follow ergative case marking 
(Morgenstierne 1967:119). It does 
however not affect what the set of 
agreement markers used. Judged non-
flexive. 
 
-  Small variations can be seen in 
Morgenstierne's case declinations of 
different nouns (1976:64-65), but there 
are no indication on any regular classes 
into which he classifies the nouns. 
Neither in the SE variety described by 
Bashir (2008:827-828) there is any 
mention of noun classes or different 
declinations. 
 

n/a 
 
 

 
Case: (Morgenstierne 1967:65-66) 
 
Verbal: “Aorist” (Morgenstierne 
1967:106); Future tense (Morgenstierne 
1967:110-111) 
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Shina plk highly flexive 

 
-  There are two genders in Kohistani 
Shina. Each gender has three declination 
classes depending on their final 
phoneme. The declination class can 
quite well predict the inflectional 
suffixes of layer one (Schmidt & 
Kohistani 2008:40-41). 
 
- Kohistani Shina verbs are divided into 
two classes, mainly depending on their 
transitivity. The two main classes can 
then be divided into subclasses based on 
the final vowel of the imperfective stem. 
Knowing a verbs subclass predicts its 
inflection in the imperfective tenses for 
a great majority of the verbs (but not in 
the perfective tenses due to stem-
variation). Apart from the shortened and 
irregular verbs there are nine verb 
classes (Schmidt & Kohistani 2008:135-
136). Kohistani Shina is deemed as 
having flexivity in its verbal conjugation 
system. 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

 
 
 
Case paradigm, number: (Schmidt & 
Kohistani 2008:41) 
 
Verb paradigm: e.g. (Schmidt & Kohistani 
2008:121, 123, 124) 
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Domaaki dmk rather 
flexive 

 
- In Domaaki there are 8 noun cases, 
which depending on gender, stem or 
base final, syllable structure, accent 
shift, ablaut, and nominative plural 
ending may be divided into 23 
declensions (Tikkanen 2011:207-208).  
 
- Also plural marking is different for each 
noun declension, as well as a number of 
irregular plural forms (Tikkanen 
2011:211). In this respect Domaaki is a 
highly flexional language, at least in the 
nominal system. 
 
- Depending on the form of the verb 
stem, verbs can be divided into two 
major classes, which further can be 
divided into two subclasses each, it is 
however not clear whether these classes 
affect person formatives (Weinreich 
2011:176). As there seems to be no 
variation between several tables of 
agreement suffixes (Weinreich 
2011:189) it is assumed that the verbs 
are marked identically, no matter their 
stem class. 
 

Tikkanen 2011:207 (case paradigm below)

 

 
Case paradigm: (Tikkanen 2011:207) 
 
Verb: (Weinreich 2011:189) 
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Gojri gju non-flexive 

 
- nouns are divided into two classes, 
marked and non-marked nouns, the 
previous are marked for case and 
number while the latter has inherent 
(not overtly marked) gender, and 
number is coded on other constituents, 
such as adjectives and verbs (Losey 
2002:105). 
 
- The marked and non-marked nouns 
respectively can further be divided into 
classes of animate and inanimate nouns. 
However, apart from restrictions in what 
cases they may take (e.g. inanimate 
nouns not taking vocative case), there is 
very little variation in the types of 
suffixes employed. The division seems 
more like restrictions on what can be 
marked, rather than sets of allomorphs 
(Losey 2002:115-116). The formative 
system for case is thus judged as non-
flexive. 
 
-  In the verbal paradigm, personal 
concord suffixes (person markers) and 
gender/number markers are following a 
regular paradigm that appears identical 
for all verbs (Losey 2002:143-145). In the 
meeting between different verbal stems 
and morpheme phonological alterations 
may appear which gives the markers 
slightly different realisations (see Losey 
2002 pp.145-157), but it would be over-
analysing to regard these as allomorphs 
of the same markers. Gojri is judged not 
to have flexivity in its verbal formatives 
either. 
 

  Stem   
(Tense)  

Personal 
concord 

Full 
form 

Unspecified 
Habitual 

1sg sad-  -ū~ sadū~ 

 1pl sad-  -ā~ sad ā~ 

 2/3sg sad-  -ɛ sadɛ 

 2pl sd-  -ɔ  sadɔ 

 3pl sad-  -ɛ~  sadɛ~  

Negated Future 1g sd- -s -ū~ sadsū~ 

 1pl ad- -s -ā~ sadsā 

 2/3sg sad -s -ɛ sadsɛ 

 l sad- -s -ɔ  sadsɔ 

 3pl sad- -s -ɛ~ sadsɛ~  

Present Imperative 2sg sad-  ø sad 

 2pl sad-  -ɔ sadɔ  

Future Imperative 2sg sad- -ī  -e sadīe  

 2pl sad- -ī  -ɔ  sadīɔ 

 

Gojri Verb Forms Unmarked for Aspect; Stem Ends in Consonant: /sad-/ ‘call’ (Losey 

2002:155) 

 

 
 
Verbal paradigms: Losey 2002:155-156 
 
Nominal paradigms: Losey 2002:116 
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Parachi prc non-flexive 

 
- The oppositions that can be found in 
the verbal paradigm are those between 
“strong” and “weak” verbs, and between 
transitive and intransitive verbs in the 
past tense. The strong verbs have an 
irregularly formed stem, while the weak 
verbs have their past tense stem formed 
by the addition of a suffix marker /-ī/. 
This gives rise to a number of different 
conjugation patterns for person 
markers, but the number of classes is 
harder to judge, as these appears to be 
variations between different irregular 
verbs and hardly can count as 
conjugation classes (Kieffer 2009:705). 
As no conjugation classes are described 
explicitly, and no variants of person 
markers seem to be described, the 
language is judged as lacking flexivity in 
this paradigm. For the full paradigm, see 
example to the right. 
 
- There are no signs of flexivity in neither 
the case marking system, nor plural 
markers. Nouns do not belong to 
declensional classes influencing their 
inflection (Kieffer 2009:696). 
 

 

 
Verb ending: Kieffer 2009:702 
 
Verb stems: Kieffer 2009:705 
 
Case markers:  Kieffer 2009:696 
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Pashto pbu somewhat 
flexive 

 
- Pashto has a number of declension 
classes, which in previous descriptions of 
the language have divided the nouns 
rather differently, depending on what 
classifying system has been used. In this 
projects’ main reference work for Pashto 
the focus has been on finding a unifying 
system between noun and adjective 
inflection, in which 3 main declension 
classes are identified (further subdivided 
according to both gender and animacy.  
 
- Pashto verbs are divided into three 
classes depending on how these inflect 
for the perfective aspect (David & 
Goodman 2014:203) , however, the 
conjugation of person markers do not 
vary between the different classes in 
General Pashto or the northeastern 
dialect. The person- and tense markers 
are the same no matter the verbal class 
(David & Goodman 2014:188-191). 
 

 

 
Person suffixes: David & Goodman 
2014:192 
 
Verb bases: David & Goodman 2014:213 
 
Noun (number, case): Twist & David 
2014:53, 54 & ff. 
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Shughni sgh rather 
flexive 

 
- There are two main classes of Shughni 
verbs; intransitive and transitive. The 
transitive verbs mark tense and aspect 
through the use of different verbal 
stems, as well as person through person 
formatives in the present tense, and 
through pronominal clitics in the past 
tenses. Intransitive verbs may have a 
completely different form in the present 
tense 3rd person. Transitivity can thus 
be seen as a divisional feature affecting 
the conjugation patterns of verbs (for an 
example of intransitive and transitive 
verb conjugations in Shughni, see 
Edelman & Dodykhudoeva 2009b:801-
802). 
 
- Within both the transitive and the 
intransitive verbal categories there seem 
to be several conjugations; at least three 
example verbs are given for both 
transitive and intransitive verbs. It does 
thus seem as if Shughni has flexivity 
within the verbal system, even though 
the flexivity does not affect all the 
person markers within one and the same 
paradigm. 
 
- No flexivity in the nominal system, as 
the nouns are unmarked for case, and 
there does not seem to be a systematic 
division of plural endings for nouns 
either in the data. 
 

 
Paradigm from: (Edelman & Dodykhudoeva 2009b:801). 

 
Verb stem forms (person marked): 
(Edelman & Dodykhudoeva 2009b:800) 
 
Verbal person endings & copula: 
(Edelman & Dodykhudoeva 2009b:799) 
 
Conjugation of intransitive verbs: 
(Edelman & Dodykhudoeva 2009b:801) 
 
Conjugation of transitive verbs: (Edelman 
& Dodykhudoeva 2009b:802) 
 
Case: n/a for nouns 
Plural: no paradigm 
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Wakhi wbl non-flexive 

 
- There are no indications of nominal 
classes of any kind in Wakhi. 
Grammatical gender has been lost, even 
though some forms still preserve traces 
of it, and there is no systematic variation 
among the case suffixes that could imply 
allomorphs for different declinations of 
nouns. Instead nouns are marked in a 
rather regular manner (Bashir 2009:829). 
 
- Also among the person markers of the 
verbs the pattern is regular apart from in 
some forms of the 3rd person where 
there are two alternative suffixes, but 
there is no clear description on what 
governs this variation. It could be 
gender. The verb classes that exist 
influence the way in which the past- and 
perfective stems respectively are 
formed, but do not govern what person 
markers should be used. There is no 
allomorphy among the person markers 
that could be governed by different verb 
declinations (Bashir 2009:835). 
 

n/a 
 
 
 

 
 
Case & no: (Bashir 2009:829) 
 
Person endings and clitics: (Bashir 
2009:835) 
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Kati bsh rather 
flexive 

 
- At least four different plural markers 
(/ān/ /ēn/ /in/ and /an/) are accounted 
for, which makes it likely that nouns 
have at least four declination classes. 
However, when the declinations for 
cases are stated, there are only three 
given as examples (Davidson 1902:5-6). 
Edelman (1983:60) instead describes a 
division between masculine and 
feminine nouns which affects the noun’s 
case marking, with variations depending 
on whether the stem ends in a vowel or 
noun. It is possible that Davidson’s 
examples could reflect such a division, 
although there is not enough data to 
confirm this. It does none the less seem 
as if we have at least a couple, possibly 
more, declination classes for noun’s case 
and number. 
 
- In Edelman’s work (1983) there are no 
apparent conjugational classes among 
the verbs, but the same affixes apply to 
all verbs. He states, however, that “The 
types of conjugation of different verbs 
vary somewhat.” but does not develop 
this reasoning (1983:66). Neither Strand 
(2015) divides the verbs in his lexicon 
according to any other classes than 
transitive/intransitive (the transitivity of 
a verb affects whether the subject or the 
object is marked on the verb – see 
Edelman 1983:67-68). Davidson (1902) 
accounts for several verb conjugations 
after having given a standard 
conjugation, but these seem to be 
irregular verbs (i.e. exceptions) rather 
than different conjugation classes. 
 
- Kati is thus judged to have flexivity in 
the case paradigm, but none in the 
verbal. 
 

n/a 
 
 
 

 
 
Verbal stem formation: Davidson 1902:18 
 
Verbal person endings: Davidson 1902:16 
 
Case & number : Davidson 1902:6 
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Waigali wbk rather 
flexive 

 
- There seems to be a system of different 
case declinations depending on the form 
(i.e. the ending) of the noun stem; at 
least 4 different case declinations are 
denoted for the oblique case, namely 
/-ä/, /-ə/, /-ō/, and /-ē/ (Morgenstierne 
1954: 170). 
 
- For verbs, there seem to be no verb 
classes between which conjugation 
differs, apart from a number of irregular 
verbs. No systematic division into 
conjugation classes is mentioned or 
observed (Morgenstierne 1954: 183-
197). 
 

n/a 
 
 
 

 
Verbal conjugation paradigms: 
Morgenstierne 1954:186-188 
 
Nominal paradigms: n/a 
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Uzbek uzs non-flexive 

 
- Albeit a rather large number of case 
formatives, the system is uniform: no 
alternatives are given that could imply 
different declination classes. The only 
stated variations between different 
markers are dependent on preceding 
phonemes – e.g. the present/future 
marker which is /ȧ/ following a 
consonant and /y/ following a vowel 
vowel – and are thus judged as pure 
phonological variations. Nothing on 
noun classes is mentioned, and from the 
examples given there seems to be no 
variation in case marking between 
different nouns (other than the 
phonological variations stated above). It 
seems as if there is no flexivity of 
different declinations in the Uzbek case 
system (Boeschoten 1998b:360-361). 
 
- Neither among the TAM or person 
formatives was found any sort of 
allomorph usage depending on the class 
or type of a verb. The conjugation seem 
highly regular, no matter the type of 
verb (also here only allowing for 
marginal phonological changes 
depending on if a stem ends in a vowel 
(Boeschoten 1998b:366). 
 

Boeaschoten 1998b:364 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Copula forms: Boeschoten 1998b:364 
 
No paradigm. Descriptions for noun 
declension (plural and case): Boeschoten 
1998b:360 
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Purik prx non-flexive 

 
- There is no flexivity in the case 
formative system of Purik. The only 
observed variation in how case is 
marked seems to be depending on 
phonological issues (i.e. depending on 
whether the marker follows on a vowel 
or a consonant, and sometimes nasal, 
i.e. the ergative formative that is /-s/ 
following a vowel and /-is following a 
consonant/), and nothing resembles 
noun classes or declinations, neither in 
the examples nor in the word list given 
by Zempf (2013:317-375, 1038 ff). 
 
- The only apparent verbal categories in 
Purik is the division between control 
verbs (verbs that denote controllable 
events) and non-control verbs. Even 
though this division entails minor 
different conjugations (such as the lack 
of a specific past tense stem), the 
division is semantic rather than lexical, 
and verbs may pertain to both 
categories (Zempf 2013:420). 
Neither the plural marker /-un/ appears 
to have any variations that could 
indicate noun classes. It is only used on 
plural nouns with definite use, and does 
not seem completely obligatory for all 
plural references either (Zempf 
2013:192). 
 
- Purik is thus judged to lack flexivity in 
these categories. 
 

n/a 
 
 
 
 

 
No paradigms. For descriptions, see 
references: 
Case: Zempf 2013:313 - ff. 
Tense: (past stem formation) Zempf 
2013:420 - ff. 
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Burushaski bsk rather 
flexive 

 
- There are four classes of nouns which 
affect the person agreement suffixes of 
verbs, as well as personal pronouns, 
suppletive verb roots, plural suffixes and 
other aspects of the Burushaski 
morphological system. The classes 
depend on a division between 
human/non-human (and gender for the 
first category), and a division between 
count and mass nouns for the non-
human nouns. This is clearly affecting 
the person markers for the 3rd person 
singular (Willson 1996:8-9). 
 
- There are no verb conjugation classes, 
other than the division between 
inflectible (finite) verbs and uninflectible 
(non-finite) verbs. Apart from some 
suppletive verb roots which are affected 
by the subject’s noun class, the verbal 
paradigm is fairly regular and with no 
flexivity (Willson 1996:11-15). 
 

n/a 
 
 
 

 
Noun classes: Willson 1996:9 
 
Verbal agreement paradigm:  Willson 
1996:13 
 
Agreement/tense-suffix: Willson 1996:15 
 
Case: no paradigms, but description in 
Willson 1996:9 
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